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UMaMisM June as, isoa.
THE PORTLAND DAILY PRESS is publiflio,

t ot, b.

every day, (Sunday excepted,>at $2 Exchange Street !
Portland, N. A. Foster, Proprietor.
Thumb:—Eight Dollar!1

a

■

__

of Advertising.—Cm inch ol space, 11
column, constitute a “square.”
4*1.50 par square daily first week: 75 cents pei
week after; three insertions, or less, $1.00; continuevery other day alter first week, 50 cents.
ingHull
square, three insertions or less, 75 cents; ont
Week, $1.00; 50 cents per week alter.
Under head of “Amusements,” $2.00ner squart
pci week; three insertions or less, $1.50.
“Special Notices,” $1.25 per square first insertion, !»nd _5 ct**. ]ier square for each subsequent insertion; itaii a square, $1.00 first insertion, 15 eta,
each subsequent insertion.
Advertisements i user ted in the “Maine State
1 im:s8 (which has a
large circulation in every parol the State) for $1.00 per
square for first insertion*
and 50 cents per square for each
subsequent inser-

TO

A

and

exe-

Entertainments.

from the army.

in a

Widows and
OF

—

—

DECEASED SOLDIERS,

owner can hare it
proving property
1
J
this advertisement.
Portland. April 23.—3t»
NATHL. PIERCE.

mis,

Possession taken

ap21dtf

Wanted.
recently from the Venango Oil
A regions of Pennsylvania where he has had two
years experience, would like a situation as agent for
parties operating in Canada.
Addross,
PETROL] A,
YOUNG

_HALL

LEACH, BARTLETT & PARKER
Still adhere to the system of

man

la—<llw»_

Quick

fiess Office.

WEDNESDAY,

we

APRIL 25th,

GRAND FAIR REGATTA t
the harbor, to commence at 10 o’clock,
Those wishing to view it irom the Steamers will go to
Custom House Whart. Tickets 25 cents.
In

AFTERNOON.

EVENING.
The Fair will be open at 7 o’clock.
THE PORTLAND BAND
w ill be in attendance, and a number of valuable articles will be disposed of
In the SUPREME JUDICIAL COURT ROOM,

in

a

PICKWICK.”

vs.

given by Amateurs of this city.
J

Wanted.

SITUATION in some establishment, by a young
man having a
thorough business education, and
is well posted in
Book-keeping in all forms.
Apply to
S1MONTON & KNIGHT,
apiodti
48 Commercial St.

A

Wanted.

Agent

in every town in the Stato ot Maine to
A sell a new, convenient and useful patented article. Ladies or Gentlemen
wishing foi a rare chance
to make money should call on, or addresss,
J. HANKERSON & CO.,
130 Middle Street,
23—dtf
Portland, Maiuo.

_Nov
Stone-Cutters

Wanted.

Immediately, twelve good Stone-Cutters to cut abutment and pier stone.
WANTED

Apply
Doc

to

of the amount of our sales during the present week
for the

Now is the time to aid a most worthy cause, and at
the same time procure for yourselves
A

27—dtf

ATTENTION!

Annual

Society

GEYER & CALEF,
13

HOLD THEIB

WILL

Spring

Are

Exhibition

Free

in all kinds of

DRY

PLANTS AND FLOWERS,

Mechanics’

Hall,
MAY

TUESDAY,

Opening of the Trotting Season!
OTICE.

I, the undersigned would respectfully
-Li inform my friends, and the public generally,
that having leased Ling’s Track at
Scarborough, Me.,
tor the

present season, that I will open said Track,
TUESDAY, the eighth day of May, when I offer a
Purse of $100.00, open to all horses owned in Portland ; best 3 in 5 to harness.
Good day and good
track! Not lees than three to enter and two to start.
Entrance fee ten per cent. All entries to he made
in sealed envelopes, with name and color ot horse, on

on

before Tuesday
mercial Street.

evening, May 1st,

np25tomayl

at No. 5

Sous!

DRESS

Clubs supplied at short notice at wholesale prices.

JUST OPENED!

Leach, Bartlett & Parker,

fine lot of

CONGRESS

OLD

BBOWN WINDSOE. ENGLISH,
HONEY AND LA VENDEE SOAPS!
&

SOAPS !

BRETT, of Boston,

LEAUEI18 OF FASHION

solicit the attention of the trade and
consumers to their Standard Brands of

WOULD

REFINED

SOAPS,

-viz:-

Monograms,
Rustic Monograms,
Illuminated Monograms,

New and

Lowest

Particular Notice

GEYER

& CALEF,
13 FREE STREET.

ap2»

ble f *r the trade

ana lainily use.
direct our
and as our

from

business, we therefore assure the public with
deuce that we CAN and will furnish the

con-

Best Goods at the Lowest Prices!
Having recently enlarged and erected NEW
WORKS, eon tain g all the modern improvements, we
lire enabled to furnish a supply oi Soup* of the
uni ilie*, adapted to the demand, for Expert and Domestic Consumption.

announce

to

we are

our

old store, in

GORE’S

STEAM REFINED SOAPS!
THE

SOLD BY ALL

Wholesale Grocers Throughout the Stutc.

removin

our

Gore,

39T Commercial St. 47 Si 49 Beach Street,

to our former large stock,
embracing tbe latest and
most desirable styles of ail articles usually kept in a
first class establishment
We guarantee our prices to
be as low as (hose in Boston or elsewhere lor the same
grades and styles.
As our goods are nearly all

ORDER,

are prepared to warrant all articles sold to be exactly as represented.
Gratclul for the past liberal patronage we have received, we solicit and will endeavor to merit a continuance of it.

GEO. T. BURROUGHS <£• CO.
apbdtf

undersigned having purchased
rpHE
X stand
owned and
lately

Have just received

an

entire

new

lot ol

Ilicli Dress Goods!
DeLaines and Ginghams,
Piue, Medium

and

Heavy Brown and Bleached

C O T T O 1ST s !
LINEN
TABLE

DAMASK and

COVERS—Every Variety.
A

NEW LINE

OF

AT 130 &

132

HOOPER,

BEAUTIFUL

Spring
STYLES

Wear.

American Prints, 10 to 25 Cents.
White ALL WOOL FLANNEL 35 Cents.
A lew more of theme all Linen Army Skeett tor
1.40.
A complete an.l g neral assortment ot HOUSEKEEPING GOODS at the lowest market prices.

129 Middle Street.
tfeHdtf

EASTMAN BROTHERS.

SPRING
New

STYLES!

Goods,

Tailor’s

Trimmings!

The best Stock in the city is at

131
A11 of

Middle

Street.

which will be made to order, and sold at

Lowest

Cash

Prices!

Call and examine Goods and Prices.

131
NT

Portland, April 14—2m
Notice.
CIDER is wanted and will be received in
small quantities as well as larger quantities, and
cosh paid at No. 25 Commercial Street.

OLD

April 18, 1806.—dtf

Business.

GOOD chance is ottered in the manufacture oi
Elastic Goods, for which there is an established
demand and rcadv sale. Any person wishing to enin a light and pleasant business, and who can
urnish a cosh capital of $3U0 to $500. can address

A

?;age

ap3dtf

Manufacture r,
Box 1764), P.o,

Children’s

_A_nd

CARPETINGS, WINDOW SHADES, Ac.
on the most favorable terms.
Mr. JOHNSON, for
along time connected with this store, will be found
there ready to transact any business which may be require d of him. The old friends aud customers of Mr.
JOHN OItOUi£ETT will be glad to know that he is
still connected with the establishment, wliei e he has
won such au enviable reputation for sui>erioi business

qualifications, and will be bappy to serve tl sem as ot
old, either in the purcliase or sale of Furr Jture and
Household Goods. The highest cash prices will be
paid for all Second hand Furniture, Carp*its, Crockery, &c-, and all goods will be sold at the \owcst cash

Fancy Goods,
PORTLAND.

April 25—eodlm

SHERIFF'S SALE.
Cumberland,
consent ot
ATTACHED

ss.

sundry writ3, and will be sold by
parties at public auction on Wednes-

on

the 2d day of May, A. D., 1866, at 10 o’clock in
the forenoon, at store No. 28 Market Square, in the
City of Portland, iu said County, the following personal property, to wit: A complete assortment of
Photographer's materials, Mirrors and Mirrcr Plates,

day,

a

good

assortment of

Steel

Engravings,

P cture

Frames of all descrip ions. Gilt, Walnut, Rose Wood
and Ebony Ovals; also, prepared Ovals, a very tine
assortment of carved and plain Brackets, Gilt, Wal-

nut, Rosewood, Ebony and prepared Mouldings, new
and in good condition, one new Valentine & Butler’s
No. 5 Burglars and Fire Proof Safe a splendid Black
Walnut Desk, also a new Black Walnut Show Case,
plate glass. Stove, Gas Fixtures, Tables, Counters,
Tools, &c., &c., &c.
These Goods are all tresh and in perfect order. The

are invited to the sale
Terms cash. Dated at Portland this 21th day of
A. D., 1866.
E. N. PERRY, Deputy Sheriff.
Henry Bailey & Co., Auctioneers.

April,

A

Cloakings,
AND

Woolen Goods for Men’s and
Boy’s Wear,
AT

Prices Worthy the Attention of Oloee Buyers.
ALSO,
A

FRESH INVOICE OF THOSE
FRENCH KID
Just Received, at

GOOD

GLOVES,

I*. M.
FROST’Si
4 Deering Block, Congress St, Portland.
Apr 25—d&w2w

No.

STATE

LARGE OPENING! !

fancy“coods
-AT-

WHOLESALE !
MEBltlLL a>

Call the attention of the trtu’.e to tl»cir
bivo stock ol

Fancy

and White

new

HODSDON,
Adjutant General.

JOHN L.

I OB SALE!
TWO STORY HOUSE, convenient for two families, nearly new. Being about to make a change
in business,I shall sell at a bargain, if immediately
possession givapplied for. Terms easy. Immediate
jvjr further particulars inquire ot
J. MORROW,
On the premises, No. 8 Willis Street.

Goods, Hosiery, A

Trimmings,
Small
Buttons,
Wares, &c.
These goods being bought for cash at the lowest importers and manufacturers* prices, it is intended to
offer all the variety and advantages of the bewfc Hew
York and Poston houses.

145 MIDDLE

MAINE.

Headquarters,
)
Adjutant General’s Office, J
Augusta, April 21,1800. )
General Order No. 3.
His Excellency, the Governor and Commander-inCliief, having appointed CHARLES H. SMITH, Esq.,
of Eastport, one of his Aides-de-Csmp, with the rank
of Lieutenant Colonel, be will be obeyed and respected accordingly.
By order ol the Conunander-ln-Cliief:

andexten-

Gloves, Corsets, Dress

April 4,1860.—d2m

OF

April 26—It

SMALL

STREET,
POBTLASn, MB.

CASCO IKON COMPANY.
Stockholders of this Company are hereb.ynonpHEtilled
that
at

their annual meeting will be ho ld
No. 1° Exchange Street, on
Tuesday May 8th, I ext,
at 34 o clock P. M., to act on the lollo
wing:
1st To choose Directors tor the eii
wuing year.
2d—To act on any otlier business that may legi ily
come beiorc them.
j
FARMER,
^lerk of the Corporation
!loa
eod td
Portland, April 23,1866.
..

April

25—illw*__
FRUIT GRAFTING.

services ol the subscriber in
Wishing
Fruit Grafting in Portland or vicinity, may leave
the

THOSE

their orders at Owen &
or with
O. A.
April 25—dim*

BY

two

Street

Barber’s, Exchange Stroot,
Westbrook.

or

where there are not more than three or four other
boarders; location must be central and pleasant,
within ten minutes walk of the Post Office.
Address P. O. Box 2227 Portland.
ap25dlw*

HOUSE LOTS.
eligible lot near the head ot State street;
size, 58 by 82,
....
Also lots on Emory and Lewis SI reets, near Pine
W. H. STEPHENSON,
Street
2d National Bank.
ap23—dtt

of the

Navy

adopted asking

Washington. April 24.
Tire Secretary of tire Treasury lias written
a letter to tlie Chairman of tire Senate Finance
Committee on the apportionment of the National currency. He says the Senate bill No.
250 is seemingly general in its provisions, hut
in effect it singles out Massachusetts, Connecticut and Rhode Island, and reduces their circulation l r a certain arbitrary standard and
it practically asserts that the circulation of the
national banks in Massachusetts shall lrc diminished sixty per cent; that tlic circulation
of the national banks in Connecticut shall be
diminished seventy-four per cent
The principle on which this reduction is based is not
correct. 175,000 of the rural population of
Ohio or Illinois do not need a tenth part of

against

ing deficiency bill, appropriating $(5),000,
which was passed.
Mr. Willey offered a resolution for the relief of loyal citizens of Jefferson and Berkley
counties, Virginia. It is to pay them for

quartermasters’ stores furnished the army,
liefened to tne Judiciary Committee.
A message was received from the House
announcing its non-concurrence to the Senate
amendments to the bill in relation to the habeas corpus.
The Senate voted to insist on its amendments, and ask a Committee of conference.

reducing the ratio which it shall bear to their
capital. It will affect Banks in all the States
more or less by a certain fixed rule.
Tlie reduction is to be effected gradually. As the cir-

be wise
tion all

policy to afford the people of that secopportunity to become pecuniarily interested in the successful maintenance of the
Government of the United States, and inasmuch as Congress lias assumed entire control
of the currency of the
country, and to a very
considerable extent of its banking interests,
and prohibiting interference of the State Government, it would seem to be the plain duty of
Congress to make adequate provision to meet
the wants of all the country in the
way of
The total amount to be withdrawn from the
Eastern States would be as follows:
Mcino,

proposition.

Mr. Sherman introduced a bill to reorganize
the clerical force of the Interior
Department.
Referred to a special Committee.
Mr. Sherman, from the Finance
Committee,
reported the Consular and Diplomatic Appropriation bill. Also, the House bill authorizing
the coining of five cent pieces.
Mr. Sherman also reporting a public
print-

fhe circulation required by tire manufacturing
and commer cial communities of Rhode Island.
This bill is an amendment to section 21st of
the present National Currency Act, and
proposes to withdraw circulation from Banks

culation becomes worn and mutilated it is to
be returned for redemption. The amount
by
which the circulation is to be thus diminished
approximates $25,000,000; and it is proposed in
anticipation of tin’s reduction to authorize the
issue of circulation to Banks in the States
that have secured the least proportionate
amount of circulation, as it may be needed.—
The Secretary thinks it is important that the
solvent State Banks should have an opportunity to become National Bauks, otherwise by
the operation of the laws of the United States
they will be compelled to wind up after the 1st
day of July next, and that it is a matter of
great importance that provision should be
made to meet the wants of those States which
have been in rebellion.
me banking facilities are
necessary to develope the industrious interests of the South,
and to stimulate the production of those
staples
which enter so largely into the financial interest ot the country. At the same time it would

was

taken up.
The pending question was on a motion to
reconsider the vote rejecting the bill.
Mr. Sumner spoke
the

A message was submitted from the Presia record of the commission
assembled in St. Louis, hi relation to brevet
appointments in the regular army.
Mr. Stewart spoke in favor of the admission

dent transmitting

of Colorado.
Mr. Guthrie opposed it.
Mr. Nye spoke in its support.
There was considerable incidental debate.

Adjourned.
HOUSE.

The Niagara Ship Canal bill was considered. The bill was debated until the close of
the

morning

hour.
Several bills were then acted upon, most of
which were appropriately referred.
The Army oill was then taken up. The
motion to postpone it until December next
was withdrawn, and the House
proceeded to
its consideration.
The 19th section was also passed over.
The 20th section, in reference to the Provost Marshal’s Bureau, was then considered.
Mr. Conkling moved to strike out the section. He caused to be read a letter from Geu.
Grant to Senator Nesmith, in which he
says:
“lam opposed to multiplying
bureaus, and
think there is no necessity for a Provost Marshal General. In fact, it we had to
organize
the army anew I should not have as
many bureaus as we now have.
In my opinion the
country would be ju3t as well and more economically served if the Coast Survey were
added to the Engineers’ Bureau, and if the
Quartermasters, Subsistence and Pay Departments were emerged into one.”
Mr. Conkling opposed the
perpetuation of
the Provost Marshal’s Bureau, a power under
which his constituents had suffered
beyond
his capacity to express. He spoke in
very
strong terms of condemnation of the Provost
Marshal of the Western division of New
York and of Gen. Fry. Against the
former,
every offence from highway robbery up and
down had been charged and proved.
Mr. Blaine defended Geu. Fry, than whom
a more honorable and high toned officer was
not in the army. The gentleman from New
York, Mr. Conkling, had had issues with Gen.
Fry, which had been adjudicated by the Secretary of War, and he could leave the gentleman to say whether he had come out second
best.
Mr. Conkling said he was
responsible here
and elsewhere for what he had said and
should say about Gen. Fry. He
pronounced
the statement of Mr. Blaine in reference to
himself and his quarrel and his issues with
Gen. Fry to be false.
Mr. Blaine raised a point of order—that Mr.

$05,009; New Hampshire, $10,000; Vermont,
$116,300; Massachusetts, $5,288,675; Rhode
Island, $674,250; Connecticut, $1,091,430: New
York, §7,914,830.
The following is a list of officers recommended for brevet promotion by the Board
which was recently convened at St. Louis:
For rank Brevet Major General—Irwin McDowell, John Pope, Joseph Hooker, W. S.
Hancock, J. W. Scofield, O. O. Howard, A. H.
Terry, J. O. O. Ord, J. G. Piirfce, D. S. Stanley, A. H. Humphrey, E. It. S. Cauby, H. G.
Wright, A. J. Smith, John Gibbon, Jefferson
C. Davis, Joseph A. Mower, F. J. Wood and
James Wilson, ranking in the order as named.
Sixty-six recommendations for brevet rank
of Brigadier Generals were made as follows:
David Hunter, A. McD. McCook, J. G. Foster. C. C. Augur, Gordon Granger, George
Stoueman, George Sykes, Frank Steele, G. L.
Hartsuff, H. J. Warren, A. Pleasanton, J. A.
Gilmore, W. F. Smith, George Crook, Godfrey
Weitzel, W. B. Hazen, W. Merritt, George A. Conkling was using unparliamentary language
Custer, Wm. F. Bary, J. G. Barnard, Seth in saying that he, (Blaine) had made a lalse
Williams, J. N. Newton, J. W. Braunan, R. statement.
W. Johnson, Z. B. Tower, J. W. Davidson,EuThe Speaker pro tem., Mr. Davis, sustained
the point, when on motion, Mr. Conkling was
gene Allan, W. H. Emery, J. Grover, J. W.
Crawford, J. H. Carleton,*A. Baud, J. C. Rob- allowed to proceed in order.
Mr. Conkling denied any
inson, Thomas Seymour, Charles Griffin, W.
personal quarrel
S. Elliott, H. J. Hunt, W. W. Getty, Alfred
with Gen. Frye, and that the statement made
Robert
S.
John
H.
here
was
without foundation.
Tully,
Granger,
King,
No officer in
Frank Wheaton, Wm. P. Conlin, R. B. Ayres, this Government had done so much harm and
R. G. Tyler, J. T. A. Tarbell, Adelbert Ames, so little good as Gen. Frye. If that was offenJudson Kilpatrick, A. S. Webber, Kenner Gar- sive, so be it.
To the particular individual,
rard, S. S. Carroll, E. Upton, John B. McIn- (Blaine) to whom it might give offence, he
tosh, Eli Long, Louis D. Watkins, Sidney (Conkiing) would answer, not here, but elseBurbank, R. C. Buchanan, J. C, Duaue, H. T. where, anywhere it might be agreeable to have
Clark, A. Beckwith, C, B. Comstock, O. M. the answer.
Mr. Blaine in reply said the
Poe, J. H. Potter.
phrase “answerThe Commissioner of Agriculture has reing here or elsewhere was so very cheap as
ceived advices from Macon, Geo., in reference
to be beneath his notice. He did not
presume
to replanting the cotton crop, stating that the
the gentleman from New York
really meant
were
in
the
of
midst
that
he
wants to fight a duel, and he need not
planters generally
planting, but that an area will be planted this sea- have the assurance from him (Blaine) that he
son somewhat smaller tban usual, owing to a
did not intend it when he had to resort to the
wide prevailing fear among planters that the epithet “ false and to go into the
cheap swagseed has lost much of its vitality by lying four ger of answering here or elsewhere.” He
orfiveyeara in gin houses. Many planters should have very little faith in the cause he
have been compelled to plant over from this
stood up here to maintain.
Mr. (Stevens moved to substitute a new seccause, thus losing two weeks of the best cotton growiug season.
tion providing thai the Provost Marshals BuIt appears from official documents that in reau shall be sustained only so long as in the
December, Senor Romero addressed two notes judgment of the Secretary of War is necessato the Secretary of State in relation to an orry to close up the business thereof, not exceedder issued by Maj. Gen. Me Dowell, command- ing six months from the passage of this Act.
the
of
Mr. Conkling accepting the
ing
Military Department
California,
amendment,
prohibiting the exportation of aims oi muni- Mr. Stevens’ substitute was adopted.
tions of war by way of the frontier into MexThe 21st section providing for the Medical
ico. These notes were referred to the Attor- Department was slightly amended. The 22d
ney General who said the question raised by
relating to Medical Purveyors was struck out.
the Secretary of State was, whether in the
the project being embraced in another section.
The 23d seetion relating to the Pay Departopinion of the former this order was in conformity with any laws, regulations or orders ment was amended by adding to the sentence
in force bearing on the subject. The Attor- excluding West Point graduates from appointney General says no military officer has a ment, a provision that it shall not apply to
right to issue any order lo which he cannot officers now in the Pay Department, lleccss
lawfully compel obedience by the forces under till 7.

transporting arm3 or munitions of war as
merchandise, across the frontier into Mexico,

on

W. E. Odell has been confirmed as Naval officer at New ¥ork.
All appointments in the Internal Revenue
service in Virginia have been made of persons
who took the test oath.

Savannah.
New York, April 24.
The Savannah Herald of the 21st states
that Capt. Duncan has demanded that his trial should be remanded to the civil courts, but
the military commission refused.
Gov. Jenkins has issued a proclamation explanatory of the position of the courts and
the people under the recent proclamation of
President Johnson, in effect stating that the
former status is modified, not radically changFrom

If'rom

California.
San Francisco, April 24.
The steamer Juo. L. Stephens, from Mazat-

arrived to-day with $45,500 in treasure.
On her down trip the steamer was seized at
Cape St. Lucas by order of Gen. Corona, and
an effort was made to send her to Allata but
she was finally ordered to La Pas.
Capt. 'Wakcman forwarded to the U. S. Consul his protest against the seizure of the vessel
or ilitermeddliug with her cargo, notwithstanding which a guard of Liberal soldiers was placed on board, who ransacked her in search of
contraband articles. As a crowd of drunken
crowd of Liberals on shore were prepared to
commit violence, Capt. Wakeman deemed it
expedient to give $500 in cash and a bond for
$1500 more when the vessel was released, and

proceed on her voyage.

ed,

__

From Itie.hmond.

Fortress Monroe, April 23.
The citizen’s ticket approving the President’s policy was elected by a huge majority,
in Portsmouth, on Saturday.
The sloop-of-war Macedonia came out of her

dry

|

dock on

.Saturday.

The frigate Savanuali has arrived here. She
will be re-fitted as a cruising vessel for midshipmen at the Naval Academy.
The gunboat Conueaught leaves on the first
of May for the Southern States.

VICINITY

t3?” Advertisers will benetit themselves, at wtllas
tendin'/ in their advertisements
bp
at the day.

ENTERTAINMENT COLUMN.

Grand Fair—City Hall.
Floral exhibition—Mechanics’ Hall.
Opening of the Trotting Season.

Southamp-

ton on the

morning of the 11th, has arrived at
quarantine.
The steamship Africa arrived out on the

&

ship Eliza,

Sale-Hon^0encral 0rd^ N»-3HEUGIOUS NOTICES.

In the House of Commons on theSth £600,000 were voted for public works.
The London merchants propose giving
Mr. Peabody a banquet before leaving for
America.
The Times’ Paris

correspondent

like preparations.
The Italian ambassador at Berlin in a despatch to Florence describes war as inevitable.

Italy

is

preparing

in the event of a war to

attack Austria in Vcnetia.
An extraordinary sitting of the Federal diet

has taken place.
Prussia proposes

a convocation of the Gerwith universal suffrage and
direct elections tor the purpose of reforming
the fund.
Kan Wang, the leader of the
Nyenefer rebels, has been shot.
Kow
is
considered in danger, great
Hang
destitution prevailing there.
A mint is to be established at
Japan.
The elections in Victoria and New Zealand
have resulted iu a large majority lor the ministry. The financial statement show3 a total
revenue of three milkons.
The shipment of
gold during the month was 70,000 ounces for
England and 76,000 for India.
Gen. Churle’s expedition to Faranaki was
completely successful. The country is now
man

Union Prayer Meeting at the
Vestry ol Free
Street Church during the week,
ata
bulore elght oVlock. and

Parliament,

tranquil.

The Cholera in Hew York Harbor.

New Yoke, April 24.
The Deputy Health officer reports that up
10 A. M., yesterday, there had been ten
cholera cases, received from the steamer Illito

nois, and two deaths, leaving in the hospital
eighty.
Dr. Anderson, one of the Quarantine Commissioners, goes to Washington to-night, to
ask the Government to give additional facilities for the treatment of cholera at this
port,
by the use of grounds at Sandy Hook. If
successlul, temporary buildings wilj be erected
there for pat ents.

Washington Correspondence.

commend.".,

hottr^r

JnS

continuing

Portland, April 23d, lSSC—lw

says Mar-

It is interred that if a war breaks out between Prussia and Austria a corps of observation would be found on the Rhine, Marshal
Neil commanding. Neil was sent to Turin
just before the last Italian war commenced.
The Prussian reply to the Austrian note
created extremely unfavorable impressions at
Vienna. Au tria reiterates her demand in the
note of the 31st ult., and expresses the
hope
that Prussia will expalin the meaning of war-

I

Fruit Grafting.

Southampton.

shal Neil who commands one of the greatest
French military divisions, had interviews with
the Emperor in Paris.

Parker.

Bo^t^’^ede"-°r0UHoOp«rSheriff’s Sale.
For

I

SUPREME JUDICIAL COURT.
TERM—DANFOBTU, J., PRESIDING.
Tuesday.—The case of Calvin Farr v. Robert PenAPRIL

Merry wan was given to tbe Jury*

The verdict was Jor plain! iff for $50, and that the
bark was liable for that amount.
Adams.
Orr.
E. & F. Fox.
No. 2<fe—John Rogers, Administrator, v. John H.
Humphreys & als. Action of assumpsit brought by
plaintiff as administrator ot the estate of Richard T*
Dunlap, against John H. Humphreys, JohnC. Humphreys and Charles C. Humphreys, alleged copartners in business, under the firm of John H.
Humphreys & Co., to recover the amount of a note for $4,593.75, dated August 2, 1852, payable on demand,
signed by John C Humphreys, ond endorsed by J. H.
Humphreys & Co. Plaintiff discoutmues as to John
C. Humphreys, he having deceased.
For the defense, the partnership is denied, and it is
alleged tha. at the time the concern stopped businesse
in 1857, the partnership was dissolved, and that at Ultimo the note was given Charles C. Humphreys was
not a partner, had nothing to do with tbe business,
and no knowledge of such a note. Also that there
never was any notice tojthe endorsers of said note during the lifetime of tbe said Dunlap.
The Court rak'd that the tesiimonyfor defendant
was not sufficient tc make out his caso.
Whereupon
it was withdrawn from the lory, defendant's defaultand
ed,
goes up to the full Court.
Adams.
Orr.
E. & F. Fox.
MUNICIPAL COURT, APRIL 34.
Charles B. Wright and Frank Clemens, the thieves
who stole the silk lroin the stoieol Messrs. Woodman, True & Co., having obtained sureties on that
complaint, were liberated* from jail. They were Immediately arrested on a charge of stealing 100 yards
of silk from the store of Messrs. Dunn A Palmer._
Being brought before Court they pleaded not gnijty,
and waived an examination. In defhult of sureties
iu the sum ol i 500 eaeh, tor their appearance at the
July term ot the S J. Court, they were committed.
Fox, City Solicitor, for State; Smith & Reed for prisoner's.

James King pleaded guilty to resisting a
police offiWashington, April 24.
The Commercial’s special Washington dis- cer, while the latter was In discharge of his duty, and
a
fine
of
and
#10
costs.
paid
the
President has appointed Wade
patch says
John McQuade, for drunkenness and
Hampton, a relative of tlje rebel General of
disturbance,
that name, Post-master at Pittsburg, Penn., paid a fine of $3 and costs.
Poter Mugford pleaded nolo contendere to'a comremoving a radical.

The Twelfth Maine Regiment
Home.

en

route

for

New Yore, April 24.
Steamer Hermann Livingston, from Savan-

nah 21st, has arrived,
bringing two
of the 12th Maine regiment.

companies

ITEMS OP STATE NEWS.

|£jp—JohuJ. Russell of Baring, was killed
Saturduy last on the Calais & Baring Rail-

on

road.

He was run over by a loaded ear.
CiP'The Machia3 Union says “Business is
town-like again. The steam mill and nearly all

the mills

in operation. Our saw mills are
business life.”
fcSfTt is said anew mine of plumbago has
been opened near Sabattis mountain.
Ky~Tho Waterville Mail mentions a slate
quarry now being opened in the town of Winslow, and says the quality proves to be equal
to tbe best slate in the market and that tnere is
the

are

lungs of

reason to suppose the quantity to be abundant.
The quarry is located only a few rods rrom the
Railroad, and great confidence is felt in the

of the “Sebasticook Slate Company',”
lately been organized.
t®”Tbe York Peat Company, to own and
control the patent rights ot the American Peat
success

which has

Company

for the manufacture of peat as an
article of fuel for the counties of York and

Androscoggin, was organized in Biddeford on
Wednesday, and the capital stock was all subscribed and paid for.
E. H. Banks, James
Sawyer and Thomas H. Cole are Trustees for
tbe Company.
jy Charles Hight of Saco, who was arrested several weeks since for breaking into a
store
town

in Newfield, escaped from the jail in that
last Wednesday night.

tyTlie editor of the Skowbegan Clarion
somebody aas filled his “porringer” with
maple syrup. There must be abundance of
the saccharine product in that region; a laud
flowing with milk and honey would be nothing

says

to it.

fcp“Thc Saco Democrat says that Chas. W.
Burrows, son of S. W. Burrows, Esq., of that
city, and the youngest of fifteen applicants who
presented themselves for examination for an
appointment to West Point from this district,
was the successful competitor, and has received the appointment.
THE

WESTERN

MAIL.

Excmxo News fbom Cmix—By the
latest mail from the South Pacific the

Navy Department is in possession of some
startling advices trom the Chilian coast. A
Washington telegram to the Boston Advertiser

says:

of the monitor Monadnock, four 15 inch guns;
the Powhatan—twelve guns; the Vanderbilt
—fifteen guns; the Tuscai ora—ten guns; the
Wateree—ten guns; and the Suwanee—ten
guns; in all sixty-one guns. The English fleet
is smaller in the number of vessels, and also of
The Spanish iron-clad is a vessel of
guns.
immense offensive and defensive power, 380
feet long, eighteen feet out of water, mounts
forty guns, and is plated all over with five
inches of iron. Her capacity is no less than
seventy-two hundred tons; nevertheless Combelieves he could sink her in
modore
less than half an hour. In a private letter the

Kodgers

Commodore humorously remarked that he
has had two visits from the Spanish Governor
who, he thinks, fully satisfied himself by close’
inspection that his monster is no match for
the American monitor. Hie Commodore also
writes that the Monadnock was visited by

3000 Chilians in

a

single day.

—The French Academy propose to make the
celebration of their bicentennial anuiveisary
take place at Paris at the time of the great ex-

position,

exceptionable charity—a charity which all
concede to be entitled to the most liberal enThe managers relying upon tbe contributions of former years,
went
cheerfully forward and laid in their
stock of fuel at a season when
prices were at
their lowest
point; they have diligently laboreu in this
cause without fee, no oflicer ever
having received auy pecuniary compensation
lor lus services.
Yet I hay find the Society in
debt at the close of their
season’s work in the

couragement and support.

U. 8. CIRCUIT COURT.
CLIFFORD, J., PRESIDING.
Tuesday.—No caso being ready for trial, Court&!•
journed to 10 o'clock Wednesday morning.
The case ot Daniel W. Lord v. Inhabitants of Ken*
nebunkport, is assigned for trial this morning.

nell and bark Nettie

including expeuof delivery, was $3,217. And tbe amount
received by the Society was from contributions
in tbe churches $1,050. and individual donations $81, making $2,031; showing a deficiency in the receipts of $725. The receipts from
parish eontr buttons fell short of that of tbe
year before about $1,060.
The business of tbe Society has been conducted with great economy and fidelity. Thu
ftiel was purchased at the lowest cash prices
and less than the market rate. Tbe expense
was incurred solely for the benefit of this unces

M. Frost.
S?' Cloakings—P.
Bartlett

from New York for Bremen,
was run into and sunk off Portland. All hands
but one man perished.
The Patrick Henry, from Liverpool for New
York, returned to Queeustown leaking.
The gunboat Canandaigua had arrived at
The

tion was 505.
The cost of wood and coal

NEW ADVERTISEMENT COLUMN.

9th inst.

udvantt.

Widow*’ Wood Sooiety.

New A drertisemeats To-Day

The steamship America, from

annum, i»

The managers of this Society submit to
their fellow citizens tbe result of its operations
during tbe last winter:—
There were delivered to the subjects of this
charity 385 cords of wood and 36 tons of coal.
Tbe numlier of persons receiving the distribu-

accommodate us,
at an early hour

New Yoke, April 24.

According to a despatch from Commodore
Kodgers, in command of the United States
squadron in the harbor of Valparaiso, a colliPacific Railroad.
sion between our naval forces and the ErgMr. Randall made a point of order that it
lish squadron on the one side, and the Spanish
was an appropriation bill
pledging the credit iron-clad Numaneia and the frigate Bianca
on
of the United States, and that it should
go to
the other side, is not improbable.
It seems
the Committee of the Whole.
that Commodore Nunize, commanding the
The Speaker sustained the point.
The bill
Spanish vessels, notified the authorities of
was then recommitted to the Committee on
Valparaiso that if an attempt was made to emthe Pacific Railroad, and it was immediately
ploy
torpedoes against his ships he would at
to
avoid
the point of order.
reported again
once proceed to bombard the city.
The ChilAfter considerable debate, the House, withian authorities informed Commodore Kodgers
out taking the question ou tho reception of
anu Hear Admiral Denman, Commander of
the report, adjourned.
the English squadron, of this notification.—
Thereupon the commanders of the United
From Nett Orleans.
States and English vessels sent a joint protest
against the proposed bombardment, and subNew Orleans, April 24.
There is a fearful crevasse 20 miles below sequently informed the Spanish Commodore
Packard plantation an acre and a half wide. that they should insist, under any circumstanThe whole left bank below is threatened with ces, upon ample time being given for the reinundation. The flooded district is planted moval of neutral property and of the women
and children of the city, before it was fired
with su'ar cane. The whole of Teueheal
upon. At the same time they changed their
County is threatened with a flood.
Gen. Ranks’ provost judge is in jail, charged
anchorage and took up a position close to the
shore between the Spanish vessels and the
with swindling.
Many treasury agents have been arrested on city. Commodore Kodgers expresses bis incharges of fraud, and are applying lor writs of tention to attack the Spanish fleet in case his
demand should not be complied with.
The
favorable habeas corpus, which applications are refused. United States
squadron in the harbor consists

in the present state of affairs in that country.
The Attorney General says he is of opinion
that the order of Gen. McDowell as intended to interfere with such trade conducted by
our people as the authorities have declared to
be lawful, and is not, therefore, in conformity
with an order, but was probably intended to
be directed against militaiy expeditions or
armed enterprises carried on from this Government against the belligerents contending in
Mexico. Such expeditions and enterprises are
of course violations of our statutes, and nothing in this opinion is intended to impugn the
validity of the order in respect to them.
The Attorney General apprehends that it
is well settled that merchants may lawfully sell
at home to belligerent purchasers, or carry,
themselves, to the belligerent power, contraband articles subject to the rights ot seizure in
transitu. The right of the neutral to transport, and the hostile power to seize, are conflicting rights, and neither patty can charge
the other with a criminal act. This is the
view taken by Chancellor Rent.
Vice Admiral and Mrs. Farragut are in this
city for a few days. They are the guests of
the Secretary of the Navy.
The letting of mail contracts has been con-

cluded, embracing 3,000 routes,
terms to the Department.

Mr. Price from the Committee on the Pacific Rail Road, reported back with amendments the bill granting lands to Missouri and
Iowa for the State Line Railroad.
It grants
ten sections per mile on each side of the road,
which Is about 250 miles long. Referred to
the Committee on Public Lands.
Mr. Price also reported back the bill to secure the speedy construction of the Northern

lan,

HILL, Stevens’ Plains,

Hoard Wanted.
single gentlemen, in a private tamily

AVEBY

Cider Vinegar
sale by
M. MORRILL* 204 Fore
For 20—d2w*

tary

the Secreif naval officers had been or-

was

dered not to visit Washington.
The bill for the admission of Colorado

Personal, &c.

his command. The test therefore of the vaIidity in pomt of law, of this order, is whether
he could lawfully employ the forces subject to
his control, to prevent American citizens and
other persons within our jurisdiction, from

FULL LINE OF

GEO. T. BURROUG HS A CO.

apGtf

Apr

Carriages,

No. 4 Free Street,

Ladies’

CROCKERY, GLASS WARE,

Middle Street.
GOULD.

House-Furnishing Goods,

EXCHANGE STREET

New and Second Hand Furniture,

New Cloths,

—AND—

Wholesale and Betail Dealer in

will continue to buy and sell

rates.

WOOLEN G00D8, for

HOOPER,

trade

the stook and

occupied by Messrs.

CROCKETT &

March 20—fit I

Factory

OREN

NEW & ELEGANT FURNITURE

PORTLAND, MAINE.

EASTMAN BROTHERS

quantities

and adjoining rooms, and are daily adding

MADE TO

for the

am now

HALL

NOTICE.

&

been

the citizens of

aud lor our trade especially, wo

LEATHE &

Consumers of Excelsior.

appointed Agent
Belgrade
Mills Excelsior, 1
HAVING
ready to sell in any
at
Prices.

Free street block, to

LANCASTER

Importing
best materials,

chemicals, and using only the
goods are manufactured
under ilie personal supervision of our senior partner,
who has had thirty years practical experience in the

UPHOLSTERERS,
And All

VAL^

FURNITURE

CHEMICAL OLIVE,
CRANK’S PATENT,

SODA, AND AMERICAN CASTILE,
All of SUPERIOR QUALITIES, in packages suita-

Furniture Dealers,

Library.

wotlla

OLEINE,

-T

original

aud vicinity that
WEPortlandrespectfully
stock of

NO. 1,

Gold Prices l

ap2S.__lod

Iroin their unique and bcanti/hl
apbeing artistic in design and quite popular.

RE M O

EXTRA,
FAMILY,

choice

-AT THE-

Wedding and- Visiting Cards.

STENCIL PLATES CUT TO ORDER.
All now Books can be found at our
Circulating

GORE,

a

—ru—

pearance,

LEATHE &

you would secure

Go early if

WHO AEE

steam:

REFINED

STREET.

DRESS PATTERN

AGENTS FOR

LOWELL

Leering Block,

C ALEF’ S !

&
A

awarded.
A resolution

Affairs in Georgia!

banking facilities.

No. 5
GE YE It

GOODS

offered in this city can he seen at the store of

ever

Best Yew York Bats!

Artistic

Leatlie

ARTICLES

afternoon and evening
But the finest display of

this week.

Com-

P. Ii. BRADLEY,

STEAM

of

to be seen at the Fair every

by the

Athletic’s,

1st,

OPENING AT 2 O’CLOCK P. M.

or

Nothing can surpass the beautiAil display

FANCY

Lowell’s,
Mutual’s,
Harvard’s,

Liberal premiums arc ottered, lists of which may he
obtained of Samuel Rolfe. Esq., No. 159 Middle St.
The hall will be opened lor the reception of specimens from 7 to 12 o'clock A. M .,on tho
day of the exhibition; ami all persons living in the county are entitled to compete lor the premiums.
Admittance to the Exhibition, adults 25 cents;
children 15cents.
Per order,
S. B. BECKETT, Secretary.
ap25—dtd

TAT

& Parker,

Atlantic’s,

—AT—

ON

Bartlett

No. 5 Deering Block.

Street,

BALLS
used

GOODS!

REMEMBER THE PLACE!

Agents for the celebrated

ROSS

—or—

*

Unprecedented Bargains!

ANDRE WS,
Biddeford

JAMES

Agricultural

by

BENEFIT OF THE FAIR!

BASE BALL CLUBS! Leach,

FLORAL EXHIBITION !
Tlie Portland Horticultural

give

TWO PER CENT.

Address A. R. C.. Portland.

Dickens’ famous trial

“UABDELL

profits, hut

-•-—__

A

The Fair will be open to the public at 2 o’clock.
The Afternoon is the most favorable time to visit the
Hail for an inspection of the exhibition.

agree to

on

room, either

in

or

pleasant location.

apl9—dlw*

FORENOON,

Will be

Sales and Low Prices.

VFc cannot, tlnreforr, count mnch

ftir.two y.iungmenagood sized
! Bynlshvd
unfurnished,
private dwelling
some

aid of the

DECEASED SOLDIERS!

married

a

Brevet Pro-

motion*.

-OF-

Hoard Wanted.
couple in a genteel private ihmily or
boarding house, pleasantly located, with a suit of

Apr

PROGRAMME FOR

National Cur-

Officer* Recommended for

Widows and Orphans

on

payuig for

Wanted.

CITY

ap25

GRAND FAIR !
•In

the street. The
A WATCH
by calling at 25 York street,

furnished or unfurn.shed.
before J line JStli.
Address W, Press Office.

Orphans

THE

Has worked two years

Found
ana

Mr. Sumuer offered an additional section
giving the same rate of compensation to Donald MeKay of Boston, who built the Ashuelot.
anil Miles Greenwood of Cincinnati, who
built the Tippecanoe, as awarded to other parties, provided the evidence submitted establishes their right to compensation.
A resolution was adopted that the Secretary of War furnish the evidence upon which
the reward for tne arrest of Jeff. Davis was

rency.

country store, and is a iair penman. Best of refgiven as regards character. Address
H. H, C.,
Box 1525 Portland P. O.
ap23—dlw*

on or

AID OF THE

IN

of the

FROM EUROPE.

Arrival af «he America ot New
York.

morrow.

WASHINGTON.

erence

BY

FAIR !

FROM
Reduction

FOB THE BENEFIT OF

SITUATION in a retail grocery store or some
similar employment, by a
young man who baa
returned

just

ro

GRAND

Dry Goods

G. W. RICH & CO.,
No. 171 Fore Street.

tion.

cuted with dispatch; and all business pertaining to
the Ollicc or Paper promptly transacted on application as almve.

Pant

Wanted.

A

The bill for tbe relief of Naval contractor*
amended, authorising the Secretary of th<
Treasury to pay not over 12 per cent, of thi
original contract, and was postponed until towas

25, 1866.

---

Vest Makers at

Ap24-dlw

Wednesday Morning, April

LATER

PORTLAND AND

SENATE.

--

-OF-

three days

Washington, April 24.

,M j>«-

Xerwu

XXXIX CONGRESS—First Session.

TELEGRAPH,

TO THE DAILY PRESS.

U

ap24d2t*

Wanted Immediately.
GOOD Pre^uum.
Also, Custom Coat,

ol

JOB PRINTING, ol every description,

locality*-

or

BY

SALE

GREAT

Wanted.
buy out a Fruit Stand In good
rent a store lor the business.
Address Box 3x8, Portland, Me.

Rates

length

New Advertisements.

Lost and Found.

in advance.

year

THE MAINE STATE PRESS, in published at tin
Bailie place every Thursday morning at $2.uo a year
Invariably in advance.

APRIL 25, I860.

PORTLAND, WEDNESDAY MORNING,

Wants,

ess.

_

plaint charging Um with violating a city ordinance,
in opening a vault in the day time without a
permit
and paid a fine of $3 and costa.
The Fair.

The attendance yestenlay afternoon was
very large, and last evening it was a perfect
jam, the spacious Hall and all the large rooms

sum ot

$725.

they

now
earnestly appeal to their generous
citizens, mule and female, the noble
patrons ot this immificcut public charity to
liquidate the debt, and not permit it to encumber by its heavy burden, the
operations of the

fellow

next winter. W e cannot doubt that a
prompt
and efficient response will be made to this ur-

gent application.

Donations in any amount may be left with
the Treasurer of the Society, Samuel
Kobe, at
his store on Middle street.
Clear up the Streets I

Tuesday, April 24, 1866.
To the Editor of the Press:
He Will you permit me through your columns
to call the attention of the proper authorities
to the heaps of rubbish which have been de-

posited recently on Fore Street, near the foot
of Mountlort street,
it is well, especially at
this time to clean up cellars and back
yards,
and every good citizen will of course
put his
iu
premises order; but what is to be done with
the debris thus obtained?
Surely it should
not be placed upon the public
highway, diin
of
front
a
rectly
dwelling house; for by such
a transfer nothing is gained either in
point of

health

or

decency.

Citizen.

Peterson’s International Magazine for
May, has been received at the bookstores of
Messrs. Bailey & Noyes, Davis Brothers and
Short & Loring.
Who shall bo Governor?
ANOTHER CANDIDATE FOB THE

REPUBLICAN

NOMINATION.
To the Editor

<jf the Preti:
the names frequently mentioned in
connection with the Governor question, is

Among

that of Hon. John J. Perry, of Oxford. At
Kepublican State Convention held hi Portland in 1862, with but small comparative effort
on the part of his friends, Gen.
Perry received nearly two hundred votes, largely leading
all other candidates except Gov. Cobum, who
was nominated by only one
minority. The
next year, to bring in the Jameson Democrats, a Douglas Democrat, in the person of
Hon. Samuel Cony, was nominated, and has
occupied the Gubernatorial chair ever sincethe

Now, in all fairness the nominee should come
from Western Maine and be taken from the
“Old Guard.”
The same reasons that favored the nomination of Gen. Perry, in 1862, with additional

being filled. The pantomime of Uncle Tom’s
Cabin by the Abyssinian circle, was beautiftil- ones, now exist. A man of large experience
ly done and elicited great applause. Addition- in publiclaffairs is almost Indispensable to the
welfare of the State. Gen. Perry is just the
al contributions flowed in
yesterday from tar
man. He ha3 been three times elected to the
rious quarters, and more are coming. Of the
House, two years a member of the Senate
success of the Fair there cannot be the
sligbt- one
year Clerk of the House, four years a
est doubt, as everybody will visit it, and those
who have currency cannot resist the sweet member of Congress, and two years a member
importunities of the charming young ladies of the Executive Council.
In all these responsible positions he has
with books In their hands to “ take a chance
“served
Ids country” to the entire satisfaction
for some of the beautiful articles on exhibiof his constituents. When in Congress his
tion.
The Grand Fair Regatta will eome off at published speeches weie text books of the
10 1-2 o’clock this morning, if the weather i is great Union party all over the country in the
pleasant. The route will be from a point off great Presidential campaigns of 1856 and
1860; and so well satisfied were the people
Union Wharf to a point off the Grand Trunk
Wharves. The steamer Mahoning will leave with his public services that he could have
Custom House Wharf at 10 o’clock, with the been re-elected at the end of each of his terms
Judges on board. A limited number of tick- had he not positively declined. During the two
he served in the Executive Council (in
ets will be for sale at 25 cents each.
Should years
1863 and 1864) he was chairman of the comthe weather prove unfavorable the
Regatta mittee
on military affairs and audited the
will be postponed to the first pleasant day.
large files of military accounts presented
At 2 oc’lock this afternoon the Fa j|wUl rethe State, and by applying to them his
The against
open, and at 7 o’clock this evening.
well known habits of rigid economy, saved to
famous Burdell trial will come off this
evening the State thousands of dollars.
in the Court Room. It is worth a quarter ’»
We want a man for Governor who is a practo witness this, and wc have no doubt the
tical economist, and who has the honesty and
room will be crowded.
courage to carry his ideas into effect. The
The following is a list of the douations requestion of finance will be for years to come
ceived at the Reception Hall, yesterday:
the great question in the administration of
Knit Goods, knit with Lamb’s
Knitting
Machine, W. S. Dyer; a donation from Maine our State Government. Gen. Perry’s faithful
State Prison, W. W. Rice, Warden;
coffee, and efficient services in the pa it, are the best
tamarinds and dried
W. Jarvis;
herbs,(Charles
guarantees of what he would do were he placchild’s skirt, Mrs. James Harris; a beautiful
sloop, Master Bennie F. Green; lady’s hood, ed in the Executive chair.
Miss Annie E. Holden;
In 1862, Oxford county, with the exception
box of oranges,
Hatch & Frbst; perfumery, soaps and fancy of two or three votes,
gave him, In the State
E.
L.
Stan
wood.
articles,
convention, a unanimous vote, backed up by a
A Beneficent Work.—We are glad to
large majority of the delegates from Cumberland and Androscoggin; and should he allow
learn that the ladies of this city who have so
his
name to go into the next State conveninterested
themselves
in
actively
relieving the
necessities of the Freedmcn of the South, do tion, I believe he would receive a generous
not relax their beneficent efforts.
A large support from these localities, and also from
number of ladies, from every sect and denom- other parts of the State.
Gen. Perry Is a gentleman of conceded abilination, have organized themselves into a
sewing society which meets every Wednesday ity, frank, generous, and true as steel to his
afternoon from two to five o’clock, at the friends. Lett entirely upon bis own resources
rooms known as the “
Sanitary Rooms,” in in early life, he toiled and labored with bis
the City Government House, for the purpose own hands tor an education, and by his indusof preparing clothing to he sent to teachers in
try, economy and perseverance has acquired a
His sympathies have
the South for distribution among the suffering competence.
always
been with the people, aud they In turn have
and needy. All ladies interested in the good
work of ministering to the necessities of the
expressed their confidence in him by giving
him large majorities whenever he has been a
poor, are cordially invited to attend.
candidate for their suffrages. He was one of
Advertising.— When we made our ex- the first in Maine to break
away from the distracts of the advertising of the daily papers
honesty and proslavery ism of the Bomocratic
from the returns made to the Assessor of Inparty in 1852-8, and while thousands who
ternal Revenue, the publisher of the Portland have since come into
our ranks had not then
Advertiser had made no returns.
Since then the moral courage to do it, he boldly led off in
the great political revolution which resulted in
he has made one and it appears that their rethe organization of the Republican
party of
ceipts for the last quarter were $1,151, on Maine.
Ever since, with an unfaltering step
which they paid a tax of $30.03.
iu sunshine and in storm, he has been true to
the great principles of freedom and loyal to
Personal.—We had a call yesterday from his
government and country.
Mr. Cypher, the special correspondent of the •
Vox Popoi,i.
Yours truly,
New York Tribune at Eastport, Calais, Ac.,
Androscoggin, April 14,1806.
the “Fenian Seat of War.” He is on his reMISOEJjIiAN Y.
turn home and considers

the

“

scare

”

FOREIGN

as

Other correspondents also reabout over.
turned in the New York, from
Eastport, yes-

terday.

The eminent excellence cf the Steam
Re-

Soap is due partially, we presume, to
the steam process of
manufacture; hut not
less to the skill of the
manufacturers, Messrs.
Leathe A Gore, and to their wise and liberal
fined

policy

of

using only the best materials

employing only

and

the most trustworthy work

men.

To the Editor qf the Prese:
Allow me to inquire through your columns,
if there is any truth in the current reports
that one of the lady (?) managers of the

Fair

now

being held at the City Hah, refused,

in a very unusual and indecent speech to
allow the portrait of Abraham Lincoln to
Q.
be hung up in the Hall.
The revised list of
to-morrow.

prices

published

make room for it

*010)111 will be

It is impossible to

to-day.

Tailors, Hair Dressers and Paper-hangers,
can have their shears razor
ground at Foster’s,
61 Union Street, up stairs.

—The Italian Minister of Public Works has
proposed to the Chamber to vote premiums to
the engineers and contractors cngi ged on the
Mont Cenis tunnel, with the view of stimuactivity, and securlating them to the greatest
ot the work at the earliest
ing the completion
possible day.

—An acacia of a rare species, of which tho
like is only to be seen lu tne Jardiudes Plant s,
It was
has just been transplanted in Paris.
planted as a “tree of liberty" in 1793 in the
great courtyard of the Imperial Library in the
Rue do Richelieu, where it has nourished over
since. In consequence of the great additions
making to the Imperial Library it became necessary to remove the acacia. It was at first
proposed to cut the tree down, but it was subsequently resolved to transplant it, and it is
now to be seen in an ad joining courtyard.
—In the Department of the Loire in France,
there is a wonderful mathematician namdd
Urandtnunge, who was born without arms or
legs. At the age of four he was able to solve
ordinary sums in his head. He .writes a clear
running hand, which he traces readily with a
peu held in his mouth, directed by a Meshy appendage which nature has placed on his right
shoulder. He answers without written calculations the most difficult arithmetical problems
applied to commercial, financial and industrial
operations; and recently at (Joiupiegne several
members of the University put to him questions so complicated that to solve a single one
would take an hour's work, anil yet Tie gave
the correct answer almost immediately.
Fifteen medals have been awarded to him by
learned societies.

AN

LOOK!
LOOK!
ALBUMS FROM 05 CENTS TO 8 DOLLARS.
Eortmonnaies fromiO cts. to $2.50.
Noto Taper trom 10 cts. to 30 cents, per quire.
MOORE’S BEST INK Only 7 Cents Per Bottle.
1000 Tieturcs only 12 cts. each.
AU kinds of JEWELRY gains Cheap!

Refreshments

and Orphans ot
aul of the Widows
st City Hall. Monday
deceas'd soldiers, which oper.a
as follows:
evening, April 231, will be furnished
For the Fair iu

Sli'oel. Pnie

WBDSl'BDAY—chestnut

j-,t«c

o

?ssa* u 2nd

Give DRESSER

PFbxoAY—nigh Street, Central Church and Third
PSATDBnAT—Free Street, Park Street, Casco Street

Apr 21—8N

and Spiritual.

POLAND’S MAGIC POWDERS.
The Great Remedy for all Bilious Ailections.

Special Notice.
New York, April 12,186G.
Nothing preventing, 1 shall return to Portland on
or beforeMay 15th,18GG, to remain during the summer.
Hoping to meet my old friends and patrons.
I remain, most truly yours,
W. HARVEY, M. D.
apl 1—3w
Metcalfe’s Great Rheumatic Remedy
Gives immerliatete rtliefin all cases **/ Rheumatism

immepower is magical, its eflect
tails to eradicate every symptom
ap7sNdlm
Sold by all Druggists.

Neuralgia. Its
diate, and it never
of the disease.

W.

C.

ATWELL,

ADVKBTISING AGENT,

Tills wonderful

Dr. J. W. Poland’s Humor Doctor.
excellent medicinal compound was first prepared by Dr. P. in 1847. and was then employed with
great success in expelling humors from the blood;
but in 1848, a medical friend, who was quite celebrated as a physician, especially in the treatment of humors,
suggested some important improvements,
which were adopted, and which have ran ie it (so the
people sayl the very l ost remedy lor all kinds of humors known to “Ihe faculty.” This preparation is
composed wholly of vegetables, among which are
Sarsaparilla, Yellow Dock, Burdock, Noble Pine,
This

Mandrake,

Suffice it to say,

Senna, and Bloooroot.

the “Doctor” is used in hundreds of families as a
general .ediciue. Unlike many other popular remedies, it is very grateful to the taste. Largo size bottles 75 cents. Prepared at the New England Botanic Derot, Boston.
apl4—d3in
Perry’s Moth and Freckle Lotion*
Chloasma, or Moth patch, (also called Llverspot,)
and Lentigo, or Freckles, are often very annoying,
particularly to ladies of light complexion, for the discolored spots show more plainly on the face ol a
blonde than of a brunette; but they greatly mar the
beauty of either; and any preparation tuat will etleetu&Uy remove them without injuring the texture or
color qf the skin, is certainly a desideratum. Dr. B.
C. Perry, who has made diseases of the skin a speciality, has discovered a remedy for these discolorations, which is at oucc prompt, infallible, and harmless.

Prepared only by B. C. PERRY, Dermatologist.
No. 4» Bond Street, New-York, and (or sale by all
Call for PERRY’S
druggists: price$2per bottle.
MOTH AND FRECKLE LOTION.
W. F. Phillips
Co., and H. U. Hay, Wholesale
oct31sn MW&FCm
Agents, Portland, Maine.
HASHEESH

The attention of the public is invited to Hasheesh
to them as the best
medicine known for the cure ot all diseases of the
Throat, Lungs and Nervous System. The proprietors, in thus offering it, (eel conlldeut that a trial will.
tiilly sustain the high reputatiou it h&9 already Required in various partsofthe United States. To thiosc
who let thoir prejudices always blind their judgment
it is useless to present iacts or arguments, but to others we feel that it will be sufficient to
say that we offer

Candy, which is recommended

no new

ard.

of restoring thousands to their hearing, who,
trying everything and everybody, had given lip

oping ever to hear a ain.
It opperates like a charm upon offensive discharges lroui the EAR, no matter what may have caused
it, or how long standing.
Noises in the head disappear under its influence
as

il

by magic.

Price, $2.00 n Bottle. For sale by all Druggists; at
wholesale by G. C. GOODWIN & CO.,
No. 36 Hanover St., Boston.
Feb

21—BNd&wly

Colgate's
A

SKINNER’S PULMONALES
Cure Coughs, Colds, and Influenza.
SKINNER’S PULMONALES

Feb 15—SNd&w1 v

For Sale.
BURIAL LOT IN EVERGREEN
TERY, (Westbrook.)

riETvnn

One of the most desirable location in Section E.—
Said Lot is numbered 128 audiaU, adjoining Messrs.
C. W. Robinson and Rufus D. Bean's, and Is very
handsomely laid out.
For farther information as to price, &c.,

"EVERGREEN,”

Address.

Transcript Olllce, Boston, Mass.
Boston, March 15.
mlrl7d&wSNtl
Chilblains Can Be Cured!
U»E CHARLES’ LINIMENT. Follow the Dine
tions strictly and we warrant a cure.
For sale, Wholesale and Retail, by

BURGESS, FORES

A

80 Cornmrrcial Street,[Thomas Block,)
deo27dtfBN
Portland, Me.

MAKE TOUB OWN SOAP!
By Saving ana Using your Waste

GREASE,
one

Penn'a Salt

Box of the

Manufacturing

tional Union.
Letthere be a grand rally ot Old Comrades in Arms,
for the renewal of old friendships, and the promotion
of mutual interests.
HOWARD H. DOE, late of 14th Maine Vols.
HENRY A. SIDELINGER, late Capt. 20th Me.

Yols., and Brevet Major.
CHAS. P. MATTOCKS, late Col. 17th Me. Vols.
HENRY A. BALCOM, 'ate Sergt. 6thMe. Vols.
ADELBERT P. CHICK, late Sergt. 11th Maine
Vols.
GEORGE L. BEAL, late Brig. Gen’l U. S. Vols.
MARK F. WENTWORTH, lafe Col. «2d Me. Vols.
JOHN S. SNOW, late Lieut 7th Me. Battery.
SELDEN CONNOR, late Brig. Ge *1 U. S. Vols.
JAMES H. ROGERS, late Ensign U. S. Navy.
JAMES H. SMITH, late Color Sergt. 1st Maine

Heavy

Artillerv.
CHAS. W.
late Col. 2d Maine Vols.
A. B. FARNHAM, late Lt. Col. 16th Maine Vols.,
and Brevet Col.
CHAS. H. SMITH, late Col. 1st Me. Cavalry and

ltOBERTS,

Brevet Maj or General.

Bail ways and Steamboats will be reduced
to half rates for those attending the Convention.
Papers throughout the State are requested to
on

Cgpy-

of lstandSlli Feb.

CONCENTRATED

Op.'s

1859.)

EYE!

It will make 10 POUNDS ol excellent Hard Soap,
or 25 GALLONS of the very best Soft Soap, for only
about 35 Cents. Directions on each box. For sale at
all Drug and Grocery Stores.
mh2£d<JmsN

STEVENS,

DAILY

PORTLAND.
--

Wednesday Morning, April 25,

1866.

--

The

daily

of the Press is larger than the comined circulation of all the other dailies in the city.
Terms

—

issue

$8,00

per yeesr iu

ty Reading Matter

on

advance.

all Four Faxes.

Gen. Chamberlain's Address.

It is said that Demosthenes, during the painful course of self-imposed discipline which
perfected his oratory, was accustomed to rehearse his orations by the seashore, in order
that becoming accustomed to the riot and tumult of the waves he

by the conihsion

might

be less disturbed

of the Athenian

Gen. Chamberlain has

no

assembly.

need to seek the aid

of such

practice. In the bustle aud din of the
Fair, Monday evening, he stood quiet and
composed as in his own study, and uttered
the words he came to speak.
The address was a graccfhl tribute from a
soldier to the sacrifices, unmarked and patient, of the men and women who suffered at
home during the long agony of the war. The
services rendered to the country by the men
Who at home upheld the government and enabled the array to keep the field, were essential
to the great triumph, though far less glorious
than those rendered by the men at the front.
Through age, through infirmity, through considerations of duty to dependents, men tar-

ried at home while every nerve thrilled to the
No work so well worth doing as
that which was getting done on Southern

fields, has been offered to men for a hundred
years. It was a painful thing to miss the
glorious possibility. Cheerfully they yielded
their meed of applause to every gallant act;
their praise of the devotion of our brave
youth has been unstinted; sweet and honoraBut it is in-

expressibly grateful to hear from a soldier’s
lips, that they too have done something toward the great result; not much,not what
they would,but still something, which little is
it comparatively was, was indispensable to the
success of our arms.
And they canf do more;
they can sec to It that the victory shall not be

HASKELL & CHASE,
JOBBERS

taneous

OF

ALL

DESCRIPTIONS,
over Woodrnan, True &
Co’s,

64 & 56 Middle St.,
J. C. Stevens, )
M. E. Haskell,
A. E. Chase.

PRESS,

barren.
The oration passes to fit praise of the great
charities of the war, the wonderful and spon-

BOOTS, SHOES, BUBBEBS,
OF

apl7SNtd

_

ble it is to die for the fatherland.

SAPONIFIEE!
(Patents

a

drum beat.

CO.,
Genekal Agents,

Buy

Hoarseness

State Mass Convention of the honorably
discharged soldiers and sailors of Maine will be held
at Norombe.a Hail, in Bangor, on the 16th day of
May, 1866, at 10 o’clock, A. M.. for the purpose of
taking such action as may bo deemed advisable for
the protection and advancement of their interests,
and to organize a permanent State Union, in accordance with the plan of the Soldiers* and Sailors* Na-

War,

late

of Medicine; it is used for numberless diseases, and that it is used with success wc need only
refer our readers to the unlimited testimony of travelers in all
Thai it should so long have escap-

gists and Apothecaries, or Patent Medicine Dealers.
Imported and manuiacturcd solely by the SYLVAN ORIENT COMPANY, 151 Washington St.,
(opposite the Old South Church,)"Boston, Mass.
W. F. PHILLIPS & CO., Agents for Maine.

and

Soldiers’ and Sailors’ State Mass
Convention.
Agreeably to the generally expressed wish ot those
who have served in the Army and Navy, during the

the end

tonic.
Sent to any address on receipt ofprfce and stamps.
Price—Large Box $1.00, postage 15 centfc; Small
Box 50 cents, postage 6 cents. For sale by all Drug-

Throat

Sore

SKINNER’S PULMONALES
Relieve difficult Breathing.
SKINNER’S PULMONALES
Cure Whooping Cough in Children.
Public Speakers and Singers And them effectual for
clearing the voice. Prepared by E. M. SKINNER,
M. D., 27 T.remont Street, Boston.
Sold by H. H. HAY, Druggist, Portland*
eod&weow 3m
January 31,1665.

discovery or experiment; our goods are standIn the East, Hasheesh is the
beginning and

ages.
ed the practical science of the Western
World, is an
astonishing fact; but now that it is prepared in such
a form as to make it pleasant,
safe, and above all, effective, there can be no doubt that it is destined to
obtain the coniidcuce of the public, and especially ot
those for whose relief it is prepared. Invalids can
be assured that it contains not a particle of opium,
or anything else that is in
any way injurious to the
system, but that it is an agreeable and permanent

Aromatio Vegetable Soap.

superior Toilet Soap, prepared from refined
Vcgetable Oil* in combination with Glycerine,
and especially designed for the use of Ladles and
for the Naruery* Its perfume is exquisite, and its
washing properties unrivalled. For sale by all Dr agfelO’66SNdly
gists.

Fares

CANDY:

Extract lias been the

Vegetable

means

<iiter

Cure

AN INVALUABLE SPRING MEDICINE.

Exchange Street.

39
(14w

Head.

Junction Middle and Free Sts., up stairs.
tor all papers in the
mli2?'GG8NdU
State of Maine.

Gentlemen’s

Stavd,

the
Ditcharge from the Ear, anil Xoitet in

nets

B3EP~Advertisemem8 received

FASHIONABLE Boots and Shoes, of all kinds,
made to order from the finest stock, and best
workmanship, void at the lowest prices, at
aplo—dtr
GOWELL’S, 7G Middle St.

at his OLD

Call

a

OTITIN"E.
This excellent Remedy is an imalliblo cure for Denf-

|

They cure Heada'she, ConRtijiation, Pimples,
Blotches, Sallow Skin, Drowsiness, Dizziness, Heartburn, Palpitation, and other disagreeable complaints
arisiug Ironi a disordered liver.
H.H. HAY, Agent for Portland. F. W. A. Rankin, Jr., Lewiston, Agent for Maine.
55T* Fifty Cents por Package.
apSsMdlm

or

BACHUTCE8 of the PEOPLE at HOME.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

NOTICES._

SPECIAL

!
)

PORTLAND.

ap!7sN3m

TIN- TY P E S !
LOOK / LOOK t !
25 Tin-Type* for 50 cents*
25 Gem Ambrotypes, 50

growth of great organizations whose
agents followed the marching armies like
shadows,

and concludes wilh suitable men-

tion of the greatest sacrifice of all, when tenderness and love gave its stay and its pride to
the country. Stepping forth from the ranks,
the speaker thanks the benefactors of the
widows and

and

so

orphans

of his comrades in arms,

withdraws.
RECENT PUBLICATIONS.

cent**

-AT THE-

PORTLAND PHOTOGRAPHIC GALLERY
Jallsndtf

•Vo. 80 Middle Street.
A. 8. DAVIS.

ITCH I

ITCH!

Scratch, Scratch,

Scratch !

Wheaton’s

Ointment:
Will Cure the Itch i„
Forty-Eight Ilanrs.
Also cures SALT
RHEUM, ULCERS, Chilblains,
and all Eruptions „/the skin. Price
50 cents. For
sale by all druggists.

By sending 60 cents to WEEKS & POTTER Sole
Agents, 170 Washington 8t„ Boston, it will be lor.
warded by mail, tree ot postage, to
any part ot the
United States.
Oct 25.1865.—8 X d&wlyr

WABREN’B-

COUGH

BALSAM!

Has been found by experience to be the

BEST BE MED Y
For the various diseases of the Lungs and Throat,
such as

DIPHTHERIA,
Asthma, Bronchitis, Consumption, Croup,
Influenza, Pleurisy, Pneumonia,or
Inflammation of the Lungs,
nnd
Whooping Cough.

these complaints this Medicine has NO SUPERIOR, and while thus efficacious it is perfectly safe to
administer to persons of all oges.
The Cough Balsam possesses
the two-fold advantage ofbeing at once valuable as a curative and inIn

throat,

as a

preventative of all the
Lungs and Bronchia.

diseases ot the

The world is challenged to produce a
compound of
equal efilcacy and Hafety.
•% Prepared and gold by AMBROSE WARREN
Botanic Druggist, No. 1 Granite Block East
Market

Square, Bangor,

R

Me._noltesdawtim

E M

O

^r*
sins

Y
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!

R* Johnson,

DENTIST,
Removed
Office
13 1-3 Free Si.
„

made, during the autumn
ol last year, an extended tour through some of the
States of the South, under circumstances which gave
The author of this book

ITCH!

valuable

The South Since the War. As shown by Fourteen Weeks ot Havel and Observation in Georgia
and the Carolina's.
By Sydney Andrews. One
volume I61110, pp400; Bqftton: Tick nor & Fields.

his

to

Second Ilousefrom 11. H.
Hay’s Apothecary
Store.
s.seodiwti

niaT2

him unusual facilities for clear and accurate observation of the condition, opinions and temper of the people. The result of these observations he embodied
in a series of letters to the Bostou Advertiser, and
the Chicago Tribune, the substance of which letters is
contained in the volume now before us. We had
frequent occasion at the time oi their first appearance, to make extracts from these letters, and our
perhaps not need to be told that they
were characterized by great ability in the presentation of fycts, by unusual candor oi judgment, and
by a lively, graphic, and at times piquant and humcrous style which give to them a value greatly beyond that ot ordinary newspaper correspondence.—
One feature of tills collection is especially worthy of
note. It contains descriptions of the re-organizing
•State Conventions of South and North Carolina and
of Georgia, with
personal sketches of the principal
personages composing those bodies, and lull accounts
of their
proceedings, which coming as they do from
the pen of an
intelligent eye-witness must possess a
permanent historical value.
Tlie final conclusion to which Mr. Andrews’ varied
observations have led him is that wo
should “make

readers will

haste slowly in the work of
reconsliuction; temper
justice with mercy,but see toit that justice is not overtaiu
our
borne,"main
military control,and some mediating agency bet ween the whites and blacks for the
“scrutinize
carefully the personal fitness
present, and

of men chosen from

the South

as

representatives in

Congress.”

Davis Brothers have the book for sale.

The number lor [April 28th,
is already published. Its opening article is a very interesting sketch of the brilliant career ol Mons.
Brevost Parodol, the lately-elected member of the
French Academy, and one of the most shining stars
in the galaxy of the
younger literary men of France.
Two poem* of more than ordinary merit, one by
liobert Buchanan, the other by Jean Ingelow, will
also bo found in this
number, and the usual amount
Every Saturday.

of

interesting miscellany.
Bublished by Ticknor & Fields: Boston.

Families

Can a’all times supply themselves with the latest
and most fashionable stvles of Boots
Slippers,
k. MOSELEY &
CO.’S, Summer Street
BNdlt

SSs.

An

exchange, speaking of a recent ad<lre9S, says it was like a Hollander’s forehead,
“low and contemptibly flat.”
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DELIVEBEH

Mejor Gvueral J> 1.- Cbaosberlain,
AT

THE

OPENING

OP THE FAIlfc FOB
OF

THE

BFNEFIT

THE

Widows and Orphans of Deceased Soldiers,

Monday Evening, April 23.
I speak to-niglit for those who have spoken
We
best tor us all, and who speak no more.
here because of the “unretuming
rave.” We come in the name of those who
in our name went forth to hear up the nation's
honor, which was her life; and having fulfil-

father

led that highest duty of citizenship, and given
that noblest proof of manhood, sleep now in
the bosom of a country thus made more dear,
and beneath the sure protection of the flag
which they protected, whose colei’s wave with
deeper beauty and broader meaning forever
more.' Yes, to-da.v, amidst the smiles of returning peace, and the congratulations of the
world; while a delivered country looks up
from her sorrow with thanksgiving, and enfranchised humanity shouts for joy; to-day,
when no stern bugle sounds the thrilling reveille of a new campaign, and the ordinary activities of life are no longer hushed through
dread of the morrow’s tidings—yes, to-day,
amidst these airs of Spring that waken all
things to life and love,—to-day we come to
weep, to lay fresh offerings on these glorious
graves, and to mingle with them the precious
meed of tears.
And not alone do your generous hearts respond to tliis feeling, not alone your beautiful
city—this “city by the sea,” famed in song and
not unknown to story, comes to do honor to
the dead and justice to the living. A gratctul
Nation refuses to forget her martyrs, and
counts it her great privilege to strengthen the
hands left feeble and the hearts left forlorn.—
It is one of the high necessities of states no
toss than one of the holy instincts of humanity to cherish the memory of those who have
given their lives for their country. Their
names eloquence has honored, poetry immortalized, art glorified, philosophy revered, religion canonized. Even the shallow epicurean
must confess the manly sentiment
Dulce et decorum est pro patria mori.
“It is sweet and fit for one’s country to die.”
Yes alas, that it must be said,“the hand of forgotten brave men have made it a world for us.”
Not that we do not wish to remember; not
that we must diminish aught from the force of
the truth just affirmed, that mankind holds in
honor and affection the memory of those who
lay down their lives for others; nor yet that
we unjustly ascribe to the great names of history the work that has been wrought by the
unnamed, nor that we suffer ourselves to be
so

dazzled by the leading

spirits of

the world

that servile homage usurps the place of honest sympathy. It is because all are so easily
forgotten. The great world cannot remember
iis benefactors, except by that mere term. The
crowding of events, the swift revolving scenes,
the constant shifting of the actors, the multitudinous affairs, the press of life, force into
ounvion mese wno can no longer urge meir
claim. It is with sadness, and yet with acquiescence in the wisdom of the law—the mercy that mingles with the necessity—that we
must note how easily after all the world will
go on without us. It is a thing to sober our
ambitions and to humble our pride, to think
how, to all seeming, at least, our little part in
the play could be left out and not be missed,
save in some narrower circle where silence
would sit in our place, or where, alas I tenderness and weakness missed its strength and
stay. But shall we theretore despair ? because
time seems to conquer all, even gratitude, even love?
No, the busy enginery of time may
fly so swift we cannot see the parts, but in the
stillness of eternity they all appear.
What is
overborne by the rushing tide comes to view
again in the calm, broad sea. Give the restless
spirit then its will, that it may work deeds
worthy of itself though unheeded now. Let
us snatch from the greedy hand of forgetfulness the name and the fame of those who
stood with us and ibr us in the mortal strife,
and with all reverence and love offer to these

bereaved ones the ministries which time

can-

not touch.

For we bring

our offerings to-night, not with
charity, not with self-complacent
thoughts, os If our good deeds would give us
better credit in the sight of man or God, hut
with a sense of justice, a feeling of gratitude,
as au act of lovo and a service of religion,
which enjoins no less to visit the fatherless
and widows in their affliction, than to keep
ourselves unspotted from the world. Let us
then bring our brightest things to beautify this

ostentatious

service.

Let our blessings descend upon these
strickcu hearts till their grief shall be robed
in beauty, even as beneath these April showers the gentle earth buries her dead in bloom.
Yes, bring the best. Flowers shall lose nothing of their glory because we lay them in so
many graves, and wreathe them Into crosses
to soften their sharpness. Here let us gather
all that cau assuage, all that can help, all that
can strengthen. Thus blessing, may we too
be blessed, by the exercise of these noble
sympathies, by the remembrance of heroic devotion, and by the contemplation of those
most generous of givers who have not withheld the costliest of earthly offerings in the
cause which is so dear to us all.
For we
come here surely in the fellowship of a common cause, to acknowledge and to take, so
far as we may, our part of the responsibility
—to share, if it may be, the burdens, the
sacrifices, the offerings, borne in our behalf,
and which the vicissitudes of this iLortallile
have laid with too unequal a hand on some
least able to bear.

Isay we come with sympathy. We stand
together, by whatever ways we come. On
this issue we join as one. Whosoever will,

We bar out none from this
communion. Here let us revive no bitter
thoughts—let us waken no harsh chords; but
let him come.

these open graves mingle heart to heart
and pledge hand to hand 1

over

But I am not here to speak of the soldier
alone. I prize this opportunity which allows
me with propriety to give utterance to a cherished conviction, and to do justice to a large

body of the country’s valiant delenders, whom
the blazonry of aims and the eclat of martial

deeds have left, 1 believe, too much out of
recognition and regard. For they are not
alone the country’s defenders who stood beneath her flag on the reeling decks, or bore it
on the perilous edge of battle.
We are scarcely less indebted to those who upheld the cause
their
steadfast
devotion at home. Without
by
them no ship could keep the sea, no army the
field. Without them the sinews of war would
fail, the Nation would be powerless to resist
her fierce ioes, the glory of her flag would be
extinguished, and darkness fall upon the anxious eyes of humanity. When the gloomy
days oppressed us, when disappointments and
reverses, and the growing complications of the
struggle made the stoutest hearts tremble;
when our finances were exhausted, and our
revenues and legitimate resources were inadequate to meet the crisis; when foreign powers were but too ready to cast doubt upon the
public credit, and stood aloof from our distress
that they might enjoy a finer perspective of
the ruin they prophesied; when indeed it
seemed that we had no friend in earth or
heaven, who were they that came forward in
that perilous hour, and counted not whether
it was the half or the whole of their possessions that they laid upon the altar, when for
aught they knew, to loan was to lose f Who
bore up the Nation in then- hands when she
passed through the deep waters ? Who not
ouly gave up what they had, but burdened
themselves with taxes, and duties, and debts—
not only offering
the gathered treasures
of the past, and laying a stern baud on the

freely

proceeds of the present, but with daring resolution, or, I may say, with a venturing faith in
boldly pledged the future to the
Providence,
support of this great cause? as if, indeed,
there could be no home without a country,

and no hie without honor! Who but the
faithful and strong men of the land ? And
besides the regular provision that was made
for the necessities of the .service, who were
they that were not content with such justice
and generosity as the Government could mete
out to her soldiers aud sailors, but sent in the
overflowing of their enthusiasm, tokens rich

and many of their remembrance and care?
What with Christian and Sanitary Commissions, with Hospital and Camp Relief Associations, and with manifold private charities—
not
only giving but going—not only sending
but bunging—their hands more
be-

helping

unhired, their loving words more preprice, how did they
leave anything undone which true hearts

cause

cious because without

could do? And how many souls that still
walk with us here by reason of this tender
care, aud how many too that walk above, (if
aught here is remembered there,) will never
forget the scarcely less than mother’s gentleness which soothed the anguish of mortal
pain! These are the meu, and the women
too, some of whom from our own State—yes,
from this very city of yours—I have seen like’
angels of mercy on the wreck-strewn field,
while even yet the fiery surges rose and fell.—.
These are the men and women who seek no
laurels and ask no reward; but I tell you we
do not forget them, and we will not omit them
when we name the noble and the brave. All
honor, I say, to these—all reverence and all
gratitude 1 Let the hearts of a nation hold
them in remembrance, and
her most shining page!

on

History

by this token that you
good in the

not of those who
soldier of the Union
who took upon liis own breast the blow struck
at the Nation’s, and look
only to our antagonists ior examples of heroism—those overmagnanimous Christians, who are so anxious
to love their enemies that they are willing to
hate their friends. I wish not to obtrude my
sentiments upon you, but I am sure I speak
yours in saying that no man shall go before
me in appreciation of a
generous foe; nor in
recognition of personal valor or virtue whereever 1 meet it—in the friendly rivalries of
peace or in the deadly front of battle. I can
gladly share my biscuit or my blanket with a
brave enemy whom after the feverish struggle,
midnight finds a weary, cold and hungry prisoner in my hands.
I recognize then the
brotherhood of man, and not merely the abstract right and wrong. But I have no patience with the prejudice or the perversity
that will not accord justice to men who have
fought and fallen in behalf of' as all, but must
go round by wav of Foit Pillow, Andersonville, and Belle Isle, to find a chivalry worthy
of its praise.
1 do not say our soldiers were all beyond
reproach as men, but that they did good service, and are none the worse for it. When I
think of all they endured. 1 km amazed at the
strength of soul which they bore steadily to
the end, though called, like St. Paul, to minister more than others to the cause they espoused. In labors more abundant, in prisons
more frequent, in deaths
oil; in journeying
often, in perils of waters, in perils of robbers,
in perils by their own
countrymen, in perils
by the heathen, in perils in the city, in perils
in the wilderness, in perils in the
sea, in perils
among false brethren; in weariness and painfulness, in watchings often, in hunger and
thirst, in fastings often, in cold and nakedness.
And beside these things that are
only that
which came upon them daily—the great duty
of overtlirowing the enemies of their country.
When I think of them, I wonder what patience, what strength, what manliness, what
heroic resolution of soul bore them through
those years of toil and anguish never to be
are

can see no

BY

set them

And these are they who are not
weary in
well doing, but have inaugurated this beautiful and befitting seervico in behalf of the
widows aud orphans of deceased soldiers, as a
recognition of their claims on our sympathy,
and to recompense as far as human aid can
go, those who have lost ail they ventured in
thedause. These are they who gather tonight to give fresh proof of sympathy and renewed pledge of loving care. And we know

told!
You do not offer these tributes to-Digbt, my
generous friends, as a cold charity, but as recognition of service done in a cause which was
dear to us all, and still is dear. These soldiers
bore a different part from yours, but the cause

one, and neither you nor they shall be
ashamed to have served in it. Not that we
glory in having conquered, but that we glory
in being right. Better to fail in a
just cause
than triumph in an evil one 1 But we will let
those widows and these orphans know,—and
let it mitigate their sorrow,—that those martyrs have not perished in vain, I am not here
to speak of human plans or policies—to endorse this or that statesman; nor am I of
those who believe that to any one man or set
of men belongs all the wisdom and all the
worth. But I am here to declare to these bereaved ones, in the presence of this
assembly,
and amidst the great cloud of witnesses that
us
that
the
cause
in
compass
about,
which we
have all borne a part was a righteous cause,
auu uiereiure a ummpnaui cause.
Wnatever
of confusion may have attended its beginning, whatever of human weakness may have
marked its
progress, whatever of error may
have been mingled with ail our motives and
efforts, its course was directed of God, and if
from that mighty hand a higher work was given us than that we undertook; if consequences have followed which we did not foresee; if issues have aiisen other than those
which first enlisted our sympathies;—if the
decree has gone forth that out of this war for
the defence of the country, should come not
preservation merely but progress, not restoration hut resurrection,—that what was sown
in weakness should be raised in power—that
a nation should renew her strength like the
eagle, that a race should rise “regenerate, en-.
was

franchised, disenthralledbelieve

mo

the

hand of no man or set of men can stay it.
Nations plunge into strife and know not why.
They reel and struggle amidst engulphing
seas, and are tossed they know not whither.
But when the storm is past and the elements
settle into place, lo, a step i3 taken in history

and in God’s eternal plan |
All that vain man can do when he sees the
onward march of God is to follow. AU that
weak

do when he knows the plan of
Providence is to aid and not to hinder. For
“on whomsoever that stone shall fall it will
grind him to powder.” Therefore I say
man

triumphant, whether living or dead, that
have part'in a Just cause,
But let us reverently draw near unto those

are

dedicate this service of
gratitude, flow is it that they need these
and
what
have
offerings,
they done to deserve
them ?
I have not come here to magnify deeds of
anus, nor to exalt the merits ot any beyond
their due. X single out none for praise, none
for blame. It is not always those who are

especially

we

most conspicuous in a matter who are the
most efficient. Not always are those who die
at the stake the truest martyrs.
So I do not
think it any saperhuman merit to stand in
the rauks of battle and to receive wounds
there. Xt is easier to have physical courage
than moral. It may he harder to seud
your
friend into danger than to go yourself; and to
languish in prison is doubtless a severer task
than to encounter the fortunes of the field.
A wound may be a proof of peril, hut it is
wrong to demand such proof, aud lolly to be
proud of it The foremost hero iu the charge
may escape unscathed, and the rifle’s sharp
detective may find out the coward in his hiding-place. It is part of a soldier’s duty, and
a part of manhood’s pride, to take the chances
ot life and death, and bear the blow that cannot be averted. The torture of a mangled
body is indeed a bitter experience and a stern
discipline, but it is not the worst.

Nor do I think it so sad a fate in itself

—

These are the memorials that shall live when :
brass and marble shall have crumbled into dust.
Let us build our monuments not of perishable
stuff, but as those who plant a tree that shall
grow and spread and bear bloom and fruit in
other times. Those who will
may raise monuments of marble to perpetuate the fame of heroes. Those who will
may build memorial halls
to remind those who shall
gather there in after
times what manhood could do aud dare for right,
aud what high examples of .virtue and valor
have gone before them. But let us make our
offering to the ever living soul. Let us build
our benefactions in the
ever growing heart, that
they shall live and rise aud spread in blessing
beyond our sight, beyond the ken of man and
beyond the touch of time.
And to you, generous friends, I
step forward
from the ranks in the name of comrades herd'
and elsewhere,in behalf of those tamed of the
nameless here, to give this
greeting, which
seems to come from a
shore made distant by a
sea of tears, and to
pledge to you the ever-growin« gratitude of the living and the ceaseless
benediction of the dead.
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or

WHOIESALE AND RETAIL.
*
16—tltf

now

Norfolk, Va.

EP~ Consignments solicited.

16—is2m

STENCIL

of

on

Office—No. 12 Campbell's Wharf,

Crushed Bone.
Also, Bone Meal for Cattle.
For sale at nianufact uror's prices in large or tmal
quantities at the l'ortimid Agiieultural Warehouse
and Seed Store.

VADO

12,1868.

No. 40 Union Street, Portland,
where we intend to keep a good class of Goods adapted to the trade ol this State, nearly all of which are

Mar 12—d3m

QT Merchandise of all kinds bought and sold
Northern account.

Clark

Cumberland Bone Company’s Super Phosphate of
Ume.
Coo’s Super Phosphate of Lime—Bradley’s Patent.
Lloyd’s Super Phosphate of Lime.
E. F. Coe’s Super Phosphatp of Lime.
Flour of Bone.

England

the

Retail Trade.

Commission & Forwarding Merchant J. E. FERNALD &
SON,

Refers, by permission, to Messrs Messrs. Lowell &
Senior; Gerrish & Pearson; John Dennis & Co.;

FERTILIZERS.

HHT>S.

New

Portland, March
In connection with our Manulactory at
have leased the new storo

GENERAL

An adjourned session oftho Executive

CO.,

we

IN

{

be held at

Groceries,

MANUFACTORY, Auburn, Me.

8. K.

EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENT,

Ordinance

Ladies’ & Children’s Underflannels,

Is

Expressly for

St.,

Middle

AND

OF MAINE.

IN

and

BOOTS & SHOES,

P

POllTLAND, ME.

Styles,

Stores

Ship

No. 3 Lime Street, Portland, Me.
Special atteutiun paid to consiinuneuts ot all kinds
of
ajsi-tf

12-dawtf

Mar

Lowest Prices for Cash.

230
50

Produce,

MANITA0TURKR3 AND JOBBERS OF

>

HOOP SKIRTS AND

Mar

prices.

CO^

produoe._
ARA CUSHMAN &

the

~143

Nos. 141 &

Please call and examine the GOODS and the Prices
at
A. D. REEVES’, Taylor,
08 Exchange Street.
April 2—lm

lUV/

Portland.Maine.
April 6, UKX-dtl

Orders from all parts of the State promptly filled
at M AN UFACT URER’S

LAMPS.

AND

TABLE CUTLERY
AO. U UNION STREET,

AND WHOLESALE DEALERS

Groceries, Ship Stores,

9.—All

HOSIERY

OF

Clothing,

for

IN

ALSO,

STATE OF MAINE.

dirt, sawdust, soot, ashes,
SECTION
ders, shavings, hair, shreds, manure, oyster, clam
lobster
animal

B.

Ageata

LAND,

Commission Merchants,

Patent Enamelled Collars,

Cray’s

And at the

Maine.

L.

JOBBERS

AND

F.

EL WELL, OWEN &

BOND,

&

STEPHEN W. PATTEN,

China, Crockery, Glass Ware

apr&ltl

Made

Ready

ern

^ Congress

Silver Plated Cocks*

DEALERS

SUITS.

PACT EX.

M.

DEALER

HILTON Sc CO.,

mHE three-story Brick House No. 70, corner of
X Danforth ana Tate Streets. It has all the mod'
improvements and is In excellent condition.
The house can be examined any day.
For terms, &c., apply to
;
RUFUS E. WOOD,
No. 10 Central Wharf.
Portland, Nov. 8,1865.—istf

331

Brass &

description of Water Fixtures tor Dwelling Houses, Hotels, Public Buildings, Shops.
&e., arranged and set up in the best manner, and all
orders in town or country taithfully executed. All
Kinds of JOBBING promptly attended to. Constantly on hand LEAD PIPES, SHEET LEAD and BEER

Also a fine assortment of BOYS* SUITS. I will make
and trim in the

I

EDWAUD

rortland, April», I860.

J.

AJTD—

Latest and most Fashionable

setUed

_

Warn, Cold and Shower Baths, Wash

SUITS.

DRESS

EXCHANGE STREET.
atlv*uco“ on consignment*. Sale* promptly

PORTLAND, ME.

OVERCOATS,

SPRING

Closets,

NO. 124 EXCHANGE STREET,

MANUFACTURERS

Hotel.

a

and Water

Pumps

LEWIS, ROtLMS

Furnished and unfurnished rooms to let with good
board at No. 27 Willow Street.
People visiting Portland can have all the conveniences of a Hotel at much less prices, at a retired and
genteel place. Also permanent board tor families and
gentlemen.
O^Remcmbcr the place, opposite Wood’s Hotel
corner ol 1V1 iddle and W illow Sts.
fel2dtf

Merchants

auctioneers,
18

WHITNEY.

&

WJLRD
Commission

P LU MBE JEtl

or

Our store and stock are new and desirable. Those
in want of anything in our line would do well to call
at 333 CONG RUSS STREET and oxamine for
themselves. We shall be happy to show our goods
and prices to any one, and hope by strict personal attention to business to merit and receive a liberal
bhare of patronage.
apl6— d2w&eod2w

uutfHlu

tr

W. BATTEN dk CO.,

El)

—ANI>—

-EY—

April

respectfully solicit-

a T A i ii s.

apis

WILLIAM A. PEARCE,

STORE,

KENDALL
April 2—is2m

Commercial Street,

up

EVERY

For sale at the

April 5—dtt

GOODS.

Orders from the Couutry
.lob Work done to order.

or

ed.

a

Flower and Vegetable Seeds,

STATE

Office 151

Sole Agents in Portland for the Celebrated

Force

Guide to the Flower and Kitchen Garden, giving
two thousand varieties ol

SEED

~A7cri)EKISOir&~CO^
Paper Manufacturers,

Magco Furnaces and ••toves.

descriptive list of

Dry Goods, Woolens, Gents’ Clothing

^

SHEET LEAD, and
Tin, Copper and sheet
iron, in quantities to suit.

Seeds.

Amateur

SPRI.VG

IRO.V.

HEAVY

Tailor,

104 MIDDLE ST., PORTLAS1).
now prepared to exhibit my entire
Spring ami
Summer Importation* or Fine Woolen*; a)*i several
line* ot' choice American Fancy Uuous, made expreasly for Merchant Tailor*’ use.
Cutting personally attended to.
apie—dfim
I am

MAKER OP

A

Not

OE

LEADPIPE,
PUKrS,
all kinds o!

1S06—isd3m

FULL and complete assortment ol Flower Socds
from the most celebra.cd Sccdmon in the country. Also
AVASUBl/RV At HOVEl’S

Illustrated

and Parlor Stoves,

WORKERS

before.

As

c.

—IN—

FURNISHING

•And

IN ALL ITS FORMS.
From our large experience in matters relating to
Marine Insurance, we feel confident of being able to
satisfy all who may favor us with their business.
We shall also continue the

G. L.

—AND—

MAINE,

...

FURNACES, RANGES,

Street.

Congress

Merchant

$25,000,000.

LYNCH. BARKER «£• CO.,
139 Commercial Street.
April 7—d3w

GOODS!

PORTLAND

AUG. P. YOltK,

SON,

No. 30 Exchange Street,
Manufacturers of and Dealers in

Are

Bill Constitutional!!

Rights

A

Business Cards.

COMBINED CAPITAL OF

—

purified.

NOYES

y.

A.

mHE undersigned having made arrangements with
1 all the leading MARINE INSURANCE COMPANIES of New York and Boston, representing a

sweeping

—

Business Cards.

INSURANCE.

MARINE

even

to die in battle. That too like, all onr mortal
sorrows, has its alleviations and its mercies. I
have seen soldiers die—I have been among
them—may I say, of them—and I know it is
not a feartUl tiling to fall on a field of glorious
valor among the brave though torn with the
bolts of battle, and see the old flag go
steadily
on amidstthe reeling lines—on
through the
rolling smoke—on with a cheer—on till it
waved iu triumph above the batteries of the
foe, and with its proud waving braces the sinews 6f the soul for flight.
Nor even when the
fortunes of the field are adverse, and the closing senses catch but the rallying lines of the
iion-like retreat, or the defiant shout of unconquerable souls—“all is lost but Honor!”—
Manhood asks no better death-bed than that,
nor is there any nearer Heaven.
Yes my friends there are greater sacrifices
than theirs—greater than yours.
To contribute freely of our goods to the defence of llie
country is indeed noble; to stand in the ranks
of her defenders, and brave danger and death
in her behalf is a duty from which manhood
will not shrink, hut to send forth the
joy and
stay of life, and to wait in dread the heavy
blow when even the words of prayer have no
power to avert; to bend in meek submission
when it comes, and then amidst the
congratulations of return :ng peace, to watch in vain for
the greeting that will come no
more, and in all
the bright days which hope can picture to have
that shadow across the threshold which no
power even in Heaven can lift, this is to give
indeed! Said I not well then that these have
done more than we all?
The treasure you
have so nobly given may be replaced, fori believe God will prosper the generous
giver and
the worn and wasted and wounded mav re-

our

than the tempting batteries you were
to win ?
And when summoned to
storm the crest rolling down an avalanche of
fire which it were madness for mortal to
dare,
tell me were there not visions that beckoned
more brigfftly than
your advancing banners!
it a sweet calm voice did uot thrill
you with
more than bugle or cannon
call—“Forward my
hero”! though all that made life dear were cast
upon the word! And did not then your soul
rise mightier than the storm ? Could
patriotism grow weak, could manhood falter then ?
Could doubt, or dread, or
or difficulty
danger,
unnerve your resolution ? Is it not thus also
that love may conquer death ?
These are not vain
imageries of rhetoric
they are pictures from life. They may seem
unmanly to you here, surrounded by all that is
bright and glad, in peace and security. But
hearts come strangely near on the
dreary picket
line, or in the dismal bivouac among the dead m
the nights between the battles.
And more
than one such coufes ion do I recall from the
manliest souls that ever went up from the
thickest ot the slam. We do not understand
yet all the influences which entered into the
character of our heroes
all the powers that
were leagued to redeem our flag from dishonor
and the Nation from death.
Why do we look
back with half jealous admiration at the women
for whose beauty kingdoms and
empires have
been tossed to the winds, when such as these
with unselfish heroism have saved a Nation
by
their love ? Why do we marvel at the woman
who drank her pearls in wine to bewilder
by
the magnificence of her prodigal.ty the heart of
the great conqueror, when then are those
among us who have drank at one bitter draught
costlier gems dissolved in tears ?
And that such as these should suffer while
the Nation rejoices—that such as these should
want while we are iu
plenty that suoh as
these should decline while we flourish !
No,
we will uot look afar for
objects of admiration,
of honor,of sympathy,of charity, or if we do
it shall not be like those worse than infidels
whoprovido not for their own. We will indeed
not forget those that are afar off— tho nations
that sjt in darkness aud iu the shadow of death
—the homeless and forsaken within the wide
borders of our land. Wc will think nothing
human too far away for our kindly charities;
but this we will above all things do. Here we
fulfill a duty, we acknowledge an obligation, we
nay the interest of a principal that never can
be cancelled. Not as the cold payment of a
debt, irksome but unavoidable; not as a gift to
aggrandise the giver, but as the thank offering
of gratitude—the free,
glad, gushing of sympathy—the pledge of cherishing remembrance, of
unfaltering devotion to a cause most dear.
And we gather here the beautiful and the
strong ; we bring our brightest and best things,
not with light thoughts and mirthful
vanity,
but with earnest purpose of doing what we can
—poor as the remembrance must be—to stand
in the place of husband and father. Aud not
without some reflex of good to ourselves; for
we are rewarded
by the availing prayers of
womanhood; we take the empty hands of little
children in our own and are strengthened and

Miscellaneous.

more

can

they

to whom

desperate valor could win ^nothing tut
death, when tta heart grdljr sick with tape deferred, and manly fortitude could endure no
longer, were you not roused by the helping, heroic words‘*1 ask
you not to come home, but
would to God I could be
by your side”! Tell
me it in the fierce carnival of
death, in the
mad uproar of charge and
countercharge did
not then a fair pale face amid the hideous
phantoms of smoke and flame, lure you on
when

Copartnership heretolore existing

boroutlnued aiUr

PEKKINS, JACKSON

Jn!j0wi*i<nan>il,eta*!

De^2T. lS^ffr

JOBBERS of
HE

*

under the

thisSiln. umle^tho stjtoif
&

*

CO.,

in lumber, coal
WU*r<- foot U1

Notice.

nndersigned hereby give
that portion
Dry Goods, Woolens, T„_
fhe southerly end Vaughan's
nrimLt5S.f?b*"tk
Bridge wUl

And Gents’ Furnishing Goods I
Manufacturers oi and Dealers in

CLOTHING AND CLOAKS,
Agent,

for EMPIRE SEWING
State of Maine.

8H ndd SO Middle St.,
Sept 7—dtf

MACHINES fbr

PORTLAND.

notice
a
at
of
be remove 1, on Mouduy the ltith
Instant,
fur the purpose of filling lu and
making solid tho
end of said
and all
in travover the same will do so at their own risk until
runner notice.
J. M. ROBINSON,
GEO. E.
H. S JACKSON,
Selectmen of Cape Elizaleth,
Cai e Elizabeth, April 13, lSJti,

muiherly
elling

bridge,

|*rso?s

HENLEY,

apl4tf

Poetry.
BY JEAN 1NGKLOW.

Ay, I

her,

we

Margaret, Margaret.

easy thing to take
And I did not want it then;
Fool! 1 wish my heart would break,
Scorn is hard on hearts of men.
an

WHERE

BLOCK,

FOX

of self is bitter work,
Each ot us bas felt it now.
Bluest skies she counted mirk,

Scorn

Self-betrayed of eyes and brow;
As for me, I went my way,
And a better mau drew nigh,
Fain to earn with long essay,
What the winner’s hand threw by.

81

Matters not in deserts old,
What was horn, and waxed, and yearned.
Year to yeaT its meaning told,
I am come,—its deeps are learned.
Come, but there is naught to say,—
Married eyes with mine have met.

—and—

St.

e

DEALERS

Silenee! 0,1 had my day,
•

| Paged

s. DREW

—[ Argosy.

HUMPHREYS’
HOMOEOPATHIC SPECIFICS,
PROVED, from the most ample experience. an entire success; Simple—Prompt—Eiliciuht, ana Reliable. They are the only Medicines
perfectly adapted to popular use—so simple that
mistakes canuot be maue in using them; bo harmless

of
bitten

Blank

I

GA,,D™nt’

HAVE

and so eflicient as to be alto be free from
ways reliable. They nave raised the highest commendation from all, and will always render satisfac^

danger,

as

tiou.

Cts.

No. 1 Cures Fevers, Congestion, Inflamatlons,
25
2
25
Worms, Worm-Fever Worm-Colic,
44
44
3
Cry inti Colic or Teething of infants, 25
44
44
4
Dianjta of children or adults.
25
44
44
5
Dysentery, Griping, Billious Colic, 25
44
•*
6
25
Cholera-Morbus,
Nausea,
Vomiting,
44
44
7
25
Coughs, Colds, Bronchitis,
44
44
8
25
Neuralgia, Toothache, Faceache,
44
44
9
Headaches, Sick-lleadache, Vertigo, 26
44
44
ID
Billious Stomach,
25
Dyspesia,
4‘
44
11
Suppressed or painful Periods,
25
44
44
12
too profuse Periods,
Whites,
25
44
44
13
25
Croup.Cougii, difficult Breath'ng,
44
44
14
Salt Rheum, Erysipelas, Erupt ons,
25
44
15
Rheumatism. Rheumatic Pains,
25
44
“ 16
Fever and Ague, Chill Fever, Agus,
50
44
11
22
Far Discharges, impaired Rearing,
50
44
44
23
Scrofula, enlarged Glands, Swellings, 50
44
44
44
44
44
44
44
44
44
41
*‘
41
44

44
44
•*

17
18

44

19

44

Files, blind or bleeding,
Ophthalmy, and sore or weak eyes,
Catarrh, acuto or chronic. Influenza.

50
50
50
44
20
violent
50
Whooping-Cough,
Coughs.
*4
21
Asthma, oppressed Breathing,
50
44
34
ulcerated
Sore
Diphtheria
Throat.
50
44
32
100
Sufferings at Change of Life,
44
33
Epilepsy, Spasms. St. Vitus’ Dance. 1 00
44
24
General Debility Physical Weakness, 50
*•
25
50
Dropsy, and scanty Secretions
44
26
Sea-Sickness, sick ness from riding,
50
44
27
50
Kidney Disease, Gravel,
44
28
Nervous Debility. Seminal Emissions,
1 00
involuntary Discharges,
44
29
Sere Mouth, Canker,
50
44
30
Urinnrd Incontinence, wetting bed,
50
44
31
Painful Periods, even with Spasms, 50
FAMILY CASES.
35 Vials, Morocco Case, and Book,
$10 00
20 large Vials, in Morocco, and Book,
6 00
2o large Vials, plain case, and Book,
5 00
15 Boxes (Nos. 1 to 15) and Book, •
3 00
44

VETERINARY SPECIFICS.
Mahogany Case tt) Vials,
$10 00
Single Vials, with directions,
1 u0
These
the
Case
or
Remedies,
fiadP
by
single Box,
are sent to any part of the
country, by Mail or Express, free of charge on receiptof the price. Address,
HUMPHRErs SPECIFIC
HOMOEOPATHIC MEDICINE COMPANY.
Oflice and Depot, No. 562 Broadway, New York.
Du Humfuhkvs is consulted daily at his otUcfe

ersoualiy or by letter,

above,

as

H. IIAY, Agent. Portland.

II.

all form.* of

mr

july26’65eodly

GOODS

r--

offer at the LOWEST

SIZE AND

MARKET PKICES

9

^
at

Books

STYLE,

/

s«-

--

r:

French

American, English,

and

_

German

•s goods.

J?J*5

*oreZTiS~Sj?°T«"me

Papers!

J*|

Cloaks

and.

TUB INDEPENDENT

'‘"IMO’)'i

given to the Manufacture of Ladies’ Outside Garments. Having
the best Cutter in New England, Mr. Drew can, without fear of contradiction, recommend
his garments as superior to any other establishment,
Over 400 Sacques, Jackets, and
Cassocks in the latest styles on hand. Also a large-stock of CLOAKINGS, BUTTONS, and
Special

CLAIRVOYANT I

S UR VETORS’ ROOKS t

£

f.

i

CENTS

LEDGERS, JOURNALS

Wholesale
WAEEAUIEB

oV* \
>fei

i

»'V

>

Vf»

X

*id

-;

r-..i.

BLOTTERS!

YARD I

what the disease

\'l'r

j

Bought

stomach; it
a

at the Bottom

prices, and

which he will

t:

Dec. 26,1865.
“So easy and convenient,” savpupils.
“Just what wc have wanted, ”s\y teacher.
A represents moveable lid.
C toothed ratchet
supporting lid A at any angle by pin in frame B,
which, hinged at the upp^r edge, may be opened as
any ordinary cover the whole prevented from interfering with pupil in front by stop within the desk.—
Durable, Simple, therefore not expensive; convenient
for Drawing Schools, Reading Rooms and Libraries.
Prevents
and consequent contraction of the
ched, particularly in near sighted persons; save the
wear and tear of books; relieves the monotony ot the
desk and the necessarily attendant steady attitude.
For'further particulars please address the manufacturer, JOS. L. ROSS, Boston, Mass., JOS. F.
DUNNING, Agent, Portland, or WARREN JOHNS: >N, Patentee, “Boy’s Boarding School,” Topsham,
Me.
mb27dM,w&s6m

stooping

needed in the Counting Room.
$

vjj

l

"J

j

•.

%.«

Piston

STEAMBOAT RECEIPT BOOKS!

f

u

Dwight 9-8,
Fountain 4-4, and
7-8 Cottons.
Also Everett and

They

tion of the

a

variety of 3-4 and

other

FREE

best quality

BOOKS I

MASON,

J

if.

r.t

SUPERIOR

Also

a

CASH

CLOSEST

;

or

Cures General

Sarsaparilla Compound

uti

Eire,
Debility,

K\Palpitation

Weak-

rises

Tff—fo d‘!e,

of the Heart and

gM Nervous Diseases. It rostores new' life and vigor to the
aged, causing the hot blood of
y0uth to course the veins, restoring the Organs of Generation.r,mmi,ia Impcteruyand

this Elixir rejuven- Debility, restoring Manliness
ate the system and and full rigor, thus proving a
overcome disease.
reperfect Elixir of
moving Sterility and Barrenness in both sexes. To
the young, middle-aged, and aged, there is no greater
boon than this “Elixir of Life.** It gives a new
lease of life, causing the weak and debilitated to
have renewed strength and vigor.

Chlorate

made to order.

Dr. Larookah’s

Sarsaparilla Compound
Cures Pain in tbe Stomach, Side and Bowels

Cures Uterine Ulceration, Syphilis and Mercurial
disease.

ap20—dtd

Dr. Larookah’s

PAPER

RULERS

PURIFYING THE BREATH!
It is

a

New Article in the Market, but has already

GOODS I

—

AND

—

HEAD

BILL

BUYERS

v«In by
All opera

I

public should remember that this extensive stock of

And

has ALL BEEN

,pen to inspection
enaf ,iing the propeietor to offer

bought

since the recent great decline in

>

t

x

;K--

;;;

f

BOOK

BINDING

goods, thus
r

to call and examine

done

GREAT

Received,

every variety ol

ti.i

G-OODS

DRY
now r

Ladies’ Spring Sacques.

wide-spreadroputation.

Thomas Fillebbown,

MANUFACTURERS!

«

the

a

Read the following: Testimonials in^its Favor.
Lewiston, Jan. 12,18G6.
Messrs, John G. Cook & Co—Dear Sir:—Having
tested
Chlorate Dentifiice we feel a
your
sured that it is an excellent powder for cleansing the
teeth and purifying the breath, and having examined
the recipe tVoin which ii is made, we are sure there
is no article in it which is in the least injurious to the
teeth or general health, but on the contrary, highly
beneficial to both.

at the shortest possible notice.

INDUCEMENTS!

;»

•

NAMES MARKED ON BOOKS

to purchasers.

Dentists, Lisbon Street, Lewiston, Maine.
We the undersigned have examined specimens of
Cooke’s Chlorate Dentifrice, also the recipe from
which it is prepared, and we take pleasure in recommending it to the public as a safe and effectual tooth

powder.
A. Garcelon, M. D., John M. Small, M. D., Pearl
Martin, M. D, M. C. Wedgewood, M .D., J. Fanning,
M. D., A. Burbank, M. D., Eli Edgecombe, M. D.,
J. P. Fessenden, M. D., R. R. Ricker, M. 1)., Lewiston. H. L. K. Wiggm, M. 1>., S. Oakes, M, D., M.
C. Harris, M. D., Auburn.
Lewiston, February 3,18GG.
Messrs. John G. Cook, & Co—GentlemenT
have carefully examined your “Chlorate Dentifrice”
both Chemically and Physically. In composition it
accords with the recipe, and is free from any metalor mineral
which can
the teeth.

lic,
injure
compound,
It cleanses the surface of the teeth w ithout abrading
them, and it contracts the gums tirmly on them,
while its chlorate compound destroys any decaying
matter adheiiiu to them. In fact, it contains the
best constituents ol several popular dentifrices.

20

Cassocks,

Made and Trimmed in

Twenty-Five Cents
A

Styles,

REMEMBER THE PLACE 1

~_

A. D. ItEEVliS’,
Tiiiior,
Mucet.

81 MIDDLE STREET,

TOA.RRIVE!

Trial

NO.

74

MIDDLE,

FOX

“J»-

DANA & C0.

rj

BLOCK.

i.'

Corner

of

PORTLAND.

Aprils

COOK

Exchange Street.
«0d2m

on

Application!

CO*, Druggist*,

PROPRIETORS, Lewiston, Me.
FlT*For sale by Druggists generally.

For sale in Portland bv \V. \V.
Crosman
&Co., J. R Lunt & Co,*L. C. Gilson, W. E. Short,
Edward
H.
T.
G.
Jr.,
Mason,
Luring,
Cummings,T.
Benson & Merrill, F. E. Coveil, M S. Whittier, F.
Sweetscr. E. Chapman, C. F Duran, and by H. H.
HAY, who will supply the trade at Manufacturers’

Whipple,

apleod3m

Notice
three furnished rooms can be obtained, with
without board, by applying atthis office bv let-

TWO
or

apll

Packages

FBEE

prices.

•hip,“Gha».

Box !

liberal discount to the trade.

JOHN G*

IMWJIEBKO

a

in two

or

ter addressed "B."

dtt—ap!2

Sale of

Assistant

Sarsaparilla Compound

A. M.

Thirty-two (32) Whoden Buildings.

doublo the strength of any other Sarsaparilla in

One

the market.

EVERYBODY
Should purify the blood and invigorate the system by
uso

I

of

deceived—ask for these medicines and take no
others. If the druggist does not keep them, writo
to us. and we will send them by express, carefully
packed, free from observation. We will be pleased
to receive letters with full statements in regard to
any disease with which ladies or gentlemen aro
afflicted
Address all letters for medicines, p*uiphlefc^or advice, to the sole proprietor,

—.—

DR. E.

R.

BY

——-- —

44
44

44

44

44

44

44

44

44

44

44

44

44
44

44

44

44

*•

lot of Quartermaster's Property, viz:

a

Pipe.

Terms Cash,
lime of sale.

..

KNIGHTS, Chemist,

Sold by all Druggists*

Hair

United States Cotton Sale.

KNIGHTS’

Dressing

JOHN H. DRAPER & CO.,

!

WILL

At Exchange Sales Room, 111 Broad way ,NY

chiefly

AT 1 O’CLOCK P. M.,
By order of
SIMEON DRAPER, U. 8. Cotton Agent,

3000 Bales Upland and
Cotton.

has been classed and sampled
Amory, and may be seen in the bale at
the Continental Stores, Brooklyn, and by sample at
the office of the Auctioneers, No. 36 Pine St., New
apl9dtd
York, two days before the sale.

KNIGHTS’ HAIR DRESSING

W.

E. M. PATTEN A CO, Auctioneers, 18 Exohangc St.

faded hair to its original color,

Spars for Ships Masts at Auction.
Basin,
FRIDAY, April 27th.
M.,
ONabout
4 mile north of the Grand Trunk Station,
will be sold 43
in thickness

KNIGHTS'

at the

a

Portland,

masts, ranging
twenty-two to thirty-tour inches; length from
to ninety feet.
t^Salo positive.
ap21dtd

ORIENTAL HAIR RESTORER

sixty-five

should be used, and is the only preparation for that
purpose upon which the public can rely with confiBoth the Dressing and the Rostorer are put
up in

House and Lot at Auction.
SATURDAY, April 28, at 3 o'clock P. M., on
the premises, we shall sell that pleasant and de-

dence.

LARGE

BOTTLES,

LARGE

BOTTLES*

PRICE

fl,00*

LARGE

BOTTLES,

PRICE

fl.OO*

PRICE

PREPARED

ON

sirable House No. 19 Merrill St.

It is cf wood; two
and a half stories with an L; In a good neighborhood ;
tine water and plenty of It. In a heal hv location,
and with a commanding view. The lot is 50 by 90 ft.
It is a desirable
purchase money can
remain on mortgage. Title clear.

fl.OO

property—2-3

ap21UlHENRY BAILEY A CO., Auct'rs.

BY
E.

M. PATTEN A CO., Auctioneers, 18 Exchange St.

Dr. E. B. KJTIGHTS, Chemist, Melrose,Mass

Livery Stock at Auction,
at 10

now

constreet,
Livery
sisting of Horses, Carriages. Harnesses, Ac., viz: 2
Carryalls, 2 Top Buggies, 5 Jenny Linds, 1 Side
Spring Wagon, 8 Single and 1 Double Sleigh, 7 Single
Harnesses, 1 Double Harness, 7 Wolt and 6 Buffalo
Robes (tip-top articles), 3 Carriage shawls. Halters,

KNIGHTS ORIENTAL TTAIR RESTORER.

near

C3T" What the Press says and what the people know.
KNIGHTS* ORIENTAL HAIR RESTORER

Whips Ac.
At 11 o’clock, seven Horses,
ftunily use.

Restores gray and faded hair to its original color.
KNIGHTS’ ORIENTAL HAIR RESTORER
Removes

dandrufi and

cures nervous

headache.

KNIGHTS* ORIENTAL HAIR RESTORER

palate, cause no pain, act
require increase oi dose, do not
elderly parsons, females and child-

AT AUCTION!
Carriages, Sleighs, Robes,

shall sell

of its kind that performs all

Every Saturday at 11 s’clscli A. M
At Forest City Stable, coiner Federal and Lime Sts.,
where Carriages can be stored and Horses bo arded it
desired, previous to or after the sale.
These sales will be under cover, and held without
regard to weather.
HENRY BAILEY A Co., Auctioneers.
March 1—dtf

Valuable Brick House at Auction.
MONDAY, April 30th, at 3 o'clock P. M.. wo
shall sell the two and
half story brick house
ON
of Mountfort and Adams streets.
the
a

corner

on

never

The house is thoroughly and faithfully built, and
finished throughout, it has a good cellar, goddcistern and good water.
The lot is about 98 feet on Adams street and about
f>8 feet on Mountfort. It is a verv desirable property.
Can bo examined at any time. Terms at sale. Title
clear.

Savaknah, Ga., Feb. 4, 1866.
Dr. E. R. Knights, Melrose. Mass. :—
Dear Sir—I am happy to inform you that the use of
one bottle of your Oriented Hair Restorer has restored
my hair, which was nearly white, to its original brown,
and it is soft and glossy as in earlier days. Dr. Walsh
tells me that it is tlie only preparation of the kind that
is worthy of confidence.
GrateAilly yours,
Mus. A. 1>. LAMAR.

Two taken at night movren, are just the thing.
the bowels once the next morning.
Warranted
in all cases ot Piles and Falling of the Rectum. We
promise a cure tor all symptoms of the Dyspepsia,
after eating, Sour Stomach, Spitsuch as

Oppression

looa, Palpitations; also, Headache, Dizziness,

Pain in the Back and Loins, Yellowness ol the Skin
and Eves. Sick Headache, Coated Tongue, Biliousness, Liver Complnint. Loss ot
Debility,
Monthly Pains, and ail
Neuralgia,
Travelers find the Lozenges just
Faintness, &c.
what they need, as
are so oompact and inodorous
that they may be earned in the vest pocket. Price 60
cents x*er box; small boxes 30 cents. For sale by J.
S. HARRISON & CO., Proprietors, No 1 Tremont
Temple, Boston. Will be mailed to any address on
enclosing 80 cents.
july4dly

Appetite,
Irregularities,

KNIGHTS’ ORIENTAL HAIR RESTORER,

they

KNIGHTS’ ORIENTAL HAIR RESTORER,
PSEPABED

is

Lungs.

Boston, Sole Agents lor New England.

SYRUP

acknowledged by all to be liie

Surest,

For sale bv Druggists. 50 cents per bottle.
GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO., 37 Hanover Street

Safest and

Speediest

for Coogha, Cold*. Influenza, Bronchitis, Consumption in da early stages, and all diseases
Throat and Lungs, that lias been made
tlie public. Clergymen, Members of <
ers and Actors, and in Oct every one who has given
a trial give it their
unqualified praise.

cure

of

av;^®b'“i

Price $100 Per Bottle; Six Bottles for $5

Dlt. STRICKLAND’S PILE REMEDY has cured
thousands ot tho worst cases of Blind and Bleeding
It gives immediate relief, and effects a perIdles.
It is warranted to
manent cure. Try it directly.
(jure. For sale by all Druggists. 50 cts. i>er botlle.
GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO., 38 Hanover
Boston, Sole Agents tor New England.
novlOdCm

j

E. M.

pbepabed by

E. R- KnigMs’ M.
SOLD

PATTEN, & CO., Auctioneers, 18 Exchange St.
Land and Furniture at Auction.
May 1st, at 10 A. M., on the premises

Hotel,

well known Hotel and
he
Lowell.
owned and occupied by
Hotel ie a large two-story building, with a two-story
*>r a pubUe houae. A
ell, conveniently arranged
14 horses, with Curiage
large Stable with stalls tor
bbire and Hay
house and other out buildings,
Bedsteads, Bed-

D.,

Pulmonary Balsam!
and

w

F.

PHILLIPS
J. W.

Column pliou!

ITISTABLISHED in 1S32, and still the lest inotrn
remedy for all affections/the I.unys, Throat ana
Be careful to get tile genuine.
KEEL). CUTLER & CO,, Boston. Proprietors,
Small, 50 cents.
Large Bottles,$1.00.

Chest.

at 3 o’clock P. M. We
nice little Farm ol about 25 acres,
hall
from
Morrill's Corner in
miles
one
Westbrook and about three and a hall mile* from
house with on extwo
is
On
it
a
btory
good
thib city.
cellent cellar, a barn 40 feet square in good o dcr,
with a good cellar under that, and a well oi never
tailing water. The land is good, very early, ami well
adapted lor a vegetable larm. It ib a choice fttrm.

Choice Fruit Trees at Auction.
shall sell in

Hoy 10—d&wOin

quality. Large Bottles, $1,00,

1

C. F.

a

short time

a

large Invoice of

Pears <Sc..
WE
very choice Fruit Trees. Apples,
of those splendid trees
from the
we
same Nursery
sold last year.
Notice wiU be given ol the day.
HENRY BAILEY & CO., Auctioneers.

April

23.

For Sale,
Brig L.T. KNIGHT. 237 tons O. M.,
built at Frankfort in 1853, in good order,
,and well found. Dimensii ns 107,20j, 11}.

CO.,

PERKINS & CO..
BURGESS, FOBBES & CO.,
W. W. WHIPPLE,
CROSMAN Sc CO.,
H. H. HAT.

m ust be applied for immediately.
-|f not sold lieliire Friday, April 27tll. it
at Custom House Wbart
will be sold at public auction
A’
EYAN & DAVIS.
J

B

mi

a*apS0—dtd “mcGILVKBY,

Lump Coal.

G.

Omiimings
Duran, E. Cha nman.S. Gale,"M. Hanson.
T. Sweetser, Samuel Kol/c, J. J. Gilbert andIf. *•
ap2-dl.fMWF*w
Corey.

Coveil,

CUTLER «Xr CO., who have facilities lor obtaining oil

a
a

HENRY BAILEY & CO., Auctioneers.
ap23— dtd
___

BY

Benson
Loring, EdMerrill, C. E. Beckett, T.
ward Muon, E. L. Stanwood, M. 8. Whlitier. J. H.
C.
J. Thayer, J. R. hunt & Co
W. E. Short, Jr., t*
& Co., F.
Gilann, C. W. Foss, H. T.
&

I*nro Cod Liver Oil
Bottled expressly for Modicinal use by REED,

01 tlie most reliable

&

re-

TUESDAY, May 1st,

veil
ON\thall and
about

s'"!-

Vegetable

without

gard it* weather._
Farm at Auction.

JIELROSK, MASS.

Street

HENRY BAILEY & Co., Auctioneers.

o“.he°pTeemises.
dll*,rmsTl'*sJe. which’wUl be ’positive,

Darookali’s

PULMONIC

STRICKLAND’S MELLIFLUOUS COUGH
BALSAM is warautcd to cure Coughs,Colds. HoarseAsthma, Whooping Cough, Sore Throat, Consumption, and and all affections of the throat and
DR.

ness,

ap23—dtd

in Weet Gorham, the
TUESDAY,
stand

BY

BE. E. E. KNIGHTS, Melrose, Mass.

Dr.

or

Ac.,
WEHarnesses, Horses,

Large bottles—price $1.00.
Large bottles—price $1.00.
Large bottles—price $1.00.

to the

livery

Horses, Carriages, Sleighs, &c.,

Prevents the hair from foiling off, and promotes its
luxuriant growth.

St.,”!!. Y.

suitable for

I bis stock is well known to the public, and purchasers will look out for this sale as every article
must be sold without the least reserve, the owner
ap23
leaving the city.

Acts directly upon the roots of the Hair, and its effects are speedy and permanent.

For Cough., Cold,

A.M, at the

SATURDAY, April 28,
ONStable
occupied by Samuel Wells, 29 FrankFederal
the entire
lin,
Stock,

KNIGHTS’ ORIENTAL HAIR RESTORER

PLEASANT
promptly,
and lor

Gulf

The above Cotton

by G.

Is an elegant preparation, exquisitely perfumed, inclines the hair to curl, will not soil the skin or any article of apparel^ and is fast superceding the pernicious articles which have so long deceived a credulous
or

SELL

On Thursday, April 26th, 1866,

A dressing for Children’s hair, which can be used
without fear of iiyury to its growth or texture,
has hitherto been unattainable. Most, if not all, ol
the Hair Dressings heretofore sold at the drug stores
are composed
of oil and alcohol,—ingredients
which are antagonistic to the life of the hair.—
KNIGHTS* Hair Dressing contains neither oil nor
a’cohol, is purely vegetable in its composition, and is
the most perfect Hair renewer and invigorator that
has ever been made available to the public. Persons
whose hair has been thinned by sickness or age should
give this preparation a trial, with the assurance that
a luxuriant g owth of hair will result, unless the roots
are dead, when such an effect is impossible.

public.
For changing gray

Government Funds, at

in

Ht DRAPER, Auctioneer*

J.

DR.

payable

HENRY INMAN,
Capt. & A. Q. M., U. S. A.
April 14th—isdtap25

MELROSE. MASS.

p

oi

44

44
44

One Power Washing Machine; One Power Mangier; One Reservoir, Copper; One iron Boiler; One
S atfonory Steam Engine; One Steam Heater; 1200
lbs. Shafting: One Circular Saw; One Circular Saw
Set: One Boiler; 201 \ lbs.
Belting; Eighty Grain
Sacks; Two Iron Safes; 122 Stoves; 5282' lbs. Stove

April, May and June.

Is the only preparation
it promises.

ting

44

Also

-IS-

KNIGHTS’ ORIENTAL HAIR RESTORER

exhaust,

44

44

Sarsaparilla Compound

x26 ft.. One building 36Jx20J ft.
15 x 8) ft.
38 xl6A ft.
"
25 x 8 ft.
5(. x 84 ft. 44
44
140 x30 it.
120 x25 ft., 44
44
10 xlO ft.
65 x23 It. 44
44
60 xl5 ft.
504x304 ft. 44
44
44
34 x22 ft.
120 x24 ft.
44
50 xlS ft.
30 xloO tt. 44
44
71 xl5 ft.
34dxl6$ ft. 4444
44
60 x18 It.
100*x2» It.
44
140 xdS ft. each
40£xl8 ft. Four 44
150 x25 ft. One
31
it.
44
100 xlG ft. 44
39 xlO ft.
44
38 xlG It. 44
90 x26 ft.
20 x 5 ft.

40
Building
44

44

44

Dr. Larookah’s

PREPARED

PROPERTY,

AT AUCTION!
Quabtekmaster's Office, U. 8. A.,)

Portland, Maine,
April 14, 1866, )
A.,
TJY order of the Quartermaster General, U. 8. Auat
Public
at
shall
sell
Auction,
Camp Cony.
Jjfl
gusta, Maine, on THURSDAY, April 26, at 9 o'clock

Dr. Larookah’s

Is

Buildings

AND OTHER U. S.

Purifies the Complexion, rendering it clear and trans
parent.

Respectfully,
A. A. Hayes, M. D.
State Assayer.
State St., Boston, February 2Gth, 18GG.

This celebrated Tooth Powder is put up
ounce Boxes, and sold at the low price of.

oi all kinds.

_____

AUGUSTA, MAINE.

Sarsaparilla Compound

-AND-

*

This is the fullest and best assortment of Furniture
It was
we have offered at auction tor many years.
manuiacturcd to order, of the best materials, and is
in periect order.
We are reouested to say—the Houseisnot for Sale—
or Heat—or Examination—and that no article of Furniture will be sold—but at Auction.
Open tor examination at 8 o’clock morning of sale.
HENRY BAILEY Si CO., Auctioneers.

Sarsaparilla Compound

-for-

«

Stools.

Dr. Larookah’s

r>.

Dentifrice !

ens.

At 12 o’clock AL, one flue toned 7 octave Piano in
Rosewood Case—one tine Piano Covering; two Piano

Cleansing* the Teeth!
HARDENING THE G UMS,

will readily appreciate.

The

Price, one bottle (2; three bottles $5; sent by
express to any address.
Our medicines are sold and recommended by all
druggists in every part of the civilized
respectable
try to
globe; some unprincipled dealers, however,
deceive their customers by selling cheap and worthBe
not
make
to
in
order
less compounds
money.

Dr. W. B. MEBWIB, 37 Walker

COOK’S

Chairs';

extra Extension Table; sett
Dining Boom
Wlat-Not wiih Writing Apparatus; Card, Work,
Toilette and Dining Tables; Hat Tree; Wool Mats;
Stc. With a splendid assortment ol China and Glass
Wore; one lull China Sett in gilt; one sett White
China, French; White Stoue China; Crockery aud
Glass Ware, Goblets, Tumblers, Wines,c.,Castors,
Salts, Creams, Pitchers, &c., with a tine assoruueiit
of Table Cutlery. Also, Air Tight, Parlor and Cook
Stoves. Sic. Together with all those articles of Kitchen Furniture to be found in the best appointed Kitch-

Cures Pimples, Pustules, Bletcbes and Boils.

from

Mysteries in Females,

fel4d3ra

all the turniture in

at 2 P.

Or, Essence

I

shall sel.'

House No. 78 Free Street.
The Parlor Brussels Carpets; one Parlor 8ett,7 pieces,
in Rosewood and Plush; one Parlor Sett In Black
Walnut and Cloth; Marble Top Centre Tables—Etargere*; What-Not and Alusic Stand; two splendid
Marble Top
Mahogany Chamber Setts; one Mirror, 2
leet by G leet in gilt frame; Parlor Curtains; Mantle Ornament*; with
Bedsteads, Beds, Hair Maltrasses; Chamber Chairs; Toilette Setts; Chamber, Entry and Stair and oil cloth Carpets; Alirrors; Bureaus; Toilette Tables: Pictures; Clocks; one very

Dr. WRIGHT’S

neu

:

From New York and Boston, for

,,

each, box.

mn£i

vours,
1). B. Strout,

ladiesT

Apr 24—dtew3wu»

of

As the. Vhenix

Respectfully

Square,

Gold, Silver and Vul-

ISLAND>

Dr. W. R. MERWIN, 37 Walker St., N. Y.
B.—Cherokee Pills No. 2 are prepared for
Special cases, w hen milder medicines fail; these
aro sent by mail, free of postage, on receipt of $5,

REJUVENATING ELIXIR,

ingredients. They also relieve bronchial irritation,
by loosening and soltcning the tenacious secretions
upon the lining of the tubes, so that It can be readily
expectorated.
Many persons are subject to a dryness and tickling
of the throat, while attending church, which often

a

we

Dr. Larookah’s

DR.

marie from a Recipe obtained
of Portland, Maine.
highest efficiency in allaying irritathroat, a property di\e lo their demulcent

POCKET BOOKS c.

full line of

FURNISHING

PORTLAND, MAINE.

aia^WUifc'."

are

N.

the price

are

& CO., and H. H. HAY.

DENTIST,

>cr

1

CHAKLES W. FOSS. Proprietor.
Also, by NATHAN WOOD, O. P. SHEPHERD

PRINTS.

Coeheco,
American,
Philip AUen,
Wamsuta,
Amoskeag,
Lancaster, and other makes.

OSGOOD,

4000 SL’f™1
URKii

Copaiba,

causes

in full lines.

j

ine, Stationary, Portable, LK>com otive, and Oil Mining uses. Ol any size.
THE HICK’S
NGINE CO.,
Address,
88 Liberty St., New York.
e272tawCm

SALT

easy to administer,
as they aro nicely sugar coated.
should
be
in the hands of
They
every Maiden, Wife, and Mother
j in
the laud.
Ladies can address us in perfect
*
confidence, and state their complaints In full, as we treat all Female Complaints,
and
prepare Medicines suitable foT all diseases to
which they are subject.—Thirty-two page pamphlet,
in a scaled env« dope, free.
The Cherokee Pills arc sold by all druggists at $1
per box, or six boxes for $5; or they are sent by
mail, free of postage, in an ordinary letter, free
from observation, by addressing the sole
proprietor,

s

cough; these troches will remove all that
trouble and prevent taking cold on going from a warm
room out into tbe cold air.
For sale wholesale and retail by

Stripes, ‘‘York” Denims, Ticks,
Heavy Cottonades and Summer
Stuffl’or Men’s and Boy’s Wear
>

are

ON

Cures Epilepsy and Rheumatism.

PILLS,

that

20.

Genteel Furniture at Auction.
THURSDAY, April 26, at 10 o’clock A. M.,

Sarsaparilla Compound

the

spring from irregularity,
by removing the cause and all the
effects that ariso from it. They
are perfectly sate in all cases, except when forbidden by direc-

eases

from Charles Morse, M. 1).,
THESE
of the

:\i

April

Dr. Larookah’s

Cure Supjiressed, Excessive and
Painful Menstruation, Green
Sickness, Nervous and Spinal A ffections, Pains in the Back, SickHeadache, Giddiness, ami all dis-

*’

Troches

Bartlett 5-4,

chase

Or JXtmttle Regulator,

DR.CHAS. MORSE’S

all of which will be offered at such prices that the

2—lin_change

EADIES.

CHEROKEE

278 GreeDwioh St., New York.
Sold by Druggists all over the World.
may 7 65dly

?

GENTS’

April

9

able for investment or occupuncv.
Title clear—a good portion of the amount of purean remain on mortgage.
HEN«Y BAILLi & CO., Auctioneers.

Cures Erysipelas, St.
Anthony's Fire and Dropsy.

N. B.— Ladies desiring may consult one of theix
own sex. A lady of experience in constant attend,
anco.
ianL186od&w

thers is no neod of confinement or change of diet.in its approved form of a paste, it ib entirely tasteless, and causes no unpleasant sensation to the patient, and no exposure. It is cow acknowledged by
the most learned in tbe profession that in the above
class of diseases, Cubebs and Copaiba are the onlj
two remedies known that o&c be relied upon with
any oert&inty or suocess.

MEMORANDUM, ORDER

FLANNELS, PANT CLOTHS, COATINGS,

Engines,

AT

we

Tarrants Compound Extract of Cubebs and
Copaiba NEVER FAILS.
Manufactured only by
TAB BA NT & CO..

{.

Hill 4-4,
Boot W 5-4,

IMPROVEMENT !

Latent

Sarsaparilla Compound

a

Fail.”

1ST T

a

gained

The

THE

Infirmary,

medical adviser, to call at bis rooms, No. d
Temple Street, which they will find arranged for theix
especial accommodation.
Dr. H.*s Electic Renovating Medicines are unrivalled in efficacy and supex ior virtue in regulaling all
Female Irregularities. Their action is spccitic and
certain of producing relief in a short time.
LADIES w ill find it invaluable in all eases of ob
structions after all other remedies have been tried in
vain. It is purely vegetable, containing nothing in
the least injurious to the health, and may be taken
with perfect safety at all times.
Sent to any part of the country, with Axil directions
1)R. HUGHES,
bv addressing
No. 5 Temple Street (corner of Middle), Portland.

Sure, Certain, and Speedy Cure for all diseases of the Bladder, Kidneys and Urinary Organs,
either in the male or female, frequently performing
a perfect euro in the short space of three or jouj
days, aud always in less time than any other preparation. In the use of
Tarrants Compound Extract qf Cubebs and

BOOKS

i,

and other Woolens.

^

such Word as

ON

we
valuable property on the corof Congress and Carieton streets, known as the
Carle toll aroperty, There is on it a thre e story
House and Woodhouse. It is a splendid corner lot,
about Go feet on Congresa by 13u fcet on Carle tun
street, containing about 8b00 lect, It is pleasantly
located in a must desirable neighborhood—and valuner

DR. HUGHES pai’ticularly nvites all Ladies, wbc

need

was

Cubebs and
IS

BLEACHED COTTONS.

Pepperci E,
Pepperel N,
Pepperci R,
Laconia O,
Forest City B,
Forest City A,
Anioskeag A and B,
Lawrence A,
Newmarket A,
Newmarket H,
Exeter A,
Massachusetts A,
Orient R,
Saulsbury E,

PATENTED

v,

Temple Street [corner of Middle
Street], Portland. Me
Stamp for Circular.

TO

half inches

no

Desirable Real Estate at Auction.
WEDNESDAY, April 20, at 3 o'clock, P. M.,
shall sell that

Dr. Larookah’s

fore,"

DESK.

Sacques, Basques and

advised that

HUGHES,

1

offer at great Bargians. The whole basement
carrying on the Jobbing business. He has

i

...

a

Dr. J. B.

turns, and

and every kind of

Large Stock of

BROWN COTTONS.

NEW GOODS, Just

83?** Send

COMPOUND EXTRACT OP

I

.V

of the store has been fitted up for the purpose of
now in stock a full line of the following articles

SCHOOL

rcspectflilly invited

l

on a

TAR

domestic Dry Goods.

IMPROVED

■a 7-00 arc
the
X

Address:
No. 5

Clairvoyant Sight.

Some friends

was.

“There Is

BOOKS!

Freight, Express, Railroad

s“,e hr ■“

ll0AU|

be forwarded immediately.
All correspondence strictly confidential, and w'ill be
returned, it desired.

Auction».

1K4LME3, Auctioneer.

Cures Scrofula and Salt ltheum.

who cannot personally consult the Dr.,
can do so oy writing, in a plain manner, a
description
of their diseases, and tlie appropriate remedies will

Copaibs

Proprietor,
PORTLAND,
MAINE.

on

are

SECOND STAGE OP SEMINAL WEAKNESS.
1 can warrant a perfect cure in such cases, and a
lull and healthy restoration ot the urinary
organs.

measured and found to be
long. We have it preserved,
that all may see for themselves that this statement is
really so. I am confident that the child could not
have lived, had it not l>ecn for Mrs. Manchester, and
we feel as though she never could ho repaid for her
MARY RAY,
skill.
GEORGE W. RAY.
dcl2tt
Providence, R. I., Nov. 10,1SC5.
Irom the

ci ose Cash Buyers,

AUSTIN B. FRENCH,

Artificial Teeth inserted

many men at the age ol thirty who arc
with too frequent evacuations from the bladder, often accompanied by a slight smarting or burning sensation, and weakening the system in a mannex
the patient cannot account For.
On examining ti c
urinary deposits a ropy sediment will often be found,
and sometimes small particles of semen or albumen
will appear, or the color will be of a thin niilkish line,
again changing to a dark and turbid appearance.
There are many men who die ol this
difficulty, ignorant of the cause, which Is the

Clairvoyant; there being none in
Providence that we could rely on, we wrote to Mrs.
M ANCHESTER, in Portland, describing her symptoms. She immediately examined her case and told
that she had a Snake in her stomach, told wnere she
drank it, and that it has been growing, and irom the
best of her judgement she should think it ten or
twelve inches long. I gave the child her piescription
and in a few hours the child ejected the snake alive

WOULD CALL THE ATTENTION OF

To liis

raaife base. Teeth extracted without
Is itrous Oxide (his, Ether or Chloroform

There

very singular one—they never saw one like
it—and came to the conclusion they could not tell

SILAS S. DREW

of
the skin,

Market

a

MIDDLE-AGED MEN.

case was a

Department.

'i

op

Carpeting*

day passes

but we are consulted by one
or more young man with the above disease, some oi
whom are as weak and emaciated as though they had
the consumption, and by their friends supposed to
have it.
Ail such cases yield to the p>roper and onl>
correct course of treatment, and in a short time art
made to rejoice in perfect health.

Madam:—Permit me to tender you my sincere thanks for the cure you have effected on my
child. My daughter, ten years old, was taken sick
last January in a very singular manner. We called
in six of the best Physicians in the city; they said the

BOOKS

BILL

7"o restore Grey or Diseased Hair
to its natural condition and color.
Eradicates all Humors and Dandruff from the Head, mil prevent
and cure JVervous Headache. Will
cause the Hair to
grow, giving it
the natural color and beauty

Clapp’s Block,

Hardly

Hectic Medical

A Clear Case

Cash, Invoice, Alphabet

No. 8

Young men troubled with emissions in sleep,—a
complaint generally the result of a bad habit in
and a perfect cure warranted or no charge made.

and

Ajtmioon
,nvlt£j
if attend thecyw.
aj.24-J8t

Sarsaparilla Compound

youth,—-treated scientifically,

Clapp’s block.

eleven and

flBEt

HOW MANY THOUSANDS CAN TESTIFY TO
THIS BY UNHAPPY EXPERIENCE!

Dear

GOODS!

PER

Physician

Electric

Trimmings.

SO

C. H.

All who have committed an excess ot any kind,
whether it be the solitary vice of youth, or tlie stingof misplaced confidence in malurcr years,
SEEK FOR AN ANTIDOTE IN SEASON.
The Pains and Aches, and Lassitude and Nervous
Prostration that may follow Impure Coition, are
tlie Barometer to the whole system.
Do not wait for the consummation that is sure to follow: do not wait lor Unsightly Ulcers, for
Disabled Limbs, for Loss of Beauty
and Complexion.

ing rebuke

From 618 Broadway, New York, has returned to
Portland, and can be consulted at her office, No, 11

attention will be

10 cases Pacific, Manchester and Hamilton Mous de Laines in all the choice Spring styles,
will be sold at the old price el

Steam

MANCHESTER,

MRS.

A complete assortment of American Prints, Sheetings, Shirtings, Stripes, Denims, Ticks,

Direct-Acting, Reciprocating

T !

A

Dr. Larookah’s

HAVE CONFIDENCE.

of troubles

Record Books !

Checks, Ribbed Cotton Hosie -y, Crashes, &c.

Hick's Patent

who would be competent and successful in their treatment and cure.
The inexperienced general practitioner, having neither opportunity nor time to make
himself acquainted with their pathology, commonly
nursucs one
system of treatment, in most cases maki ig an indiscriminate use of that antiquated and dangerous weapon, the Mercury.

troubled

should call

IMMENSE

as it is a lamentable yet iucontrovertthat many syphilitic patients lire mink*

miserable with ruined constitutions by maltreatment
from inexperienced physicians in general practice;
ter it is a point,
generally conceded by the test syplii
ographers, that the study and management of these
c tmplaints should engross the whole time of those

tlie frost-

Catarrh

Eye, Ear,

TIIRO

I Valuation, Tax and Highway

Cassocks.

DOMESTIC

r

long line

Cures Liver Complaints and Dyspepsia.

Persons,

t

Jt will not stain
soil the finest linen,

cooled;

-AN

COUNTY, CITY MD TOWN

DAY

or

aud all of those

The

WHITE GOODS in Full Lines !

other

youth.

the heated brain is

menstruation,

s"-ks-'"—- - -• -

physician,
fact,

ablo

with young ladies, Electricity is a certain specific,
aud will, in a short time, restore the sufferer to the
vigor of health.
TEETH! TEETH! TEETH!
Dr. D. still continues to Extract Teeth by Electricity without pain. Persons having decayed
teeth or stumps they wish to have removed for resetting he would give a polite invitation to call.
Superior Electro Magnetic Machines lor sale
lor family use, with thorough instructions.
Dr. D. can accommcxlate o lew patients with board
«nd treatment at his house.
Office hours from 8 o’clock A. M. to 12 M.; from 1
to 6 P. M., and 7 to 9 in the evening.
Consultation free.
novltf

Manufactured from the best

In tli© J^©t^jj jjg_

youth;

Sarsaparilla Compound

cess.

CAUTION TO THE PUBLIC.
Every intelligent and thinking person must know
that remedies handed out for general use should have
their efficacy established by well tested experience in
the hands of a regularly educated physician, whose
preparatory studies fits him for all the duties ho must
fulfill; yet tlio country is flooded with poor nostrums
and cure-alls, purporting to be the best in the world,
The unare not only useless, but always injurious.
fortunate should fee particular in selecting his

Dry Goods

Auction Store 100 Federal
WEDNESDAY, April
25th.
3o’ekck 1\ Al.,
continuing every aitornoon aud evening through
the week, Blown and
Bleached Sheetings and Shirtings, 5-1 Pillow case
Cottons, Striped Shirtings, Blue Denim*, Brown
Linen Drilling, White and Brown 'Pablo Linen by
the yard, White ami Brown T’lble Cloths, nieces
While Linen, Wool Table Covers, Dress Goods,
Cloths for Men’s and Boys’ weal, large lot Ladits*
Hose, Ladies’ Kid Gloves, Balmoral Skirts, Spool
Cotton, Linen Thread, Blaciv Lace Veils, Grenadine
Linen and Muslin Handkerchief, Linen TowI
largo lot Paper Collars, a tine
■JJhpkiiia, Doylies,
Silver Plated Ware, including a hit of
I
ditferent styles, a good stock of Table
C H
Ac.
Hemp
ut auction prices. Ladies are
at

Dr. Larookah’s

or

of

be sold at the
WILL
Street, commencing

*

recently contracted, entirely removing
the dregs ot disease from the system, and making a3
g
perfect and PERMANENT CURE.
He would call the attention ol tlie afflicted to tlie
and
fevet of his long standing
well-earned reputui ion
furnishing sufficient assurance of his shill ami

limbs restored, the unooutli deformities removed; faintness converted to vigor, weakness to
strength; the blind made to see, the deal to hear and
the palsied form to move upright; tlie blemishes ol
youth are obliterated; the accidents of mature life
prevented; the calamities of old age obviated and an
active circulation maintained.
LADIES
Who have cold lianc.s and feet; weak stomachs, lamaud weak backs; nervous and sick headache; dizziness and swimming in the head, with indigestion and
constipation of the bowels; pain in the side and back;
leucorrhcea, (or whites); falling of the womb with internal cancers; tumors,
polypus, and all that long
train of diseases will lind in Electricity a sure means
of cure.
For painful menstruation, too profuse

of every known

!
i

standing

By Electricity
ity

M.

are

the terrible vice of self-abuse.
Devoting his euiire time to that particular branch ol
the medical profession, he leels warranted in GuauBANTEKlKa A Cure i> all
Cases, whether of long

The Rheumatic, the gouty, the lame and the lazy
leap with joy, and move with the agility and elastic-

*

to U P.

suffering under tlie
affliction ol private
diseases, whether arising from
impure connection or
who

Sales.

Auction I

yV t

at

8 A. i\l.
U0r“rs 1,“^drosses
1au<1 *n>»
those

1

Stock

New

Tbe great Spring Medicine and Blood Purldo

can

-'

complaints.

%
-1 N-

Auction

Sarsaparilla Compound!

Temple Street,

he
be consulted privately, and with
WHERE
the utmost confidence
all
by the afflicted,

mering or hesitancy of speech, dyspepsia, indigestion, constipation and liver complaint, piles—we cure
every case that can be presented; asthma, bronchitis, strictures of the chest, and all forms of female

i-

Dr. Larookah’s

iVo. 5

Nearly Opposite tlie United States Hotel
he would respect tully announce to tlie
citizens of Portland and vicinity, that he ha*
permanently located in this city. During the three
years we have been in this city, we have cured some
of the worst forms of disease in persons who have
tried other forms ol treatment in vain, and curing
patients in so short a time that the question is often
asked, do they stay cured? To answer this question
we will say that all that do not stay cured, we will
doctor the second time without charge.
Dr. D. has been a practical Electrician lor twentyone years, aud is also a regular graduated physician
Electricity is perfectly adapted to chronic diseases in
the form of nervous or sick headache; neuralgia|iu
the head, neck, or extremities; consumption when
iuthe acute stages or where the lungs arc not fully
involved; acute, or chronic rheumatism, scrofula, hip
diseases, white swellings, spinal diseases, curvature
of the spine, contracted muscles, distorted limbs,
palsy or paralysis, St. Vitas’ Dance, deafness, stam-

Manufacturers to Order

DR. J. B. HUGHES

MIDDLE STREET,

174

N E W

Medical.

PRIVATE MEDICAL ROOMS,

Electrician

MCedioal

Medical.
CAN BE FOUND AT HIS

J7 DEMING,

DR. W.

dry goods store

Once those eyes, full sweet, full shy,
Told a certain thing to mine
What they told me I put by,
O, so careless of tbc sign.

Margaret, Margaret.

Labor Omnia Vincit!

MEDICAL ELECTRICITY

-OP THE

I

Did she think I should forget?
Matters nothing, though 1 knew,

Such

Medical.

I

have met,—
Married eyes how sweet they be.
Are you happier, Margaret,
Than you might have been with me?
Silence! make no more ado!
saw

Ojh^S^

Grand

|

Too Late.

[

Stationery.

sale by
CARGO

Lehigh Lump Coal Just received, and fer
the subscriber.

\VM. H. EVANS,
r
Commercial St., head Smith s vV wl,
ap2ltuif
Portland, April 20,1800.
283

The
REVIEW

Markets._'

_

PORTLAND MARKETS.

OJP

Week endiko Apbil 21,1836.

Note.—Our quotations represent prices of largo
and in
lots from first hands, unless otherwise started,
rates have to be charged.
higher
orders,
small
filling
For figures sec quotations in another column.
past week has been active for
The market
all kinds ol merchandise, and with a firmer leeling,
which has been strengthened by the steadiness of
gold and a continued ease in the money market. The
variations in prices of staple commodities have been
very slight. Gold as been quite steady during the
for the

active. The abun^Forelgn Exchange rather
dant supply of bills keeps down the rates.
more

a drug on the market.
Large
Money is
auio.uiiis arc being invested in Govepunentsecurities,
made
in the
some
extent
are
to
investments
being
and
sounder railroad stocks.
Gold steady at 126 ^126/. There was less demand
lor gold loans, the rate per day having fallen to 1-16.

literally

li6|(g,127. Country purchasers, who held
off as long as possible, have been busy in the market,
replenishing their stocks, and there is increased confidence in the stability of prices.
APPLES—Dried apples are scarce aud higher.—
Green apples are not plenty, but the supply b equal
week at

Sew fork Markets.

New York, April 23.

demand.
ASHES
Pot ashes aie quiet and demand moderate at7 i&Sc
tb.
BEANS—Are in good supply and demand light.—
Quotations unchanged. Yellow eyes can be had at

Cotton—lc lower; sales i00 bales; Middling Uplands at 35c.
Flour—10c higher; sales 1,600 bbls. State and West-

to the

—

$&<t>2 25.

BOX SHOOKS—Prices nominal. There are very
in the market and the demand is light. There
have been but few shipments for the past week. me
anu
present stock is all in the hands of shippers at
manufacturers will not take orders for delivery
present.
BREAD—Is steady and wo continue to quote
and cracksquare pilot at 8pu>10c, ship at 7@8c 4>tb,
100. Round pilot has declined to
ers at 50&55c
locgiac v ft.
BUTTER—Choice butter is scarce and higher,
commanding from 50(2;55c. Canada is rather more
plenty but with dull demand.
lb.
CANDLES—Moulds are steady at 16tg;17c
Sperm are in moderate demand at «Xa)42c.
CEMENT—Ib lower, freights having been reduced:
demand light at $2 51X^2 60 & brl.
CHEESE—Prices are fully maintained for New
York and Vermont. Country cheese can be had 2 or
3c lower.
COAL—Dealers have made another reduction for.
Lehigh, Red and White Ash and it is now delivered
at $11 P ton. Cumberland is very scarce and quick

few

20

We reduce

our

24.

Receipts 6,-

whAftf.

Commercial.
Per steamship America atNew York.
LIVERPOOL COTTON MARKET, April ll.-The
sales for two days were tB.OuO hales, including 1,750
hales to speculators and exporters. The German
diSicultles and excessive receipts caused a decline of
MANCHESTER MARKET.—The Manchester market is nominal with a downward tendency.
LIVERPOOL BREADSTUFF'S MARKET, April
It.—Flour quiet but firm. Wheat firmer, with a
slight advance. Corn steady; mixed at 28s tkl@ 28s
9d.
LI VERPOOL PROVISIONS MARKET, April 11.—
Suet dull and easier. Pork Hat, dull prices weak.—
Sugar dull but steady.
LONDON MONEY MARKET, April 11.—Consols
closed at SO) (g) 86J tor money.
AMERICAN SECURITIES.- U. S. 5-20’s 7114 ^
@

72J.

Boston Stock List.
Sales at the Brokers Board, April 21.
American Gold.J~..7. 1261
United States Coupons, May....
126
U. 8. Coupon Sixes, 1881. 1071
United States 7 3-10tlis Loan, 1st series.. tolj
do
2d series. 102
United States Five-twenties, 18C2.1053
United States Ten-iorties. </i‘
United States Debt Certificates, July. 100
Rutland Second Mortgage Sevens. 37
Vermont Central 2d Mortgage Bonds. 25
Eastern Railroad.... 101
Portland, Saco and Portsmouth Railroad..... 100

FRUIT —Lemons are now selling at $4 P box, and
oranges Lave advanced to $7 0027 50. The market
for Malaga raisins is steady at $4 25 P box for
bunch, and $4 50 for layers. Soft shelled almonds,

Z

Ar 24th, barque Deslah, Gilkev, Sagua: brigs Myronus, Wiggin, Cieniuegos; Isabella Jewett Smith,
Pardenaa; sch Geo W Carpenter, McFarland, irom

Cld 23d, ships Washington, Berry, San Francisco:
Helvetia, Warren, Havre: John Bunyan, Carver,
Matanzas; barques Sacramento. Lawson, Port au
Prince; brig Fredonia, Howe.', Savannah; sch Harriet Neal, Dewev, Pembroke.
NEW LONDON—Ar 22d, sch Ceres, Trefethen, fin
Philadelphia for Dover, NEL.
MYSTIC, CT—Ar 10th, sch Red Jacket, Avcrill,
New York.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 2lst, brig Gen Banks, Ketch-

Philadelphia.

um.

N EWPORT—Ar 21st, sclis Sarah Jane. Gardiner,
Reed,

New York; Clias A Snow, Heath; Pavilliou,
and Neptune, Clark, irom Providence lor New

Corn has an upward tendency, and
GRAIN
prices have Improved. There is a fair supply in market with but moderate demand. Oats are quiet.—
Shorts are higher and very scarce.
GUNPOWDER—The price of Oriental is reduced
to $5 50 tor blasting, and#5(2,7 50 for sporting. Demand
quiet.
HAY—Pressed hay still rules very dull at about #13
(214 #tou. Loose hay has been selling for about
$13(g) 15, and straw for $10(^12. Demand light;
stocks good Rye straw commands $20 p ton, ana
—

York Stock Market.
New Yore, April 24.
Second Board.—Stocks heavy.
Amei ican Gold.
1261
U nited States 5-20.1051
New

scarce.

HIDES AND SKINS—The market continues dull,
We continue to quote Buenos Ayres at 27228c,
Western dry salted at 18@19c, and slaughter at 8c.
Calf skins are worth 22(225. Lamb skins steady at
$1(34 50.

United States

10-40,(registered).

York;

Gamecock, irom New Haven ior Calais.
Ar 22d, schs E P Church, Gifford, Bristol, Me, for
New York; Palos, Cousins, Elizabetbport for Boston, with loss of mainsail; Forest, Morton, Rockland
for Savannah.
Also ar 22d. sclis Willie Perry, Perry, Lincolnville
fbr New York;
Saratoga, Pinkliam, Philadelphia for
Saco; Sarah, from Rockland tor Providence.
HOLMES'S HOLE—Ar 21st, brig Hattie E Wheeler, Guptill, Philadelphia for Portland: schs Mabel
Hall, Ilall, Cardenas for Ban "or; K G Willard. Parsons,-and Maria Roxana, Palmer, Philadelphia for
Portland; Giralfe, Joy, do for Maobias: Hardscrabble, Jones. New York ior Portland; Billow. Wags,
do for Addison ; Messenger, Holden, Rockland lor
Richmond; W illiam O Irish, Kathbum, Portland Ior
Alexandria; Wreath, Cole, Machias for New York;
Peace, Kent, do for Newport; Leesburg, Smith, ftu
Portland ior New York; Emily, Grant. Ellsworth ior
do; Nictous, Preble, Mill bridge fordo; G D King,
McGregor, Calais for do; Ariadne, from Gardiner lor
do; Laconia, Proctor, Saco ior New Bedford.
Ar 22d, brig Beuj Carver, Carver, Matanzas ior
Boston; schs Justus M Lewis, (of Belfast) Frye, 1m
Cardenas Ulh inst tor Portland; Ida F W'heeler,
Dyer, Philadelphia for Portland; Maria Whitney,
Snow, New York for Portland; Gentile, Henderson,
do for Rockland; Caroline C, Pomroy, New Haven
tor Calais; Gertrude Horton, Jameson, Boston for
Hannah, Banner, Flora King, Democrat,
S J Lindsev, Hardscrabble, Leon line, Mabel Hall,
and Eliza Neal.
Ar 23d, brigs Alex Millikcn, Haskell, Jacksonville
for Boston; Princeton, Wells, Philadelphia tor do;
Mary Lowell, Tilton, Elizabetbport for Salem; schs
Ruth H Baker, Knight, Philadelphia for Portland;
J Clark, Adams, do tor New York; Juno, Hall, Elizabethport for Portsmouth, (leaky and will discharge
for repairs.)
BOSTON—Ar 23d. schs N E Clark, Clark, Philadelphia; William, Reynolds. Oherrytield.
Ar 24th, brig Webster Kelley, Haskell, Georgetown
seb Mary Fletcher, Tracy, Philadelphia.
Cld 24th, schs Walter C Hall, Hix, lor Rockland;
Vixen, Smallage, Mt Desert; Medford, Hopkins, lor
Bangor: October, Scott, Bath; Massachusetts, Jerrolds, Chat bam.
PORTSMOUTH—Ar 21st, sch Pembroke, Ram?dall, Boston.
Ar 22d, brig Julia E Arey. Weeks, Norfolk: sch
Watchman, Crabtree, Baltimore.
FOREIGN PORTS.
Bissau. Africa, 19ih nit, sch Hydrangea, Shaw,
Goree, ar 18th.
Buenos Ayres Feb 12, barque Talavera, Mcirithew, for New York 10 days.
Ar at Rio Janeiro 13th ult, barque P C Warwick,
Chichester, for New York.
Passed Inagua 0th inst, sch John A Griffin, Foster,
from Philadelphia for Trinidad.
At
troiu
At

Ar at

Mobile.

I Per steamer America, at New York.l
Liverpool 7th inst, John S Harris, Bailey,

Passed Dunmore East Cth, Scotia, Doane, lrom
Liverpool tor Boston.
Off Dartmouth 7th, Sapphire, Hatch, from London
for Nigapatan.
Ar at Cardiff 7th, H B Wright, Park, Rotterdam.
Ar at

Oporto

Wilmington.
Sid fin Marseilles 5th inst, May Stetson, Pendleton,
Palermo.
Ar at Gibraltar 31st ult, Annie M Palmer, Skollleld, lor New York.
Ar at Havre 6th inst, Nineveh,
Stackpole, New Orleans ; Shakespeare, Pachard, Mobile.
Sid 3d, Kit Carson. Pennell, Swansea.
A at Bremerhaven 7 th inst, Ivanhoe, Bixbv, from
Callao.

good. There
is steady

March 1, no lat, &c, ship S C Grant, from Liverpool for Baker’s Island.
April 9, lat 85, Ion 73 30, brig Alex Nichols, lying to
m a NE gale.
April 10, lat 4139, Ion 54 27, ship James Foster, Jr,
from New York for Liverpool.
April 14, lat 28 40, Ion 79 50, ship Sardis, Scott, frn
New Orleans for Liverpool.

THE BEST is the CHEAPEST.

Lewiston. April 6, Chailes Caasen, ol L, and

In

Amy

sions.

Ellen

Davis, of

use.

MOLASSES—Active. The receipts since our last
have been 2594 bhds, 149 tes, and 118 bbls.
Quotations are fully maintained. One cargo of superior
Porte Rico, j ust arrived is held at 80c.

Lard is 10c lower.

HAVANA.

by tbe

plenty

and

lower, selling

NAME

Virginia..New

Miuiature

quotations

TOBACCO—There is

a steady demand from the
quoted rates. The market is firm

—
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Milwaukee Flour Market.
Milwaukee, Wis., April 2ft, iece
To the Editor qf the Preat:
There has been considerable excitement in
our markets during the past week and
prices of grain
and flour are much higher than a week
ago. The fluctuations in wheat have been larger—some 3^5c #> day,
closing with an advance over last Friday’s quotation
of 20c Ip bu.
Flours have been scarce and in demand, and prices steadily advanced in all the week
750^1 00 brl. The Mis .issippl is open to the head of
navigation, and more wheat and flour begins to come
in.
Several vessels and
propellers have already
loaded with grain for the
East, and Sarnia boats will
probably start next week and try to go through with a
lair prospect of of success. We
<inote No. 1 wheat in
store subject to 4c storage,
*148; No. 2, $130. Common
extras spring floor, $8; good and
choice brands extra
spring $8 25; country double extra spring
country winter double extra $9 60@10 bo- auj
choice city winter $11754-12. Flours firm
tions, good demand and very little offering. We
note
sales to-day ot some 200 brlsof all
grades at quota
tions above. Sarnia boats
trying toload at $1 yy i,m
to Portland on flour.

’at

Respectfully

qi,ot^

yours,
J. A. Davis &

...

« 43for No. 2. Data quiet: sales
*> and 25 @ 27o for No. 2. ProvisMess 1'ork at 2fi 00. Lard at
11JK'1 Wines at 2 22.

fUr No-

itt Hift'

Freight* unchanged.

wSjlt^'b^hebof^ra^ChX^LS!
bus'tSsoTwteat 10*-

Shipments 5,000 flour. 23.000
poo bushel* corn, 06,000 bushels 0i 0at*.

“

.3.01 AM

water.7.30 AM

OP

PORTLAN

i

-Se^Sarah

Seh
Belle, Halev, Bangor tor Camden,
Sch Friendslup, Gray, Bangor for
Lynn
Sell Unison, Williams, Bangor for Boston.
Sells H W Wellington, Herrick, and

Eastern

I

af; l02’

NJ.

Gray, Bangor for Boston.
.Sch Kobt Woodruff'* Siins, Frankfort for Boston.
Seh Jessie Benton, Sellers, C as tine for Boston
Soh K C Brown, Bums. Thomaston lor Boston.
Sch Alberto, Ihuriow, Deer Isle for Boston.
Sch Planet, Currier, Bath lor Boston.

Soh Jane, Carter, Wiscasset for Boston.
Sehs Sterling, Adams, and
Atlantic, Lynch, Wiscasset lor Boston.

Sloop Hector, Morse, Bath.
CLEARED.
Brig Myrah, (Br) Berube, Sydnoy, CB—E Church ill & Co.
Sch Plymouth, (Br) Coffield, St John, NB—Andrew
Burns.

Would hereby inform his friends and the public that
he continues to manufacture and keep for sale upright Cabinet Organs oi every description, and Piano

style Melcdiuos.
These Organs all have the reverberating SoundBox or Wiud-Chcst, with other improvements, such
as Knee Swell, double bellows, two blow
pedals, &c.
Feb 28—eod&w3iu

SAMUEL A. CHESLEY,

No. 102 Middle

A

..

Emerald,
Rent, Swan’s Island.
Sid, schs Maloney, Wallace,Jonesport for Camden;
Florida, Lord, Ellsworth lor Portland; Jnly, Freethy, Surry for Rockland.
April 2b—Sid, sells Volant, Cousins, Macliias tor
New York; Frank Flerco, Grant, Ellsworth for Pertland ; Coon, Hodgdon, Tremont for Rockland.
DISASTERS.

tclag-am Rom Boston 24tli,

brig PeraSJJJr ®*,8*ir*Port, from Bucksville, SC, with ship
got ashore at Gay Hoad, Vinev«iSm..?I.fre?port'
wlier0 B“° hiigod and is lull of water.
Ciew
states that

isaved

r-T>.

J*°MESTIC

Drew\*Boston.CISC°‘~Ar

l,lst> “hiP Fearless,
AUcc Kcl‘

K«id!d(ba"nie’ Farver, Matanzas; brig

Ha™;1K!w,!5rc^FhetneTe^rI?^crL°'lln8’

he is

GARMENTS
At short notice, and would be pleased to

Father's Customers and the

see

bis

public generally.

April 3—dlw&eod3w

New Spring Cloakings \
The most

elegant assortment ot

Summer

Cloaking

that has over been offered In this city, is
open, and Ladios are respectfully invited to

now

Cbarleston=

v““* -

CUtUrtbSE1!

Sarah

Fish,

,,Lauiar' Clifford,

Henderson^or'^Bftlto41’

Matanzas.
1

or

schs

"08*|OU» E hichardson,
Thompson, tlo.
NEW YORK—Ar 21st
v
a,
Buenos Ayres; FChs
wfidw&d*? th?liak Griffln;>fm
Areola, Walen, New Or™™*’ Ubby» Arr°y°>

22d. ship Clara WhMiPp wi
brig Dtrigo. Kumball, Ca.Uz Lmi S^,,ti’ Liverpool;
Ar

a,

T It Hammond
ni
n£B’ Davis,
Ar 23*1, sebs Maria L havi’. b
Young lW.er, Morton fm Ms^T'Utfi l.?rto nluo;
8 Beebe,
Crawford, Havana;9 UaiTtet
wriet
Brewster, HaJlock, trom
Cardenas,

Jacksonville;

KILBORN,

Property

AND

For Sale-

An

The Company will i

ON

obeat baboais.
particulars, enquire ot

2

STORES, STOCKS,
ItfBNITURI.

AND

PROPERTY.

FARM

Deer

Perpetual Policies (never expiring) will bo issued

BTFull particulars as to rates and
application to

A

JOHN
I

186 BORE

Feb 19,18GC—eodly

Pearl, between Cumberland an t Oxford St., havabout seventy teet front, and containing over six
thousand square feet, sufficiently large for two firstclass houses.
For particulars enquire ol DANIEL PLUMMER
r W. C. MEANS.
Portland, March7.1866—dtf
For Sale.
milE UNITED STATES PATENT RIGHT for
A MARSHALL’S IMPROVED ANCHOR.
For farther particulars enquire of, or address
GKO. L. KIMBALL,
Firm of Stevens, Freeman & Co.
Nov. 11—dtf

Said Farm contains ninety acres ot land, or more, or less, to
suit
_E?
buyer; well divided into tillage,
pasturage and wood land, cutting thirty tons of hay.
Has a house, barn, Stable and out-buildings.
Has
an excellent orchard of over three hundred trees—
Mostly grafted fruit. Said Farm is one-haif mile
from the Post Oihce, Academy, Church, Depot and
Stores.
Also, the Stock and Farming Tools if required.
Enquire of the Post Master at- Gorham Corner.
Gorham, March 13,1SGC.—d&wtf

Hancock.
It has a fine commanding view of the
harbor and surrounding country. A more beaulitul
prospect of mountain and water scenery blended together cannot be found. Steamer City ol Richmond
from Portland to Mochias will touch at this
place
twice a week. The above will be sold at a groat bargain. For terms enquire of Capt. PEEKING of the
strove Steamer, HORACE DURG1N, ot South W.
Harbor, or Dr. C. KIMBALL, 135} Middle St, Port-

land._

-at-

E. E.
NEW

LITTLE’S

CLOAK
MORTON

EOOMS,

BLOCK,

OOENER CONGRESS AND BROWN STS
apll

tl

Copartnership Notice.
partnership heretofore existing
fpHE
X
is this
undersigned
The

sent.

day dissolved by

affairs of the late linn will

either partner.

between the

mutual conbe Bettled by

ELEAZER C. SHAW,
CHARLES H. HASKELL,
R. M. RICHARDSON.

March 15, 1866.

The undersigned have formed a copartnership under (he name of SHAW <£ HASKELL, and will continue the business ol WHOLESALE GROCERS, at
117 Commercial St.
ELEAZER C. SHAW,
CHARLES H. HASKELL,
March
Portland,
15,1866—eod*w2m*

GJ-rea/t

Inducements

ITIHE subscribers offer tor sale a large
qnantitv oi
A desirable building lots in lire West End of the

city, lying on Vaughan, Pino, Neal, Carlton, Thomas,
West, Emery, Cushman, Lewis, Bramhail, Monument, Dantorth, Orange and Salem Streets.
They will sell on a credit of from one to ten years,
if desired by the purchasers, and to parties who will
huild houses of satisfactory character, they will advance, if desired, onefourlft q) the cost q)' imildina, on
completion qf the house. From parties who build immediately, NO CASH PAYMENTS UEQUIKKD.
Apply every day except Sunday, from nine to ten
A. M., at tlie office of the subscribers, where
plans
may bo seen, and full particulars obtained.
J. B.

Portland, May 3,

1865.

Saloon for Sale.
situated at Southport, near Bootbbay bar
bor, with good running gear and large top light,
all in good repair, plain and lancy back
grounds, well
frirmshed; a large assortment ot apparatus and
stock. Further particulars by addressing FRED. F.
HALE, corner Freo and Crass streets, Portlaud, or

NOW

WM. GREEN LEAF, Esq.,

Westport,

feet deep, with a passage way from the street live feet
broad. It can be examined after May 1st.
For particulars &c. call at 70 Free or 28 Exchange

street.

for Sale

or

to Jjet.

Seal Eock House, Ferry Beach, Saco, Maine.
Apply to ASA WENT WORTH, Saco, or LUTHEIt BRYANT, Biddeford.
ap24d4w*

Stock,

Stand and Fixtures
buainess. Onool the

of a Grocery and
Produce
best stands in the
city for the produce business. For particulars inquire of
C. W. SMITH,
ap23—dtfNoe. 6 & 8 Silver Street.

THE

fTUIE Stock, Tools and good will of a light manuA
factoring establishment, sltuatca in the central
part of the city. Only $300 or $400 capital required.
Address
OASI1,
ap23—d3t»
Portland, P. O.

TO
LET I
CLIFF COTTAGE, Cape Elizabeth.
and one half miles from Portland, containing
TWOtwenty-two
rooms, with sixteen
ol good
fine
acres

land, a
beach, and one of the pleasantest watering places in the State. Enquire of
GEORGE OWEN,
101 Commercial street, Portland.
ap20—<13w»
For Sale.

For Sale.
one of Martin
Jeimy

& PENNELL’S best.
GEO. R. DAVIS, 53 Exchange St.
April IB—d2w

Farmers on

If farmers and others cannot obtain this article ol
traders in their vicinity, it will be forwarded free ol
express charge by

JAS. F. LEVIN Agt. South Down Co.

23 Central Wharf, BOSTON, MASS.
March 2—rt&wlra

Choice Oil Lands for Sale.
subscribers OiSsr tor sale five thousand
of the

THE

our

Lease & Fixtures for Sale
-OF

THE-

edibles iu the market,
AT ALL if OURS, from 5 A. M. tolOJP.M.
Parties
and families furnished with
jpjp* Wedding
every variety of Cakes, Confectionery. Ice Cream and
Meats.

a small neat Hall for
Dancing parties * in
building.
S. O. HENDERSON,
W. K. BICKFORD,

ALSO,

same

Proprietors.

Nos. 13 and 15 Temple Streot, Portland, Maine.
Mar 19—dtl

the New York Marine Insurance
Companies bought and sold by
HENRY P. COFFIN,
9 Merchants’ Exchange, Boston,
GEO. E. COOK & CO.,

SCRIP

Dollars !

prepared

am

to issue

policies

on

EMERSON & BURR
this

Marine Iusurance on HULLS, CARGOES, and
FREIGHTS, TAKEN SPECIALLY or upon OPEN
The public will find it for their interest

give us a call.

CHARLES TAYLOR, President.
HAMILTON BRUCE, Vice-President.
C. C. HINTS, Secretary.
OLIVER A. DRAKE, Assistant Secretary.

fel9eodly

GENTS’

General Insurance
*

Exchange

MARINE

Congress Street,

Where may l>e lound the finest, cheapest and BEST
STOCK of GOODS in this city, bought just at the
best time, when Gold was at the lowest it has been
for four years, enabling us to sell from

Stock

Mar

Philadelphia.

The tradersfone.I being
compelled (on ao
nount of ill health) to relinquish Hotel business, otiers for sale ttao lea e and a 1portion
J
[of the fixtures of said house.
Tm» notol ranks among the first in the
country
and corn menus a large proportion of the
travel
It
baa one hundred twenty-five rooms, perfectly ventilated and substantially furnished.

tT

Attached
the
house are Bathing Rooms, Shaving and Billiard Saloons, &c. In connection with the house is a large
and convenient Stable, with a fine
liverv stock
To
any one desirous of entering the hotel business will

»malltca.pitairttre

0!,portuilit*

,mian71,3mHAUE1-'iON

v*,;th

comparatively

a

Hartford.
Of Liverpool and London.
Of New York.
Of New York.
Of New York.
Of New York.
Of Norwich.
__Of Worcester.

BRACKETS,
&C«9

LIFE COMPANIES.

1

surpassed. Enquire
*

-no

April

of

W* H*

..

STEPHENSON,

2—tl_Second

Valuable Real

National Bank.

Estate

-02!-

Congress,

North &

FOR

Cumberland Sts,

SALE,

piu-t Of that desirable property
formerly belonging to the Dvjtn Est \te, and
embracing some of the most eligible building lots on
MunjoyHil,. J Ins property is now ollered for a
short time at private sale, on terms
favorable to

NO. 63 UNION STREET, Portland, Me.

COMPRISING

purchasers. Apply to

AUG- P281 Congress St., opposite FULLER,
the Preble House.

Apr 13—dtr

For Sale, to close a concern.
The Oarlcton Estate, at the corner of Conllllj gressand Carleton Streets; measuring about

Him its feet on Congress and about 120 ieet on Carleton Street, with the throe-story House thereon.—
About one-half of the value may remain on mortgage
for a number of years. For further information apSTEELE <Ss HAYES.
ply to

Portland, March C, 1866,—dtf

Will, until further notice,

fiklloWH

...

Br,

L. BILLING#, Agent.
Aug 5, 1863.feb.lS.lHm.—dtf

FREIGHT FOR THE SOUTH AND WH6T.

®°8ton

'wnjTr-Srr^U

UNION

Montreal Ocean Steamship Co,

Also ticVita by .all principal routes through Boston
New York from Portland to the West, North and
South-West. For reliable information or tickets evil
at the Union Ticket Office, opposite the Preble House.

Carrying tlie Canadian and U.

[A,

aprHdtf

!

St.

lincst fabrics.

Notice,

BOSTON AND CUBA

RAMKJER.

STEAMSHIP

The United States Mail Steamer

“COHTEZ,”
W. Sampsor.Commander,
sail from the end of Long Wharf, Boetou,
on Tuesday, May 1st, 1866. at 3 P. M.
For freight or piuwage, apply to
WM. II. KINSMAN * CO.,
268 State Street,
Or to
BRIDGE, LORD a CO.,
6 India Street.
apltdtd
Boston, April 13. 1866.
A.

WILL

Tailor,

VICKERY
.*fi!

Si Wall St, oor.

JJAS

BOWEN,
J

lr>

just received and

HAVE
assortment of

New and

are

now

offering

a

full

First Class

The Company has A»seu, Over
Twelve
Million llollar*, viz
United sKtes End State dT New-York
Stocks, Glty,
Bank and other Stocks,
$4 ooj>
Loans secured by Stocks and
otherwise,
sSaOlMI
Premmm Notes and Bills
Receivable, Beal
Bstate, Bond and Mortgages and other se-

curities,

Dry

Goods

Lmvcsl Market
°

Improvement

Prices!
Free St. Block.

Ilogert,

Henry,

Wm.C.PiekersgilL

Lew's Curtis,
Chas. H. Bussell,

Holbrook,

West0I1>
g*
}^w1£helP8*

B. J.

Howland,
Benj. BalKiock,
Fletcher Weatr«yr

SvIfiSf0*4

Bobt. B. Mint urn,. Jr>
Gordon W, BurnhW
Frod’k Cliauncey,
Janies Low,
Geo. S. Stephenson;
Wm. U. Webb

*j

Dodge,

Geo. G. Hobson,
I>avid Lane,

James Bryce.

Wiley,

Daniel S. Miller,

Jones, President.
Charles Dennis, Vice-President.
W. IT. II. Moore, 2d Vice-Prest.
J. D. Hewlett, 3d Vlce-Prest.
J. H.Chapman, Secretary.

Feb

7

——

Applications tor Insurance with

tho (Love

nnni
1

w

Company received and forward,* by

JOHIT V. MTTNGER, Oflice 166 Po

^o

2t.,

(Head of Lono Wharf,)

PORT’LAND.

!

A

_

BOOTaiul Shoo Stools with one ol thooldest and
to»t stands to the eity can be bou ht at a
(treat
“,he ^riotor

A pr2M SRC—(11 w *

store,

Ike head of Green

Coal,

Coal,

Street.

Second-Hand Clothing,
FOR SALE
WM. BROWN, No. 91 Federal Street

Clothing of all kinds Cleansed to* ltepairtd in
mar3d3m
good style, a,ud at short notice.

elegant style,
Now Opened

And is

».

I*.

Mr, BrewRter would tie happy
the public goneraily.
1‘ortlrnd, Feb. 2, 1865.

Notice.

Cfcl 26—dti
10*1

Southern Pine JLiimher

Street.

HKr.T ,'H

BAMUKIi

best

selected

be lound
of the
ol BOOTS. SHOES and KUBBEHS that
CAN
sold ut the
will
fonnd in

cash

w

office. No.66 South street. New York, un 1 UtSDAY, May 1st, at 1 o’clock P. >1.
LOUIS T. SNOW, Sec’y.
New York, April 14, 1866.
(ttw

TOWN

one

dll

Anuual meeting of the tha-kholdol the McNeaIO„al and !r„n Co.
THE adjourned
ill !<•' eld
at it*
er*

this eltv, which
price, at 3W Congress

hi* old

PERSONS

ROUNDS & SON.

Cotigress

to meet

Notice.

Boot, Shoe&Rubber Store,
AT

Public by

holding U. S. Bonds, (the Interest on
which is payable In gold) lor Iloooor upwards,
who wish to deposit thrre wbrjr they will he Jaur,
may apply at the Merchant! National Bank lor udoruiatkiu.
CUAS. TAYSON, Cashier.
March 15, IMA—dtf

quality, and war-

lyUive

No. 333

In the

IIIIEW8TEU,

luicnds and

These Coals are
ranted to give satihlaction.
Also, 500 cords ol best quality of I1AKD nnd
SOFT WOOD, which we will sell at the very
lowest price and deliver it to any part oi the city at
jjiort notice.
us a call and try us.

TTJ?

famished in the

FORMERLY OF THE SKOWHEGAN HOUSE.

SIZE.

White ami Iteil Ash Coal.

S.

anil

moot

Free burning and VERY PURE, and all kinds oi

15th-^ltf

an ex-

This excellently located Hotel has been

thoroughly refitted,

200 TONS LOBERY,

djui

be

OPPOSITE city building:.

300 TONS LOCUST MOUNTAIN

oi the very best

in every de-

International Hotel,

Coal.

BROKEN AND EC1C SIZE*

AND STOVE

employed

In connection with the hotel there will

Cor. Franklin Whhrf & Commercial St»,
275 Tons Huseltoa Lehigh,

EGG

has been

cellent Stable, with Clithtal
superintendence.
The old patrons and the public
generally are invited to the EASTERN HO TEL.
Maehias, March 28,1888.
mh29dlm

no. :tnn congress,

P. O.

"LOQKAT THlsr
By

pl

24—dly_

£Xttffi^afc^mudiate,y’
A, B., Portland

Aw6wl4

CS^Book and Card printing, of every
neatly executed at the Daily Press Office,

Steam Boilers!

I tare Chance for Business.

John D.

r.xpcnenced help

new

Proprietor.

partment. The tables will be tarnished with the best
the market ailords, and no elfort will be spared lot
tbe comfort and entertainment of
guests.
Mr. E. W. B. Aubtiw, recently of Belfivst, will at*
as head clerk ot the establishment.
A Reading Room will be kept well supplied with
the newspapers of the day for the use of guest*.

JUST

ON

Dennis PerkinB,
Jos. Gallard, Jr.,
.1. Henry Burgv
Cornelius Grinned,
c. A. Hand

Housekeepers.

invited to call at the

MAINE.

This Hotel, which has been cloned for
some time past, in again 01*11 to the
public.
MTbe house has been thoroughly repaired
Hand put in complete order lu every reflect,

Trays, Bowls, Brooms, Tubs,
are

HOTEL,

....

John L. Green,

PRICES.

CASH

RECEIVED and for sale by the undersigned
at their Wharf,

some boilors 700 degs. of hea.t is thrown away.
The question is
making a loss oi 1-3 tne ftiel.
Mr. Blanchard
often asked how can this be saved.
boiler
that
takes
tne Invented a
perte< control ol all
the heat and makes it do duty in the ei vgine. This is
is in
very simple in its construction; after tL © engine
motion the smoke pipe is closed tight, an«l the w’aste
steam
to
heat carried ttirough heaters, heating i/i©
any tempo Hit ure d«-sirod; the remainder carried
it
all
Ahe
waste
through the water heater, ring-up
heat but200degs.; tho heat being reduced so low
there can be no danger of setting tires b„v sparks
thrown from engines, which will add much VaJlk) to
this invention, besides the saving 1-3 the fuel.
For particulars inquire of
\VM. WILLARD,
Corner of Commercial Wharf and Commercial St

Wm, Sturgis,

Henry K.
Joshua J.

on

EASTERN
MACHIAft,

Those in want oi

Near

BLANC HARD S

ml

GOODS,

N. B.—Children's Carriages for sale.
JOHN S. CUSHMAN.
ap21

rrtfk MK

John 1). Jones,
Charles Dennis,
W. U. H. Moore,
Henry Colt,

Notice to

House!

VICKEItY & BOWEN,
Apr IS—d2sv

Street,

SPLENDID STOCK

Pails, Mats, Buckets, &c., &c.,

And arc selling at the

$12,199,970

April 4,1866—dim eod9m

Variety

Kept by a

1>lv <lelld was 40 Per rent, in each ot the
yaars
18C3-4, and 5, and 35 per cent, in 1800.

United States Gold Coin,
Cash in Bank

SPRING

-OF-

Every

a

Embracing a large assortment ot Cloths for Spring
Overooatn, which he will be Jinppy to mako up to orLOWEST
April 18—dtl

Dry Goods,

Insures against Marine and Inland Navigation Risks.

just received

der or sell at the

Desirable

Wilkapt, NEW YOKE,

January, 1866.

D

&

Middle

137

00MPAHY.

FOR HAVANA.

BECKETT,

Merchant

GOODS !

NEW

$25

Payable in Gold or its equivalent.
For freight or passage apply to
II. <£ A. ALLAN,
0 G. T. R. Passenger wpot.
Portland. Dec. 11th. 1865.
ap23dtd

attention paid to cleaning Bed and

C.

Liverpoo'.

Bet urn Tickets Granted at Reduoed Bates
The Steamship NORTH AMERICAN, Cap*- Kerr,
will sail from thi« port for Liverpool, SATURDAY,
April 28ih, 18tJd, imniedict. ly alter the arrival oi the
train of the previous <la?' from Montreal.
To lx) followed by the Nova Scotian, on the Ml ot
May, which will be (belast steamer for this season.
Passage to Londomiery ami Liverpool:
Cabin (according to accommodations)
$70 to $80

__

W.
tl

Londonderry and

to

Steerage,

Satisfaction Guaranteed in nil Cases.

C.

8. Mails.

Passexueub Booked

PORTLAND CITY LAUNDRY

N. B.—Special
Mattress Ticks.
Nov 4—all f

Philadelphia

Philadelphia,.at

or

STREET.

ani^

Steamship Line.

The Steamers NORMAN, SAXON, and ARIES
now tonn the Hne, and a steamer leaves each port
KVEKY FIVE DAYS.
From Long Whar, Boston,.at 12 M.
From Pine St. Whart,
10 A.M.
Freight for the West forwarded by the Pennsylvania Railroad, ami to Baltimore ana Washington by
Canal or Railroad, tree of commissions.
For freight, apply to
SPRAGUE, SOULE A CO.,
Nov 22—<flvr
9 T Whart, Boston.

WEST!

8hort

Thursd;Ar,

'day,
Friday and Saturand India Wharf, Heaton,
every Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday,Thursday, Friday and Saturday, at 5 o’clock P. M,
Fore in Cabin.
$2.00.
Freight taken as usual
o Company ore not responsible (hr baggage to
any amount exceeding $.'>0 in value, and that personal, unless notice is given and paid for at the rate of
one passenger lor every $5uU additional value.
day, at 7 o’clock P. M

less than any o(her route, via the

I ho

run us

—

Leave Atlantic Wharf, Portland,
every Monday, Tuesday. Wednes-

TICKETS

Hanover

STEAMERS

THE

ITittle

30

Arrangement l

Forest City, Lewiston and Montreal,

Mall Steamers und Panama Kauroflt! n*ny be scoured
by c&rlv application at this otiioe.
roaiSOdkwtf
March *). 18eo.

JOHN KINSMAN,

Company.

_dtf

PORTLAND AND BOSTON LINE I

change Street* (up statist.)
W. D. LITTLE, Agent.
Passage Ticketa for CaEfcrr.'a, bf the 014 Line

No.

as

Forfteight or passage apply to
EMERY A FOX, Brown’s Wharf, Portland.
U. B. CROMWELL A CO.. No. 86 Wert Street,
Hew York.
Mev 22. 1866.

great Lending Routes to Chica-

13.

to send their freight to the
3 F. M. on the day that they

requested

are

steamers as early
leave Portland.

Summer

as

Mutual Insurance

M.

St.John.
Shippers

the l»ni States and tho Canadas. at the
LOREST RATION OF FARE,
And all needful intoimatiou cheerfully furnished.
Tra.vkllk*s will fiud it greatly totboir advantage
to procure Through Tielictu at tho
Portland Railway Ticket Office, 31 fix*

And

ATLANTIC

Leroy

R.

in

At

$37,000,000.

w
b'
Wm.E.

Ihkuvood, wUl ur.til farther no;
.ioe, ran ae follows:

Leave Brown’s Wharf, Portland,over? WKBHE3DA Y and SATURDAY, at 4 P. M., and leave Pier
38 East Elver, Near York, every WEDNESDAY
and SATURDAY, at 4 o’olook P.M
These vessels are (Died up with has aeecmiaodations for passengers, making this tile raoet speedy,
safe and eomfortable route tor travellers between
Hew York and Maine
Passage, in State Rootu,
86.00. Cabin passage 6E.uO. Meals extra.
Goods forwarded by this lias to and from Montreal, Qaebeo, Bangor, Bath,Augasta, Kastport and

Oloveland Detroit, Milwaukee,
Uaiena, Oshkcub, St. Raul, LaCrosse, Green Bay,
8t,
Louis, Louisville, ludianapoli*, Uafro,
Quincy,
&o.- and id prepared to furnidh Through l’wketi
fromPortland u* ah the principal Uitica and Tcwnp

Portland, April

LINE.

ahlp< DIR100,Capt H. Sherwood,
uni FrakUuNIA, Capt. W. \V,

MMI

THE

YORK

The H»i«ndtd end faat Steam

West, South, North-West and the Canada*.

AT

Old Gas Fixtures regutided and bronzed.
Ga&i»ip»ngdoneto order. And also Gas Cooking
add Heating Apparatus.
iS^Agnnt for the Lava Tip Gas Burner.

Lowell

SEMI-WEEKLY

Important to Travelers

$6

NEW

STEAMSHIP COMPANY.

Portland daily (Grand
(ALJ-^ffissTruiik Depot) Sundays evoepteil,lor Auburn and Lewiston at 7.30 A. M., and lor Bangor and
all intermediate Stations, at 1.15 P. M.
Returning,'
trains Iron. Auburn ami Lewiston aie dne at 8.30 A.
Mand tTom Bangor and all intermediate stations,
at 3 P. M., to connect trains (or Bos(on.
*
SSr~ Freight trains leave dally at 8 A. M.
EDWIN NOYES, Supt.
I860.dcitttf
Dee 15.

t^$OUGII

BHUN?>-

*

GENTS’ LHNE1N
Got up in tho Best Possible Manner,

Of Hartford.
STATE AGENCY OF THE
Connecticut General,
Of Hartford.
STATE AGENCY OF THE
New York. Accidental,
Of New York.
The undersigned. Agents and
Attorneys of the
above named reliable
Companies with a combined
capital and surplus of more than

TltUSTBBg?

For Sale.

PORTLAND AND

Trains leave

d.

NEW

way will connect for Shediac.
W-iT’ Freight received on days of sailing until four
o’clock P, M.
C. C. EATON, Agent.
Feb 26, 1866.
mli3udif

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

for all the

WEEK.

At St. John the Steamer Empress will connect for
Windsor, Dig by and Halibut; and E. «& N. A. Rail-

trains.
FARE AS Low BY TBIS ROUTE AS ANY OTHER.
Stages for Rockland connect at Bath; and for Belfast at Augusta, and for Solon, Anson, Norridgewock, Athens and Moose Head Lake at Skowhegan,
and for China, East and North Vassalboro’ at Vassalboro’, aud for Unity at Kendall’s Mil 1’s.
\V. HATCH* Train Manager.
Dec. 11,1865—dtl_

w.

A

Steamer

Machia*.

depot

without injury to
LINEN

FOR SALE

The

■AArac*'a il 1 'll. W. Chisholm, will leave Lailroud
mmm
rnfim ■*
Wharf, foot id State St, every MON
DAY and TH UBS DAY, at 5 o'clock c. M., for Eastport and St. Jobu.
lie turning will leave St. John every MONDAY and
THURSDAY, at 8 o'clock A. M. lor Fast port, Portland, and Boston.
At Eastport the Steamer Queen will connect lor St.
Andrews, Kobbinaton aud Caiais, with the New
Brunswick and Canada Railway, for Woodstock and
Houlton Stations; and Stage Coaches will connect lor

Portland
lor Bath daily (Sundays excepted)
at 5.15 P. M. (Mixed Train.)
Leave Skowlicgan for Portland and Boston at 8.30
A M., Augusta 10.35 and Bath at 11.55.
This is the only route east without break of gauge
at Portland. Through tickets for all Stations on this
line, also on the Maine Central K. B., can be purcli&sed In Boston at Eastern or Boston and Maine
Depots. Passengers with through tickets going east
will change cars at the first
they arrive at in
Portland, where ample time is there allowed to dine
house.
class
at
a
eating
Superior
(45 minutes)
first
and well ventilated cars are run with the through

TO THK

TIUPS

St. John.

**"T*»^ I r W1UK, Capt. E. H, Winchester,
vN and the Steamer NEW YOKK.Capt
A “Ti -.vT'
ns

ofnllUnds WASHED and CLEANSED

Connecticat Alumni,

BAKEE’ *«*»•*«■

The new FRENCH COTTAGE,
and about seven acres of
land, sltnated on the Cape
Cottage road, iu
Cape Elizabeth. The house contains
--——-’fourteen rooms. The sea view is un-

TWO
_

Trains leave Portland daily (Sunduys
^^weoxccutcd) lor Bath, Lewiston via Anilroscogguili. R.), Augusta, Waterville, Kendall’s
Mills, Skow began, and intermediate Stations, at

R.

Ctilsis aud

Kustport,

r.

WINTER ARRANGEMENT, 1865-66.
Commencing December, 11,1805.

MAINE CENTRAL

Co.

International_Steamsliip

D. II. BLANCHARD, Agent.

PENDANTS,

53

Portland, April 20, I860.—dtf

Portland to Skowhexan via Waterville
aud Kendall** Mill*.

TO

CHANDELIERS,

well as l<Tre risks bound at
Inland,
once. Losses
equitably ad)usted and pron.ptly paid.
FOYE. COFFIN & SWAN.
T>,
J1*8?8 l'lacea *“ »“)’ Boston or New
York Office desired.
Portland. Feb. 6 1860—dtf

through

Grand Trunk Railway l

Of

Norwich,
People’s,

Returning, will leave Bangor every Monday, Wednesday aud Fkiday Morning at 5 o’clock, touching
at Kocklaud, Caiudoo, Belfast, Searsport, Buck sport,
Wtnterport and Hampden, both ways.
on tbeBostou ^Mfeior,
Passenger* ticketed
aud Eastern Kai road at the Depots in Boston, Salem,
and
Lawrence.
Lynn
For Freight or Passage apply to
A. bOM£KHYf Jfjeut,
At Office on the Wharf.

PORTLAND MENNEBEC R.R.

30-dtt

FIRE COMPANIES.

Fulton,

and

ARHANGEMENT!

On and after Friday, April20th
the new an*. fast-going Steamer
“LADY LAXC,^ Apt* F. A.
•Prince, will leave Railroad Wharf,
'foot of State Street, Portlaud, ©very
Moiujay, WEDNE'DAYaud Friday Evening at lo
o'clock, connecting with th«3p u trainfrom Boston.

Freight trains leave Portland and Boston daily.
t'lr'A special Freight train, with passenger carattaclied, will leave Biddetord lor Portland at 8 A. M.
Returning, wUl leave Portland ior Saco and Bidduiordat5.5up.Al.
ERAACIS CHASM, Supt.
Portland, April 7.1866—dtl

18 Agent
go, Cincinnati,

!SC8.73 Commercial ^^artlmid.

PORTLAN DA PENOBSCOT FHVER

M.

-y-i

STURDEVAYT,

General Agent.,

_April m,

leave as
lows:—
Laav e Portlaud for Boston at 8 4 0 a. m. and 2 50 r.

GBANITE BUILDING.

•GAS AND COAL OIL

St.

ROSS fc

SUMMER

m.

““U

Passengers by the three o’clock Gain trom
Bo-ton, on ihelr arrival at Port hunt, win be taken
u
wltl*lbelr
yrcc (•/ charye.
tb“,!ir;
t or freight or passage baggage,
apply to

8 10 A. if
215 p.m.

3 00

Port-

is SUO tons
measurement, baa bum*
ventilated State Rooms, and new Fund

SSSJdSford^1nSI;sand

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT,
Commencing Monday* April illh* 18G6*
On and after April 9 18t C, Passenger
ragjPggggjn rains
Ibi

-fr..anyir—

for
cv-rv*MONDAY leaa“
an'1 THURSDAY

and well

The Company are not responsible for baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 in value (and that personal) unless notice is given, and paid for at the rate of
one passenger lor every $500 additional value.
C. J. HR YDUES, Managing Director.
H. DAILEY, Local Superintendent.
dtt
Port!aud, April 7.1866.

Leave Boston for Portland

FRIDA#

Guiding’ S«d*»li'k]
MUlbrW«“> ^

Iw(lSit’*

IS

MORS.
iwtlij £2
,ONI!Ay
at above named
INGS,
touching
and ar
riling In Portland thi same night landings,
will
in
be
Stages
veailiiiess at ull the lam line- o,
iwn'cugers to the neighboring town«.
1 his Steainei

—

S. EMERSON,
M. L. BURR.

of New York.
Washington.
Insurance Co. of Norik America,

■Etna.
Royal.
Continental,
Arctic,
Lorillard,

of Goods!

(^“"REMEMBER! No. 317 Congress Street.

COMPANIES.
of

At No. 317

MECHANICS'

FOYE, COFFIN & SWAN,
No. 23

GOODS,

HAT AM) CAP STOIiE,

Splendid

Agency!

-OF-

FURNISHING

Which for style and finish cannot be excelled, to be
toundatthe UP TOWN CLOTHING HOUSE,

Agent.

bind

RAILWAY^

at 7 30 A.

ItICIfMOIVI>.»»

“SibMacS^V.Macl|iasport

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

first-class RRADY-

a

30 per Cent, lens than any other
dealers in Maine,
Don’t tail to call and examine the

Manger,

1

Aloilllt^Desort

Canada*

time above stated.
Trains will arrive as follows:—
From So. Paris, Lewiston and Auburn,
From Montreal, Quebec Ac.

OF

CHARLES DEEKING, Master,
,rip8 P*r
to Mar Idas, leaving
^r TUESDAY and
,.S'at V )0 ^"ck.ambtuuchlugat lbxklaml

FVENlNf^Tiiu

--an(j a^.r Monday, April 9/A, 1866,
^aE^^Hx^trains will run as follows:
Morning Train for South Paris, Lewiston and
Auburn, at 7 00 a m.
Mail Train for Waterville, Bangor, Gorham, Island
Pond, Montreal aud Quebec at 11U r m
Tbis train connects with Express train for Toronto,
Detroit and Chicago. Sleeping Cars attached lrorn
Island Fond toQuoooc aud Montreal.
No Baggage can be. received or checked after the

25 to

16G Fore Street* Portland* Me#

John W.

day opened

MADE CLOTHING,
HAVE

MARINE INSURANCE.
POLICIES.

TOWN

XJJP

Dwelliag

Ilouses lor a term of years, and also upon EVERY
SPECIES of INSURABLE PROPERTY at FAIR
RATES.

to

New York.

CLOTH INI HOUSE!

FIRE DEPARTMENT.
I

of all

apl9—d4w

Million

"CITY

Parsonsfieid and Ossipeo
At Saccarappa for South Windham, Windham Ilill,
aud North Windham, daily
By order of the President.
Portland, April 14.1816-U H

SCRIP.

INSURANCE

The whole profits of tho Company revert to the
Assured, and are divided annually, upon tliePrcnuiiirns terminated
during Hie year; and lor which Certiflcates are issued, bearing interest until
redeemed.

Augusta House.

BICKFORD & HENDERSON’S.

On the choicest

AGENTS,

Original Capital
-OF-

On and after April 21th the new,
substantial and swift going steam,

’er

Blandish, Steep Falls, Baldwin, Deumaric, Sebago,
Bridgton, Lovell, Hiram, Brownfield, Fryeburg,
Conway, Bartlett, Jackson Limington, Cornish,Porter, Freedom, Mad.son. and Eaton, N. H.
At Buxton Center for West Buxton, Bonny-Eagle,
South Limington Limington, Limerick, Newtioid,

™

acres

lands. &c.
Parties wishing to buy lands to stock Companies
with will be liberally dealt with.
For further particulars and circular address with
stomp enclosed to pay return postage,
ANDREWS, ELLIS & 00.,
Box 113 Bothwell, Canada West
Office in Exchange Building.
inh7dtf
of

BBLS.No. BALDWINS.
25BBLS.No.2.
25 BBLS. No. 1 RUSSETTS. All in prime order.
S. P. BARBOUR,
No. 28 Limo Street.
April 23—dlw*

LUNCHES, SUPPERS, DINNERS,

FOYE, COFFIN 4 SWAN,
23 Exchange Street, Portland, Me.
KJP'Perpetual Policies Written on first-class
apr23—eud2w
Dwellings.

orgnn-

ever

t^-No similar Institution in America can boast SO
LONG AND SUBSTANTIAL A SERVICE!
CHARLES PLATT, Secretary.
ARTHUR Q. CQEFIN, President.

York.

the FIRST and ON 1jY Co.
this Continent, with an

This Co. is

Marine and

Best Oil Lauds iu Canada West,
Situated in Both well and vicinity.
Painted maps, of our lands lor sale or to lease, will
be sent any address on receipt of two dollars, showing
the situation

OU

muiS neat and spacious establishment wellknovn
JL throughout the Stales and Canadas, as a first,
elass house aud restaurant, alter being thoroughly
cleansed and refitted, and having secured the services
l>i MU. DANIEL K. REED as Chief de Cuisine, well
known to all former habitues of Bamum’s as having
no superior, iu skill or celerity, with a corps of assistants and waiters, is now prepared to accommodate
visitors at home and from abroad to

Company.

aplT

1

NOW MESSES

818,000,000.00,
the history of this Venerable and Sterling Old

Mark

Assets Jan’y 1* 18(35#

One

V

Portland* Me#

Surplus, 204,188,40
$1,204,188,40

THE

For Sale.

Total Assets...... $1,731,515 14

STREET,

$1,000,000all paid in.

Apx4-dtfG. L. STOKER.

Hotel

Corporations... ....190,440 00

ience

CASH CAPITAL,

on

er

Bank and other Corporation Stocks. 66,196 63
Notes Receivable (Temporary Loans). 150,171 06
Real Estate—Office of the Company, 232
Walnut Street... 22,000 00
Unpaid Premiums and debts due In Account-all good. 107,58113
Cash in Bank and in hands of Agents.168,.*>26 32

dry Seventy two years* successful business experand Losses paid, iu Cash, exceeding

Agent,

—

if.

Market value.
First Mortgage on City Pioperty.$144,300 00
United States Government Bonds. 331,500 00
Pennsylvania State Bonds. 100,000 00
Philadelphia City Bonds.. 138.700 00
Bonds of tlioPeim.R. R. Company and oth-

*

ftfo. 113 Broadway, N.

cd

ASSETS, JANUARY 1,1866.

given, on

terms

INSURANCE COMF1

OFFICE*

VERMIN.

SHEEP, ANIMALS, and PLANTS.

the

Me.

fFHAT centrally located Brick House now occupied
A by Dr. Pudor, No. 72 Free street. The lot is 82

BROWN & SONS.
mayStf

SCAB,

Should be used by all

api24—dtf

be for

lNTEBN»fiONAT

on

ing

as it will

W. M UNGER,

OFFICE,

Feb 27—tlfct

For Sale.
desirable lot of Land, situated"

cost

a

the interest of every person wonting insurance to
call and sec for themselves.

Farm for Sale.

ROSCOE G. HARDING, Gorham.
Or, H. C. BARNES, Portland.

this class of property, at such

on

BKNJ. KNIGHT,
Atlantic Wkart.

GOOD FARM 01 about 76 acre# about 11 miles
fro 11 Gorham Village, on tlio line of the Portland
A Rochester Railroad, to be sold cheap. Terms libera!. Apply to

That

perpetual policies on

-sue

INLAND KOUTE.

On and after Monday, April 16,18«6,
rains will leave as follows, uuiii further
uotice:
Leavo Saco lUvcr for Portland at 0 30 and 910 A. u.
and J 401». m.
Leave Portland for Saco River at 8 00 A.
n, and 2 00
and 6 20 p m.
The940a. m. and 200 p. m. trains will bo freight
trains, with passenger cars attached.
connect at Gorham for West Gorham,

—OF THE—

144lit SEMI-AWI AL STATEMENT.

Cheapest Insurance in the Country.

For Sale,
Stevens’ Plains, near the Home Railroad.—
A. L. RICHARDSON,
Enquire of
April 11—-dtf__On the premises.

a

HOUSES.

STEAMBOAT COMPANY.

AMERICA, SACO & PORTSMOUTH R. R.

CITY OF PHILADELPHIA.

If any party holding a perpetual policy,
should desire to cancel the same, the company will
pay him back 90 per cent, of the amount paid.

LOTS

For Sale.
Two-story Brick House and Lot, No.

SCHOOL

PORTLAND AND MACHIAS

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

PORTLAND

NORTH

Dwelling Houses, Barns, Churches

interest in a Saw Mill and Store. Will be sold
at a great bargain to a good business man
who can
lake charge of a Store. Apply to
LYNCH, BARKER & CO.,
ap3ti
139 Commercial street.

very

1794.

Insurance Company

Policies issued for one or five years, on insurable
properly, at current rates.
Also PERPETUAL
POLICIES, which never expire, on

street._apl6—lm*

octl8dtt

INCORPORATED.

-OF--

For Sale.

THE
Street, at
For

1791.

$1,176,859.07

tTIHE two story house, and land, No. 32 Clark stret t.
A
Said house has been bnilt but a few
years, is situated m a good neighborhood, is in
good repair, with
water privileges, &e. For particulars
inquire at
J. F. DUNNING'S Store, on
Danlorth, near Slate

HOUSE

IIVSTT RANGE.

176,859.07

Lime street.

Valuable Mill

Fire, Marine and Inland

$1,000,000.00

PROCTER,

aiiC—tf_

fi

*l>

CAPITAL,

Surplus,

A.

For Sale.

CALL AND EXAMINE

19tb’ br*B Irene, Dyer,

,i)r

W. T.

to

JOBS C.

SAMUEL A. CHESLEY.

Street Eatmg House!
JEWESS1 mh-“b ** BaSw Temple(FORMERLY
BARNUM’S.)
li“"W

CASH

THE

shrubbery.
particulars apply

Messrs. W. & C. R. Mill!ken.

«& Co.
Messrs. Yeaton & Hale.
Messrs. Chas. E. Jose & Co

Mar 23—d6m

Jtk '* ?* Ikt4JI

desirable House and lot on southwest corner
of Pine and State streets. The situation is one
of the most p easant In the city. The lot is about 46
X103, and well arranged and stocked with limit trees
and

CO.,

Emery, Esq.
John D. Lord, Esq.

NEW HAVEN, CONN.

FOB SALE.

FOR SALE.

ready

for

FORTRESS MONROE-Ar lbth, fch Mar»i.»i
Maryland,
Foster, Baltimore for Portland.
*"• MS Clara M

INSURANCE

PORTUNDt ROCHESTER R.R.

Ot

22 Exchange St, over Merchants’ Exchange.
We take pleasure in reierring the public to the
following well known Gentlemen andhusimsss firms
in this city.
Hon. Israel Washburn.Jr.Messrs. Lynch, Barker
&, Co.
Hon. Beid.Kingsbury, Jr.
Messrs. Deering, Mil liken
C. M. Rice, Esq.
Isaac

Steamers.

GRAND TRUNK

COLBY & TWOMBLY

fe9eod3m

„„

ap24—dim*

APPLES JUST RECEIVED!

le^Keifo^RuiKlf,7e^f;l!ith' barane

im.S,

J

to furnish

PORTS.

'ikI

HOME

Co's of well known responsibility.
solicit the attention oi all de-

they respect fully
siriug insurance.

For Sale.
BOILER 18 leet long. 42 Inches in diameter, with
two Rues, with trout and grato bars
IRA Wl.V.V, Agent,
No. 11 Union Street, Portland Me.
Mar 26—eod6w.

Street,

Formerly occupied by his father, where

TICK,

FROM OUR CORRESPONDENT.
GREEN’S LANDING, April lb—Ar, sch
._

CAM

HASTINGS

FOR PARTIES WISHING TO BUILD.

Gecrgiana.

A

ST., PORTLAND, Me.

JP.

Spring and

I>7

l-hshAiP'^|8i’

Co.

Chicago Markets.
Chicago,
m
Flour active. Wboal linn; sales at 1614April21.
oildl for
a!,d 100 rail 01 for No.2. Corn steady at !6c
w

Moon sets

| High

25.

Tuesday, April 84.
ARRIVED.
Steamer Franconia. Sherwood. New York.
BrigDunkeld, (Brl Hunkinson, Havana. 10 davs
Brig Essex, Bain, Philadelphia.
Brig Burraah. Sherman, Calais tor Philadelphia.
Sch E G Willard, Parsons.
Philadelphia
Sch Hardscrabble, Jones, New York
Seh Diadem, Benjamin,
Ct.
Bridgeport,
Sch Ella May, Mayo, Boston.
S<di Mary A Gott, Mills, Deer Isle.
Reports having been ashore on Spirit Ledge, off Matnilcus but
caine on without material
damage.
Sch Arkansas, Thorndike, Thomaston.
Sch Utica, Thorndike, Rockland.
Sch Napoleon, Roberts, Wiscasset.
Seb Elmaial, Solders, Damarlscotta.
Soli Jams Henry, Oliver, New York for
Bangor.
Sch Loduskia, Smith, Calais for New
Haven.
Seh Belle, Whitmore, Calais lor New
Haven.
Seh Astoria. Higgins, Calais tor Fall
River.
Sch Mlndora, lliggius, Calais for Providence.
Sell Gnu Rock, Boyd, Calais for
Providence.
Seh Oiegon, Miller, BluehUl for Salem.
Sch HuntreBs, Curtiss,
Dennysville for Lynn.
Sch Magnolia, Gasper,
Surry for Boston.
Sth parallel, Warren, Cutler lor
New York
Cr“nbCTry Isles lor Boston.
SJis Abigail. Murch, and
Wood EllsCounsellor,
us
worth lor Boston.
Gordon, Whitmore, Ellsworth for Prov-

TEAS—Stocks are light and prices are well sukthough the demand is limited. We quote Souchong at 75«90c I> lb, Oolongs at 90c&>$95. and
Japan at$l l(Xr£125.
TlN-rOharcoals have shaded down and we reduce
our
accordingly. There is a fidr demand

”!'y»

.Liverpool_April 28

Almanac.April

PORT

taned

in market the
offerings lor Cuba are small. The fblmwmg engagement* are reported lor the week:
with box shook* at 14c,
tz
50 each. Brig Emma, (new)
at *5 v M, box shook a 13c
autempty casks $1 50. Bark Mary E Libbv for
^oAs at 12c, and
and
E Kelly, lor Cardenas

W.

MARINE NEWS

brought dow
to lOJ-a ll* ** lb.

VARNISH—Prices remain steady, with moderate
sales at quotations.
WOOD—Hard wood brings at retail $11@12 i*
cord, and soft wood $6 50^7 50. Manufactured kindling wood is still quoted at 35^50c
box (containing about a barrel) for soft and hard.
WOOL—The market is dull. Manufacturers are
running their mills slowly and decline making heavy
purchases.
FREIGHTS—There has been some improvement
since our last- In
consequence ol the lew boxes now

York.

sunrises.5.04
Sun sets .6.52

reduction In the price of lead has
shot, and we reduce our 4quotations

trade at about our
and buoyant.

TEMPLE

DATE.

FOR

America... .New York.. Rio Janeiro..April 28
Nova Scotian.Portland... .Liverpool.May 5

SI 5\a4
PROVISIONS—The demand is improving at out
quotations. We reduce our quotations of extra mess at
$22^26. Pork is quicker. We quote prime S2&224,
mei-s $28(230, clear $32g;33, and extra clear $34«>35.
Hams are w orth 19(221c. Lard is lower at ld^fiOc
tor bbls, and 20^21c tor kegs.
RICE—Carolina is very scarce and firm at our
quotations. Rangoon can be had at 9^10c.
RUM—Portland distilled is quiet and demand light
at $2 40 p gal.
SALT- -The stocks are very light and prices firm,
with a targdemand lor fishing purposes. Two cargoes—one from Turks Island, the other from Liverpool, are daily expected.
SOAP—There is an increased demand for Leathe &
Gore’s soaps. Quotations are unchanged.
SPICES—Our quotatious which are for pure, are
fully maintained, with an increasing demand.
SUGARS—The market is firm at our quotations,
with an upward tendency for hard.
SEEDS—No clango. Tho supply is not equal to
the demand, which is large.
SIIUJ— i'iie

FROM

North

at

5

In Marine,
And

PER PETU ALI HSU R ft N CE!

reb 13—dfct

The beautiful Mansion occupied by Horace
Bill DnrS‘n- situated at South West Harbor in
JSaS.l’remont. It is one of the best locations lor
a hotel or genteel boarding house in the
County of

MANUFACTORY
No.

HULLS, CARGOES, AND FREIGHTS,

Exchange Street,

Portland, Feb 8, I860.

soon.

&CC.9 &Cif
Reliable Fire Companies.

In the most

Railroads.

^“Stages

com-

Stocks of Goods, Buildings,Vessels on Stocks,

1,600,000

JOHN E. DOW k SON.

HAND PRESS lor sale cheap
Size ot Platen 20x28
Inquire In person at, or address hy mail,
PRESS OFFICE, Portland, Me.
..

Rooms up Stairs,

Columbia..New York..Havana..April25
Aim-.Boston.Li verpool_April 25
N ortli Americau... Portland..
.Liverpool.... April 28
City or Boston.New York. .Liverpool_April 28

29

and ACCI-

DENT INSURANCE,

AT THEIR ROOMS

E!

For Sale.

CABINET ORGAN

hhds 354 boxes
10 bbls sugar 1

—

departure op ocean steamers.

er

Onions are
75 p bbl.

Brig Dunkeld 329
Sou, Montreal;

sugar, Redpath &
cask rum, master.

good.

scarce.

-AND-

Merchant Tailor

IMPORTS,

PAINTS—Pure leads are scarce and firm at our
quotations. Manufacturers are a little behind in
filling orders. The demand far all kinds of paints is
PLASTER—The stock of hard has been increased
arrival of several cargoes. Ground is 50c lowand we reduce our quotations.
PRODUCE—Tbe market continues well supplied
with cut meats. Beef is plenty at li>(214c p lb by the
side. Veal comes in freely and is lower, the best
bringing 10i212c. Spring lambs command 18(2
2dc iq) ib.
Eggs are scarce and higher, bringing 22223c p doz, by the package. Turkeys are

MELODEON

DIED."

NAVAL STORES—Southern turpentine is lower
In this city, April 24, Sarah Osgood, aged 55 years
and selling in small lots at $110 p gal. ltosin ranges
11 months.
from $8 for common to $ 10 for No. 1.
Southern
on Thursday afternoon, at 3
£3f*“Funeral
Tar
pitch is now in the market at $7 50(2:8.
o’clock,
at the residence of Col Osgood, Green street. Friends
is held at $4«>5
lb. Oakum steady at 12(<gl4c
are invited to attend.
P ib.
In Bath,
April —, Mr Isaac W Wiers, formerly of
OILS —Portland kerosene continues at 70c for
Durham, aged 52 years.
1000 gals, 72Jc for 5 brls, and 75c for 1 brl, from the
In China, April 17, Mr James
Cook, aged 88 years
factory. Prices of crude fish oils range from #28@ I 4 months.
83 P brl for Pogic. Shore and Bank. Linseed oil
In Galian, Ohio, March 31, Mrs Cynthia C, wife of
scarce and up again to $1 34 lor raw, and $140 lor
America Bisbee, of Norway, aged 49 years.
boiled. Castor has fallen to $3 25.
Whale remains

To «ny amount, ami in the most responsible
panies in New England and New York City.

Portland.

Camden.

In Anburn, April 12, by Rev J C Snow, W H
Charles and Esther Page, both of Rome.
In Durham, April 12, Geo R Sleeper, of Lewiston,
and Betsey Goss, of Danville.
In Waldoboro, James H Springer and Bertha J
Overlook.
Ih New Sharon, April 3, Elisha G Baker and Miss
Melvina J Moore.

LIME—Stocks are increasing and demand has falloff in New York. This has occasioned a reduction of 10c 1^ cask, and we now quote Rockland and
Thowasun at $1 50&1 CO •£> cask.
LUMBER—No change from last week. The deen

Commercial Mutual of New
York,
Assets 81,100,000
Metropolitan of New York,
1,040.000
••
Manhattan
1,110,000

No,

their

to

FIRE, MARINE, FIFE

TO ANY AMOUNT WANTED,

second-hand

it applied for
ONE

THE

announce

friends and the business community generally,
tliat they have perfected complete arrangements for
the transaction of

Fire, Life, and Accident Insurance,

story House and Lot on Caseo Strcel.
Also a one story house and lot on Alder St.
Enquire at 111 Exchange St.
apl7dtl

_SA Tj

undersigned respectfully

and to effect Insurance upon
Hulls, in the fallowing
responsibleOffices. Open PoHciea issued.

two

FOR

INSURANCE, AGENCY!

prepared to iBsue binding certificates on

“

MA

obnbral

Insurance !

FREIGHT AND CARGO RISKS,

For Sale.

Farm tor Sale.
Pleasantly situated one half mile
v\ from Gorham Corner, 9 miles from

Co. 4b

MARRIED.

—

a

961

..‘.‘.1041
Hudson....1092
Michigan Southern .83?

Cumberland Coal

Are

April 17 —d3w

SPOKEN.

Erie..
Stonington.
101

demand for sheet and pipe at our
reduced quotations.
LEATHER
The market is firm lor the season
and prices are maintained. Stocks are moderate,
and holders arc unwilling to make iurther conces-

steady.

PURSUANT

Central...’

Steel

to

Insurance.

JOHN E. DOW & SON,

license from the Judge of Probate, the undersigned offer for sale a lot of land
abmt 45 feet, fronting on the northerly side ot Sumner Street, being a part of the homestead of the late
Samuel Blauchard, deceased.
For terms apply on the premises, or to
Joseph
Blauchard, Guardian, Cumberland Center.
SARAH BLANCHARD.
JOSEPH B LAN CHARD, Guardian.

Treasury 73-10.102

buyers.

for domestic

18—dtf

Marine

EnSt.

House Lot for Sale.

-inst, S B Thompson, Downing,

1st

LEAD —A fair

steady

Apr

Missouri Sixes. 842
New York
921

our
quotations. Nails steady at $7(27 25 p
cask, a shade lower than they have been.
LARD—Market quiet with but little demand.—

maud is

MThree

Franklin, Montreal and Alder Sts.
quire of ELER1DGE GERRY, 59 High
b

Insurance.

"_

Sale,-

Small Houses for

On

Richmond.
Sid, sclis

..

lower.

For Sale and to Lei.

Nue vitas.

Id.

Western.

favor

York, April

lower; quotations at 11 (& 17c.

Milwaukee. April 24.
Flour tirm at 8 60 for double extras. Wheat active
1.
1
lor
Oats firm at 33*c. Reat 1 61 @ 53*
No.
ceipts—1,600 bbls. flour, 29,000 bush, of wheat, 3,000
bush. oats. Shipments—i ,500 bbls. flour, 86,000 bush.

—

Prices

Market.

Milwaukee Market*

DUCK—There is an active demand for Portland,
it is sold as last as it can be manufactured, at
tor No. 1; 90c for No. 3, and 55c for No. 10.
PISII—There is an improved demand. The stock§
fair
for the season. No No. 1 mackerel in maiare
ket.
The market is active and the tendency
FLOUR
upwards. The market closed last week full 50c higher on the average lor alt kinds of sound Canada and

at

Liverpool—dull.

Sheep quiet; quotations at 3* ic 9c. Receipts 1,200 head. Hogs lower; quotations at 9 @ 10c.
Receipts 10,000 head.

quotations for American to
2Va£2c, and boltrqpe at 24

IRON—Stocks are ample
no
change in quotations.

to

New

Beef lc
000 head.

and

is

I2*v»

Porto Ricoatl2]c;
350 boxes Havana at 11

New York Cattle

at

ana aemund

45-*.
Lard—dull and heavy; sales 625 bbls. at 17 @19|.

Freights

$1yd

is

25k@

Naval Stores— nominah

DRUGS AND jjxjss— ineaemanu is goou. Dicurb Soda is lower and we reduce our quotation to
9£glOc P lb* No change in other articles.
DltV GOODS—There is an active demand for all
cotton goods at our quotations. All desirable styles
of fabrics, both cotton and woolen, are quickly takThere has been no material change in prices
en up.
since last week, and we continue our quotatious.

are

26

Molasse*—steady.

(&23c.

and prunes

Hoop Ohio at SCO

Oats—quiet; Canada at 69 @ 60c.
Beef—steady.
Pork—firm; sales 2,550 bbls. New mess at

Muscovado at ltd
<gj 12|c.
Coifee—dull.

—

10a>2oc^ lb, Manila

Round

Whiskey—quiet.
Rice—inactive.
Sugars-steady; sales 700 lihds.

COFFEE—TUc market is quiet with a light consumptive demand. Java is now quoted at 4u@48o
lb, and Rio 2$&30c.
COOPERAGE—Very little doing. Stocks are light
but equal to the demand. Hoops are lower.
COPPER
The market is quiet, and prices
reduced. Copper sheathing is quoted at 45c
lb. Yellow metal slioathing is selling at 34 c, and
yellow metal bolts for 37c.
CORDAGE—The market is quiet, with slight
change.

8 70.

87c.

$12

at

State at 6 90

ern.

^ 12 00. Western at 6 90 ig 8 70. Southern at 9 70 (c£
16 25. Canada at 9 85 (a} lo 25.
Wheat-1 <g3ohigher: sales 6L000 bush.; Milwaukee Club at 1 78 @ 180; Milwaukee new at 186 C»J 190;
White Canada prime at 3 00.
Corn—sales 32,000 bush.: Mixed Western at86®

--

--

"V

financial.
New VOHK.AFrll23.
The Commercial’, article say. the abundance of
money encourages temporary .peculation in stock.—
At the morning board the list was
stronger throughout aud prices genet
ally Jig 2 per cent, above the
closing fi cures of yesterday. The prevailing tone of
the market is decidedly
bullish, aud the bears are almost invariably cauglit in their short nitrations.
Governments continue remarkably iirm; 5-20*9 advanced in the face oi a decline of 1* in London. German bankers report, the
prices at Franktorfc unchanged. We hear of no return of 5-20*s by the America,
although arrivals were expected. It appears to be
taken lor granted that Secretary McCulloch will attempt to putout 5 per cent, long bonds at par. The
liMo’s, which would be most directly advantaged,
have advanced to 951, aud are very tirm and TO largo
102;
demand; 5 go's are i higher; 7-3j’s at 101 gw (w
incompound interest notes are quoted at par, ith

bo

TITTS

are prepare ! to execute orders for SOUTH▼ V ERN PINE LUMBER, by the cargo, delivcied with dispatch at any oonveukut port.

stocks

be
lowest

can

Street, nonr Green St.
SAMCEl. BELL,

McGILVERI, RYAN U DAVIS,

I

April 17—dtf

101 Commercial St,

